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Abstract

Powerful microchips for computing and networking allow a wide range of wearable devices to be minia-

turized with high fidelity and availability. In particular, the commercially successful smartwatches

placed on the wrist drive market growth by sharing the role of smartphones and health management.

The emerging Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) for Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR)

also impact various application areas in video games, education, simulation, and productivity tools.

However, these powerful wearables have challenges in interaction with the inevitably limited space for

input and output due to the specialized form factors for fitting the body parts. To complement the con-

strained interaction experience, many wearable devices still rely on other large form factor devices (e.g.,

smartphones or hand-held controllers). Despite their usefulness, the additional devices for interaction

can constrain the viability of wearable devices in many usage scenarios by tethering users’ hands to the

physical devices. This thesis argues that developing novel Human-Computer interaction techniques for

the specialized wearable form factors is vital for wearables to be reliable standalone products.

This thesis seeks to address the issue of constrained interaction experience with novel interaction

techniques by exploring finger motions during input for the specialized form factors of wearable devices.

The several characteristics of the finger input motions are promising to enable increases in the expres-

siveness of input on the physically limited input space of wearable devices. First, the input techniques

with fingers are prevalent on many large form factor devices (e.g., touchscreen or physical keyboard) due

to fast and accurate performance and high familiarity. Second, many commercial wearable products pro-

vide built-in sensors (e.g., touchscreen or hand tracking system) to detect finger motions. This enables

the implementation of novel interaction systems without any additional sensors or devices. Third, the

specialized form factors of wearable devices can create unique input contexts while the fingers approach

their locations, shapes, and components. Finally, the dexterity of fingers with a distinctive appearance,

high degrees of freedom, and high sensitivity of joint angle perception have the potential to widen the

range of input available with various movement features on the surface and in the air. Accordingly, the

general claim of this thesis is that understanding how users move their fingers during input will enable

increases in the expressiveness of the interaction techniques we can create for resource-limited wearable

devices.



This thesis demonstrates the general claim by providing evidence in various wearable scenarios with

smartwatches and HMDs. First, this thesis explored the comfort range of static and dynamic touch input

with angles on the touchscreen of smartwatches. The results showed the specific comfort ranges on

variations in fingers, finger regions, and poses due to the unique input context that the touching hand

approaches a small and fixed touchscreen with a limited range of angles. Then, finger region-aware

systems that recognize the flat and side of the finger were constructed based on the contact areas on

the touchscreen to enhance the expressiveness of angle-based touch input. In the second scenario, this

thesis revealed distinctive touch profiles of different fingers caused by the unique input context for the

touchscreen of smartwatches. The results led to the implementation of finger identification systems for

distinguishing two or three fingers. Two virtual keyboards with 12 and 16 keys showed the feasibility of

touch-based finger identification that enables increases in the expressiveness of touch input techniques.

In addition, this thesis supports the general claim with a range of wearable scenarios by exploring the

finger input motions in the air. In the third scenario, this thesis investigated the motions of in-air finger

stroking during unconstrained in-air typing for HMDs. The results of the observation study revealed

details of in-air finger motions during fast sequential input, such as strategies, kinematics, correlated

movements, inter-fingerstroke relationship, and individual in-air keys. The in-depth analysis led to a

practical guideline for developing robust in-air typing systems with finger stroking. Lastly, this thesis

examined the viable locations of in-air thumb touch input to the virtual targets above the palm. It was

confirmed that fast and accurate sequential thumb touch can be achieved at a total of 8 key locations

with the built-in hand tracking system in a commercial HMD. Final typing studies with a novel in-air

thumb typing system verified increases in the expressiveness of virtual target selection on HMDs.

This thesis argues that the objective and subjective results and novel interaction techniques in various

wearable scenarios support the general claim that understanding how users move their fingers during

input will enable increases in the expressiveness of the interaction techniques we can create for resource-

limited wearable devices. Finally, this thesis concludes with thesis contributions, design considerations,

and the scope of future research works, for future researchers and developers to implement robust finger-

based interaction systems on various types of wearable devices.
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I Introduction

1.1 Wearables

‘Wearables’ are worn objects, such as clothing or glasses, that contain computer technology and/or can

connect to the internet [1]. Recently, a wide range of wearable devices are thriving in the market. By

combining high fidelity with low cost, devices such as smartwatches, fitness trackers, smart clothes,

smart jewellery, or Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) for Virtual Realtiy (VR) and Augmented Reality

(AR) are proving to be invaluable tools to support diverse set of user activities.

As demands in the healthcare and Internet-of-Things (IoT) areas drive growth, the market size of

wearables is predicted to grow to approximately USD 265 billion by 2026 with a CAGR of 18% [2].

Powerful microchips for computing and wireless networking are fundamental in enabling the market

growth by allowing wearables to be miniaturized with high reliability and availability and placed in any

body parts with flexible form factors. Especially, the growing demand for the smartwatches and HMDs

is resulting in the launch of numerous commercial products.

Smartwatches

Smartwatches are the most mature and commercially successful wrist wearable. Recently, pairing smart-

watches with smartphones became a popular way of sharing or subsidizing the role of smartphones.

They allow users to quickly access the frequent tasks such as visual [3] and haptic notifications [4],

sound alerts [5], or short text information [6], during other activities. Through simple manipulations on

a touch screen, many useful and productive applications are available such as music [7], health manage-

ment [8], mobile wallet applications [9], text message reply [10], or calling [11]. In addition, internal

sensors measure user’s behaviors while exercising, travelling or resting by tracking their journey [12],

steps [13], consumed calories [14], or sleep patterns by measuring movements [15], breathing [16], and

heart rate [17]. Contact with user’s body enables continuous monitoring of bio-signals, such as heart

rate [18], blood pressure [19], or blood sugar level [20], in daily life. Similar to smartwatches, fitness

trackers worn on wrist have increased the scope of healthcare monitoring services. These devices pri-

marily manage a fitness journey by providing exercise tips or statistics [21], and some health monitoring

trackers enable patients to directly communicate bio-data to healthcare professionals remotely [22].
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Head Mounted Displays

Another emerging wearable form factor is Head Mounted Displays (HMDs). Various commercial prod-

ucts target application areas such as video games [23], media [24], entertainment [25], medicine [26],

education [27,28], simulation [29], training [30], or productivity tools [31]. There are two basic types of

HMDs: those that focus on Augmented Reality (AR) and those that address Virtual Reality (VR) [32].

AR HMDs provide an interactive experience with virtual contents altering users’ perception of the real

world environment in real time through the technologies of optical or digital see-through displays, com-

plex 3D trajectory tracing, and hand tracking [33]. AR HMDs have high potential to be applied in various

scenarios from supporting daily life to specialized industry settings [34]. The virtual contents shown on

AR HMDs can be used to present visual information about or manipulate the status of real objects for

the purpose of entertainment, social networking, or education in daily life [35]. Due to the benefits

of hands-free and overlays, AR HMDs are also useful in industrial/medical fields as they can support

interactive visual guidance or data visualization [36]. Users commonly interact with virtual contents

shown in AR with hand gestures, voice commands, or additional controllers [37]. VR HMDs provide

a virtual environment that immerses users in their surroundings. VR HMDs commonly consist of a

stereoscopic display, head motion tracking sensors, and stereo speakers [38]. Some VR HMDs include

hand tracking [39] or eye-tracking sensors [40]. Many consumer VR HMDs are standalone devices that

do not require additional equipment to track the position of the HMDs or their controllers [41]. They

focus on ease-of-use and high quality visual presentation. Various advances in technology and digital

platform market have contributed to the popularization of VR HMDs. Especially, a desire for more re-

alistic and immersive experiences has lead the development of VR. For instance, haptic feedback can be

delivered to the skin through the hand-held controller or various types of contact and non-contact haptic

device [42]. Users can interact with virtual contents by using a touch surface or buttons on a hand-held

controller [43–45], with bare hands via an embedded hand tracking system [45–47], or accessories in

the form of gloves, shoes, guns, or treadmills [48–51].

These powerful wearables are capable of assuming various functions previously performed only by

handheld devices such as smartphones. However, many wearables still rely on the smartphones for core

functionality. This is because there remain substantial technical challenges to be achieve fully stan-

dalone wearable devices including the hardware size, battery life, and supported networking system.

Besides these technical issues, many wearables expose core challenges in input and interaction - they

provide highly limited and constrained interaction experience to their users [7, 52–54]. This is because

their miniaturized and specialized form factors, designed to fit the body, inevitably feature very limited
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spaces and surfaces for input and output. This is one major reason why many wearable devices still rely

on the other large form factor devices for input and interaction. For example, smartwatches are typi-

cally paired with smartphones and HMDs operated by hand-held controllers. Challenges in achieving

effective input and output represent a major bottleneck restricting the viability of wearable devices for

many meaningful usage scenarios. Accordingly, this thesis argues that, for wearables to be successful

standalone products, it is currently imperative to develop novel Human-Computer interaction techniques

specific to the wearable form factor.

1.2 Input on smartwatches

Smartwatches face the challenge of providing a constrained interaction experience to users due to its

small form factor. First of all, the smartwatches occupy one hand, which restricts to reproduce the per-

formance of touch input using two hands in large form factor devices [55]. In addition, they inevitably

carry the physically small touchscreen for both input and output. The small touchscreen of smartwatches

yields the relatively small size of graphics. The small graphics of text and icon require higher visual at-

tention and cognitive workload to react by touching them with fingers [56]. The touch input on the small

touchscreen also causes an issue of fat-finger that the relatively large size of finger tip rather than the

target size results in incorrect input by occluding the visual feedback during the touch [57].

A common solution is enlarging targets to prevent the fat-finger issue, but it results in only few

targets being displayed on the small screen. Many prior works have explored novel interaction meth-

ods to avoid this fat-finger issue by extending input spaces to the alternative areas near the device,

such as touching the edge [58], strap [59], or crown [60], while others have used the finger/hand ges-

tures [61,62], around-device skin touch [63], or physical movement of smartwatches [64]. However, the

additional sensors/wearables can disrupt smartwatches to be successful standalone products requiring a

high portability. The novel input space different from where visual feedback appears can also confuse

users to perform input accurately.

The dynamic touch methods widely used in large form factor devices (e.g., scrolling, switching, or

zooming) also causes the fat-finger issues by occluding contents with the moving fingers on the small

touchscreen. To complement it, researchers have explored to enrich the touch interaction by improving

the expressivity of the static touch input, such as force-based touch [65] or sequences of tapping [66].

While they can be an alternative for the traditional gesture inputs, the novel interaction techniques re-

quire to be memorized and trained. Another approach for adopting the gestural touch input is a rotational

gesture input at the edge of the touchscreen [67]. In spite of the usefulness, it can arouse an issue of
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discomfort during the input due to the unique input context of smartwatches. The touching fingers ap-

proach the fixed touchscreen on the opposite hand. It makes a specific touching pose that limits the

range of comfort angle for the rotational inputs.

Unsurprisingly, the fat-finger issue on smartwatches constrains high bandwidth tasks that require a

wide range of input available such as text entry. The availability of the high bandwidth tasks is essential

for smartwatches to be successful standalone devices. Many prior works have proposed novel interaction

techniques to achieve the high bandwidth tasks with additional finger-mounted wearables [68] or the

sequences of tapping [69], swiping [52], or zooming [70] on the touchscreen. However, the additional

sensors/wearables can be cumbersome or unreliable in many usage scenarios. The untraditional touch

techniques can demand an extra training and more execution time with additional input steps. Therefore,

this thesis argues that novel interaction techniques for achieving high bandwidth tasks need to consider

both the prevalent input skills and accessible sensors in smartwatches.

1.3 Input on HMDs

The HMDs are relatively free from visual occlusion problem while the touch input on the surface of

HMDs, since the display for an output space is separated with the input space. However, the small size

of HMD devices constrains direct touch input on the hardware surfaces. Various touch methods have

been proposed by using the side or front parts of HMDs based on back-of-device touch interaction [71],

such as a character drawing [72], cursor-based input [73], or swipe [53]. Despite utilizing the limited

spaces for input, they can cause an issue in memorability due to the complex sequences of coded tapping

or swiping. The touch input around head is not visible, which is an inherent issue that requires eyes-free

input. The touch gestures directly on the HMDs can also cause physical discomfort on nose by shaking

the hardware [74]. In addition, the long exposure to the touch input at the head location causes the mus-

cle fatigue known as a gorilla arm effect [75]. For these reasons, the small touch space on the surface

of HMDs constrains the touch interaction to achieve the acceptable performance for the desired tasks in

three dimensional space such as typing or drawing.

Instead of the touch input providing the limited interaction experience, a manipulation with hand-

held controllers is a common method from simple to high bandwidth tasks in the three dimensional

space of the HMDs, such as text entry [45] or 3D drawing [76]. The ray-casting methods with the con-

trollers [43, 77] support to point and select the virtual objects even at a long distance [78]. The diverse

input techniques with the physical joystick and buttons on the controller have been proposed by integrat-

ing with the ray-casting method [79]. In addition, the methods of directly colliding with the hand-held
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controller is useful to operate the virtual objects around the user [80]. However, the ray casting methods

have an issue of occlusion that the other objects can screen the target in dense environments [44, 81].

The direct collision methods support to interact only with the close targets still having the occlusion

issue. Also, the selection methods based on the pointing are inefficient to make a fast sequential inputs

such as text entry [45, 82]. In addition to the interaction issues, the occupied hands tether users who use

additional devices or do other activities while wearing the HMDs. Especially, in the case of wearing

AR glasses in daily life, the use of additional input devices causes inconvenience to perform a main task

with the assistance of AR contents.

Recently, many prior works have investigated how to extend the input space without holding addi-

tional input devices with hands, such as eye gaze [83], head movement [84], on-body touch [85], or

bare-hand gesture [86]. Among the various approaches, the bare-hand interaction using an embedded or

add-on hand tracking systems is emerging as an alternative of the hand-held controllers. It supports to

directly manipulate the virtual objects or make the hand gestures with the projected virtual hands in mid-

air. In an early stage of hand tracking system, users make a favorite use of the predefined hand gestures

which trigger the simple short-cut commands [46], but each predefined gesture needs to be memorized.

Other prior works have proposed novel bare-hand interaction methods using the state-of-the-art optical

tracking systems to manipulate the virtual objects [87]. However, the commercial hand tracking systems

are not mature enough to imitate the exact positions of actual hands in real time due to the tracking er-

rors in the finger joints [39]. It is insufficient to track the subtle movement which is necessary to achieve

the high bandwidth tasks with small and dense targets. In additional, the hand gestures can generate

a muscle fatigue on the shoulder and arm [75], and meet an issue of social acceptability that users are

willing to use them in public places [86].

Nonetheless of the early-stage hand tracking system, the bare-hand interaction is good fit for the

various applications of HMDs in the three dimensional environments. It is also an accommodating

interaction technique for users to induce the intuitive movements to manipulate the virtual objects as we

do with real hands. This traditional manipulation methods with bare-hands can lower the entry barriers

for users of all ages rather than novel input methods with the hand-held controllers. In addition, the

dexterous input can facilitate high bandwidth tasks with high performance. Many prior works have

proposed novel bare-hand interaction techniques for the HMDs, such as error-correction techniques [88]

or recognition methods [47]. However, most of prior works used the high-end optical trackers, which

limits to utilize the interaction techniques in the currently available HMDs. They also controlled the

hand or finger movements to get the clear features for the hand gesture detection or recognition [47],
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but the users move their hands without any constraints for the gesture input in real usage scenarios.

Accordingly, this thesis argues that novel bare-hand interaction techniques for high bandwidth tasks

need to consider both the unconstrained finger movements and the available hand tracking systems in

commercial HMDs.

1.4 Properties of Finger for input

The finger-based input techniques are prevalent on many large form factor devices such as smartphones

or physical keyboards. It has already been verified that fingers can achieve fast and accurate performance

for complex or meticulous interaction tasks. With the advantages of prevalent finger input methods, the

characteristics of fingers in anatomy and movements have the potential to generate various unique input

features for the specialized form factors of wearable devices. Fingers consist of segments with the joints

and associated muscles. They have their special shape at each segment and distinct regions such as nails,

fingertips, pads, or knuckles. In addition to the unique appearance, the fingers can move very freely with

their joints [89]. They have a kinematic model which includes a total of 21 degrees of freedom. The

index, middle, ring, and little finger have 4 degrees of freedom. They have one degree of freedom

only for flexion and extension motion with the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) or distal interphalangeal

(DIP) joints, and two degrees of freedom for flexion, extension, abduction, or adduction motion in the

metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint. Especially, the thumb has five degrees of freedom: two for each of

the trapeziometacarpal (TM) and metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints, and one for the interphalangeal

(IP) joint. In terms of the joint angle perception, the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) is around 1.7◦

to 2.7◦ at the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) and metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints [90]. Based on the

dexterity of fingers, I argue that the potential input features that can be extracted from the characteristics

of fingers in appearance, anatomy, and perception are promising to increase the expressiveness of tradi-

tional finger input techniques on wearable devices.

In terms of finger input on the surface, the prevalent touch input performs fast and accurate target

selection on the large form factor devices. However, the form factor of smartwatches has a small dis-

play which limits the input bandwidth and also generates the interaction issues of fat-finger [57] during

the touch. To address the inherent issues, many prior works have explored novel input modalities with

properties of finger motions during the touch, such as the physical movements of smartwatches by the

impact force [91], the force/pressure level on the surface [65], the impact sounds caused by different fin-

ger regions of the nail, fingertip, pad, or knuckle [92] or the placements of each finger while the touching

finger approaches to the touchscreen [93]. However, unpredictable or uncontrollable input noises from

the variability of force or sound can degrade the performance of the proposed input techniques with the
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low recognition performance in the actual use scenarios. Meanwhile, the capacitive sensors in touch-

screen are reliable to accurately estimate finger motions on the surface without any undesired input

noises. The finger motions with the information of contact area on the surface can improve the input ex-

pressivity of the touch, since the different anatomy and skin shape of each finger produce distinct touch

profiles on the surface. Many prior works have focused on the properties of finger movements on the

large form factor devices. The contact area during touch input enables the finger orientation estimation

with the touch geometry [94] or the finger identification with the relative finger positions [95] or the

fingerprint [96]. However, little work has explored the finger motions during touch on smartwatches.

The touch motions on the small and fixed surface of smartwatches have the potential to generate unique

input features which can increase the input bandwidth for smartwatches.

Meanwhile, the fingers with a high degree of freedom are able to shape a bunch of hand gestures

for the input, such as meaningful gestures [86], pinch [97], or single finger touch [88]. However, the

issues of immature hand tracking systems in the HMDs limit the use of skillful finger stroking that is

prevalent on the physical keyboard [39]. The finger stroking is simple, and also easy to perform the

sequential inputs efficiently. In spite of the high potential, it is usually adopted for simple selection since

the immature hand tracking system in commercial HMDs is insufficient to track all fast and subtle finger

movements during the sequential inputs [39]. Even, a lack of haptic for the key confirmation causes the

tough controls on the finger movements that generate different kinematics from the finger stroking to

the surface [98–100]. Prior works have explored novel interaction techniques by using error-correction

techniques [88] or developing new hand gestures [86]. However, little work has explored characteris-

tics of unconstrained in-air finger stroking. Previous study that explored the constrained in-air finger

stroking have yet to reveal sufficient features to precisely detect or recognize the fast and complex finger

stroking inputs [47].

In addition, the anatomy of the hand has a confined range of motion for the rotational movements

of the finger and wrist in abduction/adduction and flexion/extension. The input that deviates from the

comfort zone affects the ergonomic comfort that impacts both usability and performance. Therefore, the

design of finger input techniques needs to consider comfort based on the properties of finger movements.

Previous study has explored the comfort during the touch input on the surface of large form factor de-

vices [101]. However, the unique input context of smartwatches can generate different comfort ranges of

finger movements during the angle-based touch input on the touchscreen or bezel. The bare-hand touch

input in the air is also associated with the range of finger motion. The interface for the direct touch needs

to consider the comfortably reachable arrangement of multiple virtual targets [102, 103].
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In sum, finger motions during input have the potential to generate various novel input features and

modalities. In particular, understanding the finger motions for the specialized form factors of wearable

devices can enable identify unique input features with the reliable built-in sensors. Accordingly, this

thesis argues that the properties of finger motions during input are able to generate unique input features

that can improve the expressiveness of the traditional finger input techniques by avoiding the interaction

and technology issues of the resource-limited wearable devices.

1.5 Claim

Among various approaches to the input for wearables, I focus on exploring how to increase input band-

width by improving the expressiveness of the traditional finger input techniques, such as tapping or

swiping on the surface and finger stroking in the air. This approach enables the novel interaction tech-

niques to retain the prevalent input skills with high familiarity and learnability. In addition, commercial

wearables support the detection technologies of finger movements with built-in sensors such as the touch

surface or hand tracking system. Within this space, the finger motions have the potential to generate a

range of unique input features during input based on the high degree of freedom, complex anatomy, dis-

tinct skin shape, and sensitive joint angle perception. The inputs on the special form factor devices can

provoke somewhat different finger movements due to the unique input contexts of wearables. Therefore,

understanding the properties of finger motions while manipulating wearables is fundamentally required

to reveal the unique input features. by overcoming the addressed interaction issues generated from the

form factors of wearables. In particular, the unique input features can improve the input expressive-

ness of novel interaction techniques that can enable a high bandwidth task requiring a fast sequential

input and a wide range of input available on the resource-limited wearable devices. Accordingly, this

thesis addressed a general claim that understanding how users move their fingers during input will en-

able increases in the expressiveness of the interaction techniques we can create for resource-limited

wearable devices.
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1.6 Outline, Contribution, and Conclusion

This thesis demonstrates the general claim with the diverse approaches to the input scenarios of both

smartwatches and HMDs. This thesis starts with an overview of various prior works related to the study

background and interaction issues of wearables. Then, the empirical studies examine the properties of

finger movements during input both on the surface and in the air to derive the unique input features.

Firstly, this thesis explores the comfort range of angle-based touch on the small touchscreen of smart-

watches during the static and dynamic touch inputs. Then, this thesis investigates the classifiable touch

profiles generated by the unique input context of smartwatches to build finger identification system.

Secondly, in order to examine the general claim of this thesis on a range of wearable scenarios, this

thesis analyzes the movements of unconstrained in-air finger stroking that can enable the fast sequen-

tial input tasks such as text entry. Then, this thesis specifically explores the properties of in-air thumb

movements based on the comfort range of thumb motion, input performance, muscle fatigue and social

acceptance to develop a novel text-entry system for the HMDs. Finally, this thesis provides the design

considerations, limitations, and future works on using the properties of finger movements for developing

novel interaction techniques on resource-limited wearables. More specifically, in Chapter II, this thesis

reviews the background of input techniques smartwatches and HMDs through various prior works. The

previous works have proposed novel interaction techniques to tackle the interaction issues caused from

the wearables’ form factors by exploring novel input modalities, developing detection technologies of

input, or improving expressivity of existing input skills. The input techniques for smartwatches consist

of the methods of touch on screen, touch on alternative parts of device, around-device gestures, and

one-handed gestures. The input techniques for HMDs include the touch on the surface of device or body

parts, the manipulation methods of hand-held devices, hands-free methods of eye gaze or head-based

motion, and hand gesture methods on the surface or in the air. In particular, the review for the HMDs

includes the subtle hand interaction techniques considering social acceptability for the usage scenarios

in public space. The following paragraphs describe contributions of this thesis based on the empirical

studies for exploring the properties of finger movements during the input on the surface and in the air.

Chapter III investigates comfort angles of touch input on the small touchscreen of smartwatches.

The finger touch input in the smartwatches has a unique input context that the touching fingers approach

the small touchscreen fixed on the opposite hand. The specific hand pose limits a range of approachable

angles of the finger input due to the anatomy of the hand and arm. The limited angles can arouse a phys-

ically uncomfortable input when the static or dynamic touches based on the angle are out of comfort

range. The discomfort also diminishes both the reliability and usability of input techniques in achieving
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the expected performance. Prior work has investigated the comfort input ranges with the large-scale

display of smartphones using two hands [101]. However, I highlight that there is no data or guideline

about the comfort of touch input for both the static and dynamic gestures on the smartwatches. To fill

this research gap, investigation of the comfort of finger movement during the touch is firstly necessary

to achieve a robust and reliable interaction technique. This thesis explores the comfort range of static

and dynamic touch input with different finger poses through empirical studies. In addition, the raw

touch images are used to develop region-aware classifiers that infer the contacted finger regions. Finally,

guidelines and example applications for the angle-based input and region-aware interaction techniques

with the specific comfort range are suggested based on the subjective feedback on the comfort and ob-

jective input performance.

Chapter IV introduces a finger identification system using finger touch profiles generated by the

unique input context of smartwatches. The contact area of finger inputs on the touchscreen is a reliable

feature with the capacitive touch sensors. The touch profiles obtained by the raw touch image include

the information on finger contact distribution on the touchscreen [94]. The individual fingers can gen-

erate distinct touch profiles in the contact area due to the different appearance of fingers and the unique

input context of the smartwatches where the touching hand approaches the fixed touchscreen on the

opposite wrist. Prior works have explored a finger identification to access different functions, but they

remain challenges in the practicality by using either additional implementations [68,104–106]. The fin-

ger identification based on the touch profiles of fingers can fill this research gap without any additional

implementations. This thesis conducts empirical studies to collect the touch profiles on the touchscreen

of smartwatches through the tapping and swiping tasks. Then, this thesis proposes finger identification

models based on the distinctive touch profiles of each finger in natural and exaggerated touch poses. The

models enable the recognition of the finger that is responsible for the touch. As an application of the

finger identification system, this thesis suggests the keyboard interfaces with a novel button design that

allows different fingers to have different functions on a button. The keyboard for complex typing tasks

shows increases in the expressiveness of touch input on the small touchscreen of smartwatches.

Chapter V explores the movements of in-air finger stroking during the typing on HMDs. The

built-in Hand tracking systems in the commercially available HMDs have the potential to alternate the

hand-held controller-based interaction that occupies the user’s hands to bare-hand interaction. However,

the immature hand tracking system limits the fast in-air finger stroking for high bandwidth tasks such

as text entry. Also, a lack of haptic on the fingers causes the fingers to move differently in the air than

on the surface. Prior work explored the finger motions during constrained in-air finger stroking [47],
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while the results have yet to reveal sufficient features to accurately detect and recognize unconstrained

finger stroking for actual usage scenarios. Therefore, this thesis explores unconstrained in-air finger

stroking during typing tasks. The empirical studies identify two typing strategies that affect in-air fin-

ger movements. Based on the strategies, this thesis analyzes the kinematics of in-air finger stroking

(e.g., amplitude, direction, location, and speed of fingertip), the correlated movement of fingers, the

inter-finger stroking relationship, and in-air key distributions. In the end, this thesis suggests a design

recommendation for developing a text entry system using in-air finger stroking.

Chapter VI examines the movement of the thumb to develop an in-air thumb typing system for

HMDs. The touch with the thumb is a prevalent input method on large form factor devices. This thesis

highlights that the prevalent thumb input can enable efficient text entry on the HMDs. To avoid the

hand-held controllers occupying the hands, this thesis uses the built-in hand tracking system that sup-

ports the bare-hand finger input. However, the immaturity of the hand tracking system seldom achieves

the subtle manipulation of the small virtual targets near the hands. In this limitation, understanding the

properties of thumb movements is necessary to arrange the virtual targets in the appropriate location.

This thesis explores the properties of thumb movement during the thumb input on the small targets

around the hands. The empirical studies draw the highly effective location of eight targets for the in-air

thumb input based on the effective range of thumb movements. A layout selection process assigns the

characters to the eight buttons. This thesis verifies the in-air thumb typing system with word repetition

and phrase typing tasks. Through a comparison study with a baseline keyboard, this thesis examines

the in-air thumb typing system with objective typing performance and subjective feedback for muscle

fatigue and social acceptance.

The contributions of this thesis are threefold through the background reviews and a series of em-

pirical studies for finger input motions on various scenarios: smartwatches and HMDs. Firstly, this

thesis contributes to understanding the properties of finger movements that can enable increases in the

expressiveness of finger inputs for various scenarios. Chapter III suggested the specific comfort ranges

of angle-based touch inputs on the small touchscreen of smartwatches and also the region-aware input

techniques using the contact areas. Chapter IV presented the distinctive touch profiles of each finger

by the unique input context of smartwatches. Chapter V analyzed the characteristics of finger stroking

during unconstrained in-air typing such as finger stroking strategies, kinematics, correlated movements,

the interval between two sequential inputs, and individual in-air key analysis. Chapter VI presented the

viable target locations of in-air thumb touch input on the HMDs. Also, this thesis provided detailed

guidelines for these features to build novel finger input interfaces. Secondly, this thesis has an empirical
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contribution to data collection. Various empirical studies with natural or artificial conditions provided

objective and subjective data of finder motions. For example, Chapter V provided 25,932 manually

labeled finger motions to each in-air key and high-level information of in-air finger stroking through

an observation study for unconstrained in-air typing, while Chapter VI provided all viable locations of

thumb touch input above palm. The empirically collected data will be a ground-truth to design comfort-

able, accurate, and fast input techniques based on finger motions. The third contribution of this thesis is

the artifacts of novel finger input interfaces that increase the expressiveness of finger input for resource-

limited wearable devices. Two novel finger interaction techniques showed increases in the range of input

available on the small touchscreen of smartwatches. Chapter III proposed potential applications with the

integration of angle-based touch techniques and a finger region-aware system. Chapter IV introduced

virtual keyboard interfaces based on the finger identification system that enabled the keyboards to have

two or three letters on each key. This thesis also presented a novel in-air typing system for HMDs by

improving the expressiveness of in-air thumb touch input. In Chapter VI, an in-air thumb typing system

with an ambiguous keyboard layout and word prediction system showed fast and accurate typing perfor-

mance with eight keys above the palm of both hands.

In conclusion, I argue that the contributions support the general claim of this thesis by examining

various scenarios that the novel interaction techniques reflecting the properties of finger movements on

smartwatches and HMDs can improve the input expressiveness on complex typing tasks for resource-

limited smartwatches and HMDs.
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II Related Work

This chapter presents an overview of prior input techniques and their sensing technologies for both

smartwatches and HMDs to review a range of input scenarios on the surface and in the air. This review

also describes the advantages and limitations of previous works considering the aspects of usability,

practicality, social acceptability, and feasibility. The first section summarizes various prior approaches

using hands to the interaction issues of popular touch input on smartwatches. This section starts by

presenting the touch input techniques using the touchscreen of smartwatches such as sequences of touch

gestures, the status of fingers, or additional finger-mounted wearables. Other touch techniques that ex-

tend the touch surface using the alternative parts of the device such as the bezel, strap, or crown are also

described. Then, I introduce around-device input techniques for avoiding occlusion on the touchscreen.

The around-device input includes hand or finger gestures or skin touch near the device with various

recognition technologies. The last approach described in this section is the one-handed gesture input

method that uses the occupied hand by a smartwatch to perform the hand gestures. The second section

reviews various interaction techniques and input modalities for AR and VR HMDs. This section begins

with a summary of input techniques using physical Hand-held devices that are popular on commercial

HMDs. After this, I describe alternatives to hand-held devices. One approach is the touch input tech-

nique on the surface of HMDs and the body parts. Another approach is the hands-free input technique

using head-based motion or eye gaze which is promising for interaction scenarios in uninstrumented en-

vironment. This section closes with a description of in-air hand/finger input techniques and also subtle

manipulation methods that consider the social acceptability in public space scenarios.

2.1 Input Techniques on Smartwatches

Touch on the touchscreen

While the touch input is a prevalent and reliable input method for most smart devices, smartwatches

are struggling for employing the traditional touch input on the physically limited space for input and

output. To overcome the limitation, many researchers have explored how to improve the input expres-

sivity of finger touch based on the already implemented touchscreen. First and foremost, smartwatches

display a limited number of soft buttons due to the small touchscreen, which hinders high bandwidth

tasks requiring many buttons such as a text entry. Many prior works have proposed various approaches

to address this issue. For example, the multiple functions per button allow a large number of input

options on the small space by retaining the effective size for touch. The input methods using the se-

quences of tap and swipe gestures to the different directions enabled the text entry with seven [107] or
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nine [52] buttons. Other works adopted the ambiguous button with several characters and interpreted

the sequential taps [69, 108] or the swiping gestures [109] to the most likely word by auto-correction or

prediction system. While the input techniques based on the tap-and-swipe and ambiguous buttons are

potentially effective systems, they require more steps to finish the intended inputs. Huang et al. [110]

assigned multiple functions per button to the different contact areas of left, right, and center of the finger

pad, which can omit any additional inputs. Others have investigated the zooming interface to enlarge the

soft keyboard with tiny buttons to the effective size for selection [70], or to display a pop-up window

showing an enlarged touch region [111]. Despite a more familiar interface, it can demand additional

swipes to shift the touching fingers to the target exactly.

The issue of fat-finger frequently occurs on the small touchscreen of smartwatches [57, 112]. The

relatively large finger decreases the touch accuracy by occluding the target or visual feedback. To ad-

dress this issue during the touch input, prior works have explored to improve the touch input expressivity

by avoiding visual occlusion. Recognizing finger angles on the surface [113, 114] can be effective in

broadening the input bandwidth of smartwatches using the input context of angles. Xiao et al. [94]

proposed diverse applications by estimating the pitch and yaw of touching finger on the smartwatches,

such as twist, pan, zoom, rotate, and 3D manipulation. Vogelsang et al. [115] discussed the design

space for the finger angle input to present the interface elements by mapping with various use cases. In

spite of improving the input expressivity, the angle-based input techniques need data refinement for the

comfort and social acceptability. Another effective approach for augmenting the touch input is using a

continuous pressure touch at the initial touch position [116, 117]. Yeo et al. [65] suggested the pressure

input interface with three levels of pressure in eight directions. While showing the feasibility of pres-

sure input on smartwatches with high recognition accuracy, it had a relatively long input time about 2.4

seconds. In addition to the bare-finger touch, other authors have implemented additional input devices

for the touching finger to address the fat-finger problem. NanoStylus [118] used a small finger-mounted

stylus that significantly reduces the error rate compared to the traditional finger touch. Su et al. [119]

suggested an additional display on the nail of touching finger. The nail display reveals the occluded area

and guides the touching finger to the target location. While the additional devices accomplished precise

touch input on the small touchscreen, they may not fit the use cases of smartwatches by occupying the

tip of the touching finger.

The benefit of smartwatches is quick access to messages and visual or haptic notifications while

mobile or other activities. In line with the use cases, the short input time is vital to respond to them

instantly. Eyes-free finger touch input is a good fit for this desire. A tactile landmark on the bezel
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can enable the eyes-free input [120]. Kubo et al. [121] used the bezel-to-bezel swipe gestures on the

rectangular touchscreen by using the physical characteristics of screen shape as the landmark. It accom-

plished the quick gesture input due to the short distance between the two bezels. Another work showed

that the bezel-to-bezel swipe gesture can also minimize a screen occlusion during the touch interaction

through an investigation of contents visibility [122]. To achieve fast eyes-free input, others adopted the

sequences of tapping [7] or the contact area of flat fingers [66] to command the shortcut menu by map-

ping with action metaphors. However, the eyes-free techniques based on swiping and tapping remain to

command the shortcut menu, not to perform more complex tasks. In addition to fast input, on-the-go

interaction in the actual use cases is a key consistent with the benefit of smartwatches. While mobile, the

problems of physical disturbance [123] and increased cognitive load [124] frequently occur during the

on-the-go interaction, which reduces the input performance more for the small targets [125,126]. Singh

et al. [127] investigated the impact of mobility on various touch input methods, and suggested new nav-

igation techniques for mobile contexts by adopting tapping and flicking for zooming and panning. Ahn

et al. [126] discussed more complex tasks while mobile. The HoldBoard system employed the watch

holding motion with the sequences of two finger touches—tapping the target button with the index finger

while touching the bezel with the thumb. While the prior works represent empirical results relating to

mobility, the on-the-go interaction needs to consider other confound interaction problems such as the

fat-finger issue.

Touch on the alternative parts of device

The finger touch on the small touchscreen remains the issue of screen occlusion during the touch. In

addition, soft button for manipulation can obstruct the view of visual contents in the small output space.

To completely avoid any visual possession for input, alternative parts of smartwatches have been exam-

ined as an input space, such as edge, strap, or crown. Among the various parts, the bezel, the edge of the

smartwatch, is the most relevant part for input as it is located right around the screen. Oakley et al. [58]

examined the viability of edge touches with capacitive sensors around the bezel by evaluating the target-

ing performance of single and spatial multi-touches. Other authors detected a single edge touch with the

built-in Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) [128]. Darbar et al. [129] investigated pressure-based input

on the bezel to enhance the input expressivity, augmenting the touch to three pressure levels. Another

approach is rotating the bezel to select the button with cursors [67]. It used multiple cursors based on the

prefix system to minimize the rotating distance. In terms of eyes-free input using the bezel touch, Wong

et al. [130] showed the feasibility of up to an eight-segment layout with a mean accuracy of over 93%.

Despite avoiding the issues of visual occlusion, the bezel interface is somewhat circular smartwatch-

centered design, which likely needs more investigation for rectangular smartwatches.
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The strap is a part of smartwatches with a relatively large space for making input without visual

occlusion. Perrault et al. [59] explored a design space of eyes-free touch input on the strap with simple

pointing and sliding gestures. They discussed the strap gesture techniques more suitable for shortcuts. A

more complex task was examined with the arrangement of multiple touch buttons along the strap [131].

During the task, the strap touch interface revealed an interaction issue that the screen is out of view

by the rotated arm while touching the button away from the screen. Other authors have proposed strap

interfaces having both input and output spaces. The ambient notification on the strap can enable the

back-of-device interaction with precise target selection [132]. Lyons et al. [133] and Klamka et al. [134]

demonstrated the feasibility of back-of-device interaction by implementing strap interfaces consisting of

multiple displays that facilitate all strap to be input and output spaces. Instead of adopting most areas of

the strap for input, Ahn et al. [135] augmented the strap input space with pressure levels. However, since

the interactive surfaces on the strap have a different dimension from the touchscreen and their location is

away from the screen, the strap interaction can provide a constrained experience for subtle manipulation

requiring sophisticated mapping of small and complex visual contents.

The crown is a traditional input part on regular watches. Many commercial smartwatches adopt

the crown as a physical input channel to manipulate digital content. Brule et al. [136] investigated the

design space of physical rotary inputs using the crown. The elicitation studies for the combinations of

physical rotary inputs of crown and bezel resulted in various eyes-free gestures such as swipe, pinch,

and return. Another approach is a tilting crown [60] that extends the input space of the crown from bi-

directional rotations to a joystick including tilt, rotation, and press. The tilting crown showed fast input

performance on a circular layout. While successfully broadening the input bandwidth of the crown, the

crown interaction needs more investigation on mapping with digital contents on the touchscreen.

Around-device input

A promising approach to finger occlusion on the small touchscreen is an around-device gesture in-

put with the opposite hand of the watch-wearing hand. Kim et al. [61] examined the design space of

around-device gestures such as straight and rotational hand movements above the watch. The prototype

with proximity sensors showed the feasibility of recognition for simple gestures. Abracadabra [137] em-

ployed magnetic sensors to recognize around-device finger gestures that manipulate a cursor for the dig-

ital contents on the screen. It contributes to extending the interactive space to a much larger in-air space

than the limited input surface of smartwatches. zSense [138] explored a recognition of different static

and dynamic finger gestures around the device by using infrared emitters and receivers. The authors
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examined the spatial configurations of emitters for different form factor wearables including one-axis

linear, two-axis linear, and angular displacements. Other authors introduced the eliciting around-device

gestures by mapping with various smartwatch tasks [139]. A set of user-defined gestures was suggested

by considering the mental model, social acceptability, and preference of the gestures. Meanwhile, Han

et al. [140] proposed an around-device interaction technique using continuous gestures from the touch

on the screen. The continuous gestures based on single or multi touches extend the interactive space

around the device as using a large touchscreen. Magnetips [141] integrated haptic feedback on fingertip

to around-device gesture. It investigated the design space of haptic guidance for eyes-free interaction

or behind-arm and back-of-device interactions which has visual occlusion. The prior works show the

feasibility of around-device gestures for resource limited smartwatches, while they require additional

implementations to accurately recognize the gestures and the lack of haptic feedback in air can cause

inaccurate input. Future works need more investigation on accurately recognizing diverse gestures based

on the user-defined gesture set [139].

Meanwhile, many researchers have explored around-device touch input on the skin to extend the

input surface. During the on-skin input, a benefit of haptic feedback on the fingertip can enable discrete

inputs with key confirmation. The preference and social acceptability of on-body input for the forearm

record relatively high scores rather than other body parts [142]. Various input modalities for the on-skin

input on the forearm have been explored to map users’ mental models to on-skin gestures such as touch,

grab, pull, press, or squeeze [143]. In a proof of concept of the on-skin input, prior works examined

the feasibility through handwriting input on the back of the hand using the magnetic field on a flat

surface [144] or virtual button input on hand using a shoulder-worn projector and depth camera [145].

In terms of recognition technology with wrist worn system, Harrison et al. [63] characterized a property

of skin during the finger tap to the skin. The authors implemented a bio-acoustic sensing system into the

armband to recognize the touch location by analyzing mechanical vibrations from the finger tap on the

skin. They also investigated the design space of the system with the accuracy performance on different

locations at the forearm and validated the system in mobile scenarios. To achieve the on-skin input,

various technical approaches with wrist worn form factor have been investigated such as using single

or multiple ultrasonic rangefinders [146, 147], infrared reflective sensors [148, 149], inertial sensor and

microphone [150, 151], acoustic sensor [152], or depth camera [153]. Especially, Zhang et al. [154]

used an electrical signal propagating through the body. The system achieved high accuracy in detecting

the location of skin touch input with a high resolution. While the authors note that the system only

with small electrodes under the smartwatch is relatively independent from the environmental noise, the

system still requires a signal emitting ring on the touching finger as an additional wearable device. In
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other prior work, Zhou et al. [155] integrated the signal transmitter with receiver electrodes under the

smartwatch. It has a relatively low resolution and accuracy rather to the system with a separated signal

emitter, while showing the feasibility of a small implemented system under a smartwatch for recognizing

simple touch gestures. Visual feedback on skin with projector modules has been investigated to extend

the interactive region by guiding on-skin touch input with virtual buttons [147, 156]. The technology of

skin touch input is becoming a sophisticated interface by achieving high resolution and miniaturization.

Further investigation on the integration of the touchscreen and extended interactive space on the skin

can enable overcoming the confined interaction due to the resource limited smartwatches.

One-handed gesture input

The one-handed gesture is using only the occupied hand to perform input for the smartwatches, which

can completely avoid any occlusion issue and extend the input space within the hand. During the one-

handed input, the opposite hand is free for other activities. Among various one-handed gesture input

methods, a wrist-tilting input is simple and similar to the operation of the joystick [157, 158]. The

movements of the hand with the dexterity of wrist joints include flexion, extension, radioulnar deviation,

and rotation. The dexterous wrist is able to discrete the amount of wrist tilt for target selection [159].

Various prior works have examined sensing technologies to adopt the wrist-tilting input technique for

smartwatches. By detecting the physical device movement with the built-in inertial sensor in the smart-

watch, Guo et al. [64] investigated the selection methods of the angular menu according to wrist rotation

degrees and different tilt levels. The array of proximity sensors around the wrist enables the estimation

of wrist tilt direction to control angular cursor [160] or two-dimensional gesture drawing [161] on the

screen. Other authors have accessed bio-signals from the body such as photoplethysmogram (PPG) with

motion sensor [162] or electromyography (EMG) [163,164], while the EMG sensing requires additional

wearable device attached to the large muscles of the forearm away from the clock. Strohmeier et al. [165]

proposed an implanted interface detecting the position of the magnet implanted in hand to make input on

the smartwatch. The prior works adopting the one-handed gesture techniques based on the wrist angles

have shown the feasibility of replacing the opposite hand gestures. However, the angle-based inputs

have a limit to providing subtle interaction for the small output space of smartwatches. In addition, the

wrist tilting gesture can cause confusion in manipulating the digital content on smartwatches’ screen

which has a different plane of motion.

The one-handed finger gesture for triggering shortcut commands is preferable to quickly respond to

the notifications from smartwatches. The finger gestures can achieve eyes-free input that is suitable for

the use scenarios of smartwatches. In addition, the popular gestures are less obtrusive during the input.
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To adopt this input method for smartwatches, many researchers have explored finger gesture recognition

systems. Wen et al. [62] showed the classification of five popular finger gestures using the built-in mo-

tion sensors in the smartwatch. In another work, both motion and audio data from the built-in sensors

were used to improve gesture classification by gathering more information about the gestures [166].

In spite of using the built-in sensors, the motion data with specific window size can have a latency to

classify the gestures, and the noise while mobile can interrupt accurate classification. Other prior works

have developed additional sensors to detect the movement of fingers such as ultrasonic-based rangefind-

ers [167], infrared cameras with LED and camera [168], pressure sensors [169], or photo reflectors [170]

around the wrist. The systems can identify the finger gestures with real-time signal processing, but re-

quire additional attachments to the smartwatch. Han et al. [171] used an array of microphones to detect

non-vocal acoustics during the finger gestures, since some finger gestures have their own unique sound

such as snapping or rubbing. The non-vocal acoustics can provide a rich interaction experience in situ-

ations where the environmental context matches well with the use of finger gestures. Meanwhile, other

authors have explored the bio-signals from the wrist area where the smartwatch is located. They de-

tect the skin or muscle deformation during the movement of fingers for generating the finger gestures,

such as electrical impedance tomography [172], infrared transmission and reflection [173], ultrasound

image [174], or PPG-based heart rate [175]. The examined bio-signal sensors are applicable to the form

factor of smartwatches due to the sensing locations. Especially, PPG-based interaction is a promising

approach since some commercial smartwatches include the PPG sensor for healthcare purposes. Zhang

et al. [175] showed the feasibility of using PPG data to identify finger gestures by investigating essential

parameters. Despite of the effective one-handed finger gestures on shortcut menu, high bandwidth tasks

require a number of input keys with subtle interaction techniques.

The fine-grained finger gesture input with one hand enables micro interaction to conduct high band-

width tasks on the small touchscreen of smartwatches such as pointing, drawing, writing, or text en-

try. To achieve it, the basic requirement is the continuous tracking of finger gesture input. Kienzle et

al. [176] suggested a ring-type input device with an infrared proximity sensor and gyroscope to facil-

itate the continuous finger input on the surface. Through a pointing performance, this system showed

the feasibility of continuously tracing the position of the finger to provide two-dimensional input. Other

authors introduced deformation-based input for smartwatches with the soft hemisphere surface worn on

the finger [177]. The light-sensitive photodiodes measure the reflected amount of light to detect sur-

face deformation by pressing, shearing, or pinching gestures. The sensors support a high resolution on

the optical force-sensitive deformations to conduct two-dimensional pointing input on the screen of the

smartwatch. While the ring-type devices have a small and familiar appearance as finger accessories, the
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additional ring wearable device can be cumbersome to wear. To achieve the micro interaction by avoid-

ing the extra devices, Zhang et al. [178] used only the built-in inertial sensors in the smartwatch without

any additional sensors to accomplish the finger writing on the surface. The system maps the continuous

motion signals by finger movements into the word for providing word-level recognition. In spite of

recognizing the micro finger gestures for the high bandwidth task, it relies on the flat physical surface

which tethers the user. Meanwhile, Loclair et al. [179] introduced a micro interaction technique with

a thumb-to-finger interface for the watch-form factor devices. The authors suggested eyes-free scenar-

ios of thumb-to-finger input with tactile feedback generated by the landmarks on the fingers. Huang et

al. [180] explored the feasibility of the thumb-to-finger interface for smartwatches by rating the physical

comfort of each finger segment during the thumb touch input. The first and second segments of the index

and middle fingers recorded a high average of comfort. Through the letter-drawing tasks on the com-

fort segments, the authors noted that the interaction in the comfort regions can boost user performance.

Other researchers have examined the feasibility of complex tasks with this one-handed thumb-to-finger

interaction such as the letter drawing [181] by using fingers as an input surface, number pad [182], or

text entry [183] by assigning keys to the finger segments. A thumb with the highest degree of freedom

among the fingers is a useful input tool to accomplish the one-handed micro interaction. More investiga-

tion on the recognition methods of thumb movements can increase the feasibility of the thumb-to-finger

interface with small built-in implementation in smartwatches.

2.2 Input Techniques on HMDs

Hand-held devices

Hand-held types of input devices are popular and familiar, since the traditional tools for making, writing,

or manipulating require hands. In addition, most computing devices adopt hand-held input devices such

as controllers, mouse, or smartphones. Many commercialized HMDs have also adopted hand-held con-

trollers due to high efficiency and familiarity. A ray casting with the hand-held controllers is the most

popular input technique to point, select, or manipulate the virtual objects by intersecting them [43, 77].

The smartphone-based ray casting methods have been explored to manipulate three-dimensional con-

tents in air [184–186]. However, the ray casting methods have an occlusion issue in that the target can

be obscured behind other objects in the dense target environments, while the selecting performance for

the single target is fast and accurate [44]. To address this issue, many researchers have suggested novel

selecting techniques such as the in-depth [44] or flexible [81] ray casting methods. In addition, the

ray casting methods show low performance in selecting the small virtual objects at long distance [187].

Shoemaker et al. [78] investigated the distance-independence technique by using the relative cursor
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movements with hand-held controller-based gestures. Jones et al. [188] and Jackson et al. [189] used

the angular tilting input of controllers. While the authors noted that the relative cursor movements with

gestures can also support eyes-free input, the moving or tilting gestures showed lower performance in

execution time. Speicher et al. [45] and Xu et al. [82] showed that the ray casting method with hand-

held controllers is powerful to conduct the sequential inputs to the two-dimensional targets in the virtual

environments. On the other hand, the close targets near the HMDs can be selected with the direct object

collision methods using the hand-held controllers [45,80]. However, the collision methods with the con-

trollers can have similar occlusion issues to the lay casting methods and a constrained interaction only

for the close targets.

The hand-held controllers for the HMDs support the prevalent thumb touch input on the touchpad

near the hand like smartphones. However, the form factor of controllers limited the size of the touchpad.

In this limitation, many prior works have investigated how to efficiently conduct the touch input for the

virtual contents. The circular shape of the touchpad is a good fit for mapping with circular interfaces.

Jiang et al. [79] investigated the tap resolution on the edge of the touchpad. The layout with six but-

tons showed the highest performance on the small touchpad of the controllers. To achieve a complex

manipulation that requires a larger number of inputs, various approaches have been proposed such as

designing the ambiguous button having multiple keys [79], the sequences of coded swipe gestures [190],

or the multiple continuous cursors [191]. Other authors have explored indirect touch input methods us-

ing smartphones as hand-held controllers. It can bring the benefits of a reliable touchscreen on the large

form factor device to the resource-limited HMDs on input. In order to use the occluded smartphones in

the immersive environments of VR HMDs, prior works tracked the location of hovering thumb above

the touchscreen [192] or projected the smartphones into the virtual scenes [193, 194]. The smartphones

can also extend the input space for the AR HMDs with a constrained field of view. Zhu et al. [195]

proposed a bi-directional interaction technique to elicit the touch gestures for the manipulation of three-

dimensional contents on AR HMDs. The touch gesture [196] and pressure [197] on smartphones have

been explored to achieve the eyes-free selection for the text. Despite the benefits of the prevalent thumb

touch with hand-held controllers, the prior works are mostly limited to two-dimensional manipulation

in virtual environments. In addition to the thumb touch, the contact area of other fingers along the hand

grip can be a promising feature to extend the input space or expressiveness for the HMDs.

The physical buttons or sticks on the hand-held devices can provide a strong key confirmation with

haptic feedback of landmarks. The accustomed types of input devices allow users to have high learn-

ability. Yu et al. [198] proposed a rotational input method using two thumb-sticks. The thumbsticks
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generate the combination of two rotational movements in a circular interface. A mouse is also a popular

tool to manipulate two or three-dimensional content. To adopt the mouse in the VR environments, Zhou

et al. [199] explored a three-dimensional pointing technique for the VR HMDs with a typical desktop

mouse. The depth-adaptive cursor estimates the intended selection with the user’s viewpoint and the

location of the cursor and target. The authors considered the display environment of VR HMDs such as

the diplopia problem from stereoscopic views [200], perspective problem from the viewpoint [201], and

sensitivity problem from the small targets [202]. Other authors suggested tool-based interaction tech-

niques for specialized use cases, such as grasping [203,204], or touching [205] the virtual objects. These

tools provide a specific interaction experience with haptic feedback, corresponding to the purpose. The

hand-held input devices become developing to provide a rich interaction experience with virtual objects

through various input modalities and feedback. However, the hand-held controllers tether users’ hands

by not allowing other tasks during the input. In particular, AR Assistant systems may restrict the use of

hand-held input devices for HMDs in the usage scenario of military or surgery.

Touch on the surface of HMDs

The hardware of HMDs includes a surface where finger touch input is available like other smart devices.

However, the hardware location on the head due to their basic working principles needs eyes-free for

the touch input. In addition, the AR HMDs have a limited size of the surface at the side parts because

the see-through display occupies the front part of the hardware. To address these constraints, various

prior works have investigated the eyes-free touch techniques by improving the input expressivity for the

limited size of the surface on AR HMDs. Grossman et al. [53] explored the swipe gestures on the small

side touchpad of smart glass. The authors measured the swipe performance in eight straight or diagonal

directions. The shape of the surface that’s longer horizontal yields more accurate and fast performance

in straight swiping gestures. Based on the sequences of two swipes, they evaluated a text entry task that

requires multiple keys. For the touch technique on the side part of the hardware, other authors presented

the text entry system with one-dimensional handwriting by coding the characters with the different com-

binations of sequential swipe gestures [72]. The sequences of swipe gestures can improve the touch

expressivity on the small input surface, while the coded gestures need to be memorized to reduce the

error rate and the relatively long execution time. Instead of the use of coded sequential swipe gestures,

Ahn et al. [73] investigated the combination of eye gaze and swipe gesture on the side pad. The input

consists of an eye cursor and swiping gesture to select each of the three layouts and eight keys respec-

tively. The results showed that the eye gaze assistance can reduce the execution time compared to the

gesture-only input methods by reducing the touch input steps. However, the system requires a visual

interface for the key layout selection. Islam et al. [54] explored the different contact areas of the side
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touchpad during the eyes-free tapping gestures with one or two fingers. The authors note that tapping is

faster touch input method with a short execution time than swiping for the surface. In spite of the fast

input performance, they still faced the issue of memorability in the coded tapping gestures.

Meanwhile, the VR HMDs have a relatively large surface compared to the AR HMDs, since they

can use the front side of hardware for the touch input due to the inner lens and displays. Kato et al. [71]

presented the HMD’s cardboard design to customize the input space with conductive ink. The modified

case can support rotating gestures on the side parts or swiping gestures on the side and front parts. In

various prior works, the back-of-device interaction techniques have been explored due to the large front

side of VR HMDs as an input space. An attachable magnet clip on the front side of cardboard enables

interaction to manipulate virtual contents [206]. The authors explored the touch resolution of the clip by

evaluating the back-of-device performance of cursor pointing with the target selection task. The results

showed the feasibility of back-of-device touch interaction with the sixteen distinguishable points. Gu-

genheimer et al. [207] investigated the touch interaction on the side and front parts of VR HMD. The

authors noted that users can conduct the eyes-free touch input on the surface around the head by relying

on the proprioceptive senses that humans can know the position of their own body parts. Through the

performance evaluation of selection tasks with different sizes of targets, they found that the closer the

touch point is to the center of the face, the more accurate it is. In addition, the touch input on the side

part of HMD recorded lower performance due to the different mental mapping with the virtual contents

which are located perpendicular to the touch positions. Despite the feasibility of a touch interface on the

surface of HMDs, the heavy weight of touch panels on the HMDs can generate a usability issue to wear

for a long time. To complement this issue, Gao et al. [208] suggested the two-dimensional touchpad

with conductive ink for VR interaction. The lightweight touch interface with the paper and ink can be

customized for a purpose. It supports continuous tracking of the touch with multi-touch.

Many prior works have shown the feasibility of an eyes-free touch interface on the surface of HMDs.

However, the two-dimensional touch input on the surface can provide a limited interaction experience in

manipulating the three-dimensional virtual contents of the HMDs [209]. While the sequences of touch

gestures on the small surface can generate the issue of memorability, they can be efficient to trigger

shortcut menus once familiar with them by long usage. In terms of usability, the location of hardware

away from the hands disturbs the finger touch on the surface of the main hardware with high muscle

fatigue at arm [53, 207, 210]. The touch input can generate physical discomfort on the nose supporting

the HMDs [74]. More investigations on the issues of usability and social acceptability are needed to build

practical and reliable interaction techniques while the touch on the surface. In addition, the Hardware
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being miniaturized to reduce the weight can scale down the surface in the future. The other parts of

HMDs need to be investigated to extend the limited touch input space on the HMDs, such as the whole

temples around ears or head bands.

On-body input

HMDs, exceptional technology, are becoming developed to be a daily product. Non-handheld inter-

actions have been explored to avoid additional encumbered devices in the usage scenario of HMDs.

In the context of HMDs, non-handheld and non-touch interactions are preferred to the handheld in-

teraction [86]. In particular, on-body input is the most preferred method in non-handheld interaction

techniques [86]. The on-body input is also a promising approach that extends input space to the body

area. The proprioceptive sense with haptic on the skin can enable eyes-free input during the on-body

touch [85]. On-Hand input has high accessibility and social acceptability with the small movements for

input [142]. Gustafson et al. [85] showed the feasibility of on-hand touch input based on the result that

the passive tactile sensing on the palm guides the touching finger during the eyes-free input task. Other

authors have explored the performance of on-hand touch input for the HMDs through vision-based de-

tection technologies with the wrist form factor. Wang et al. [211] investigated the comfort region to

make touch gestures on the palm area. The authors suggested guidelines for on-hand gesture detection,

such as the same starting points to draw different gestures due to proprioception. Another work applied

the on-hand touch input to a text entry by optimizing a QWERTY keyboard layout on the divided palm

sections [212]. The on-hand text entry was preferred by participants and faster in typing speed than

the touchpad-based virtual keyboard of commercial smartglasses. The forearm is also a good candidate

for on-body touch input as having a flat surface for on-body touch input. A touch task on the forearm

showed the feasibility of eyes-free interaction with a resolution of five or six points, while the touch

accuracy was highest at landmarks such as wrist and elbow joints [146]. As the skin is deformable,

input modalities of the forearm skin have been investigated to improve input expressiveness. The prior

works elicited a user-defined set of skin gestures such as press, grab, pull, scratch, shear, squeeze, and

twist [143]. In addition, other authors integrated the various touch gestures on the forearm with the

virtual widget of HMDs by mapping with the input contexts [213, 214].

The hardware of HMDs has a small surface of the temples for touch interaction on the device. Hand-

to-face input can extend the input space to a relatively large area around the device. The passive tactile

feedback on face skin and proprioceptive sense facilitate eyes-free input [215]. In addition, hand-to-face

gestures are often used in everyday life by having the meanings such as the casual gestures of thinking

or boring [216], which are socially acceptable for the hand-to-face inputs in the public [74]. Serrano
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et al. [74] explored the design space of the touch gesture inputs around the face with mobile tasks.

The results of the elicitation study showed that the cheeks and forehead are the preferred areas for the

gestures. Lee et al. [217] investigated the hand-to-face input using different thumb areas for the chin

and cheek. The input strategy on the face facilitates covering the subtle movements of the touching

thumb behind the fingers. Meanwhile, the built-in sensors in HMDs are close to accessing the hand-to-

face input events. Prior works have examined the detection methods with optical sensors placed on the

HMDs. The detecting systems used the fact that the hand-to-face input generates a skin deformation on

cheek [218] or nose [219]. However, the universal gestures of hand-to-face input are discrete to fit into

the shortcut menu trigger, not continuous inputs. Future works need to investigate both the performance

and social acceptability of continuous hand-to-face inputs for high bandwidth tasks such as text entry.

In addition, since direct touch on the face is not preferred for those wearing makeup, mid-air interaction

around the face would be an alternative. The ears that support the temples of HMDs also have a surface

with various landmarks that enable eyes-free input. The social acceptability of touch gestures on the

ears is relatively high compared to other parts of the face [217]. The input devices worn on ears can

also be a relatively unencumbered and socially acceptable due to the common use of ear accessories.

Lissermann et al. [220] investigated the design space of various touch gestures on the ear regions such

as multi-touch, swipe, and grasp. Lee et al. [217] examined the performance of touch and swipe gestures

on the ears. The authors noted that the cursor manipulation on the ear skin, which is not as smooth as the

touchscreen, may be challenging. Besides the hand-to-face interaction, researchers have explored touch

inputs for the HMDs from various body parts such as belt [221] or thigh [222] at standing or sitting

postures respectively.

Hands-free input

An interaction scenarios in an uninstrumented environment constrain the hand input for interacting with

HMDs [223]. Other activities can occupy hands while wearing HMDs. As an alternative, the body parts

with a high degree of freedom and sensitivity in movement can operate the HMDs instead of hands.

A promising body part is a head that meets these conditions. The HMDs can also access the data of

the head movements with built-in IMU sensors. Yi et al. [224] examined the design space of head

movement through an observation study using the built-in motion sensors in AR HMDs. The authors

suggested the guidelines to make a recognition system of head-based gestures while various statuses

such as sitting, standing, walking, and running. Augusto et al. [84] applied the head-based gestures

to the input modality of AR HMDs by matching the head motions with the moving targets in orbital

and rhomboidal trajectories. The scenario of controlling surrounding objects with AR HMDs showed

the feasibility of head-based input in smart environments. Other authors conducted an elicitation study
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to obtain a set of user-defined head gestures for operating the AR HMDs [225]. Based on the results,

they introduced various applications with a recognition system of the selected head gestures. Various

prior works have explored improving the bandwidth of head-based input with a high bandwidth task

such as text entry [45, 82]. The simple dwell input, holding the head on the target key, enables the se-

quential inputs while it is slower than the combination of head gesture and button tapping [226]. Other

authors examined an effective layout for the head gestures to improve the input performance [227]. Xu

et al. [228] introduced a circular keyboard layout with a language prediction model to improve the ef-

ficiency of head-based input. The dynamic location of the suggested word from the prediction model

reduces the moving distance of the head while typing.

While the head-based motion is impactful on the hands-free input by using the built-in sensors in the

HMDs, another promising approach is using eye gaze. Recently, commercial HMDs support eye track-

ing with built-in or plug-in eye trackers. Interaction techniques using eye gaze input have been explored

to achieve a hands-free manipulation [229,230]. However, the eye gaze interaction has an inherent prob-

lem of Midas touch [231] that eyes move consciously and also unconsciously during input. Many prior

works have investigated how to process unconscious eye movements during input. One approach is a

dwell-based gaze pointing [232]. Park et al. [233] adopted the dwell time selection for manipulating

the virtual contents of AR HMDs, while the authors noted that the Midas touch problem remains during

the dwell-based gaze input. The relatively long dwell time of around 300ms to 1000ms also provides

a constrained interaction experience [234]. Other authors analyzed the specific eye gaze patterns with

the Midas touch problem during the input scenario of AR HMDs [235]. They used representative gaze

patterns to trigger input. Meanwhile, the gaze gestures show better performance than the dwell-based

gaze input in navigation task [236]. For the gaze gesture input for HMDs, Delamare et al. [237] pro-

posed an eye gaze guiding system with virtual objects. The authors designed the input interface with

dynamic targets by considering the patterns of eye movements during the exploration and return phases.

Other authors investigated a design space of gaze-depth gestures in the three-dimensional environment of

HMDs, based on the properties of HMD’s displays and human depth perception [238]. Chen et al. [239]

suggested an eye gaze tracking method based on the user’s intention to improve the performance of

gaze gesture recognition on HMDs. Another approach of eye gaze input is a method of smooth pursuits

that eyes follow a moving target along the orbital trajectories to trigger an input [83, 240]. In virtual

environments, the trajectory size influences the performance of smooth pursuit eye gaze input, while the

distance and size of the target have a minor impact on the performance [241]. Sidenmark et al. [242]

proposed a selection method for the smooth pursuit eye movements following the outline of the occluded

virtual objects in dense virtual environments. The hands-free gaze-based selection method complements
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the occlusion issue of conventional ray-casting selection with less movement.

In-air Hand/Finger input

The hand can generate dexterous gestural inputs with proprioceptive sense [207], many degrees of free-

dom [89], and high sensitivity of movement [90]. The advanced technologies of computer vision support

the real time hand tracking system that enables the in-air hand gesture inputs. Recently, the commercial-

ized HMDs have a built-in hand tracking system to enable bare-hand interaction in the virtual environ-

ments. In line with the development in the hand tracking technology, many prior works have explored

the in-air hand or finger gestures to extend the limited input space of HMDs. Aigner et al. [243] explored

the preferences of in-air hand gesture types. The authors noted that the meaning of the hand gestures

influences the usage of gesture types for manipulation. Various prior works elicited the user-defined

hand gestures for manipulating the virtual contents on the HMDs. The small in-air hand gestures near

torso were preferred due to the social acceptability in the AR scenario [86], while users were prone to

form large hand gestures with path to directly interact with virtual objects in the immersive environment

of VR HMDs [46]. Other authors showed the feasibility of multi-finger gestural input by characterizing

the performance of individual fingers and their co-activation during the gestural input [244]. To achieve

the fast inputs with simple hand gesture, many researchers have explored indirect hand gesture input

using a pinch with the thumb and index finger. Markussen et al. [97] investigated a per-word level text

entry using the in-air pinch gesture. The cursor on the virtual keyboard completes word typing by trac-

ing the letters of word while the pinch gesture. Lin et al. [245] used the pinch gesture to interact with

surrounding objects while wearing the AR HMD. The pinch gesture for the drag and drop manipulate

the AR menu overlays aligned with physical objects. Other authors integrated the pinch gesture with

a depth-based interface [246]. The pinch gesture displays different outputs depending on the relative

depth position of the hand, which can take up only a small portion of the AR display.

Another promising approach for the in-air finger input is a collision-based touch in that fingers

directly intersect with virtual targets in the air. Many researchers have explored how to improve the

performance of this direct touch input in speed and accuracy. Dudley et al. [88] proposed an input ad-

justment technique after the initial touch. It can reduce the unnecessary input step for error correction.

The authors also explored the cursor design on the virtual keyboard to minimize the input error of direct

touch to the virtual target. Other authors explored spatial awareness during direct touch input [102].

They designed virtual interfaces that magnify or protrude the target near the touching finger to improve

accuracy and speed. Brasier et al. [247] investigated an indirect touch input for AR HMDs by touch-

ing a virtual pad separated from the output space. Through the in-air pointing tasks, the indirect touch
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showed a similar performance to the direct touch to the interface. Sun et al. [103] detects the in-air input

moment by monitoring the ultrasound phrase pattern around the HMDs. After the detection, a depth

camera estimates the location of the in-air finger touch on the virtual keyboard. While the in-air direct

touch input to the virtual objects is simple and easy to use, it is a distance-dependence selection method

that virtual targets need to be located close to the user. In addition, it showed low performance for the

sequential inputs [45] compared to other traditional input methods, since the in-air tapping gesture input

using one finger is based on the hunt-and-peck style that can have a limited input performance in speed.

An emerging input technique with bare hand is in-air finger stroking with ten fingers that enables

fast sequential input such as a text entry. Various prior works have investigated the movements of

in-air finger stroking to detect and recognize the moving finger. While traditional finger stroking is

prevalent in physical keyboards, the lack of haptic feedback during the in-air finger stroke may generate

different finger movements. Yi et al. [47] addressed this issue by analyzing the kinematics of in-air

finger stroking such as amplitude, velocity, and duration in both flexion and extension phases. Also, the

authors investigated the correlated movements of other fingers. Other authors suggested the changes of

joint angle as a feasible feature for recognizing the in-air finger stroking [248], while they estimated the

angle changes during in-air finger stroking without any data collection of actual human typing behavior.

Dudley et al. [87] compared various in-air finger typing methods on the virtual keyboard. In the contrast

to the typing performance on a physical keyboard, the results showed a lower typing speed and higher

error rate in in-air typing with ten fingers than in in-air typing with two fingers. The sequential inputs

with more fingers may disturb accurate touch input for the small virtual targets. Also, the correlated

movements of other fingers during the finger stroking may cause unintended finger movement to make

input errors. Foy et al. [249] addressed this issue by suggesting the detection strategies for unintended

finger stroking that is co-activated with the actual finger stroking.

Subtle finger input

While the mid-air finger gesture enables fast sequential inputs, the relatively large hand gestures in

mid-air can cause arm fatigue known as Gorilla arm effect [75]. In addition, large mid-air motions can

have low social acceptance in the public space. The results of elicitation studies for the hand gestures

on HMDs showed that subtle hand interaction is the most preferred input method due to the concerns

with social acceptance [86]. Many prior works have explored the subtle finger gestures with additional

wearable mounted on the finger. Ogata et al. [250] proposed a ring type of wearable to detect the subtle

gestures of finger rotation and bending. The IR reflection sensor in the ring detects finger gestures by

observing the distance between the skin and the sensor. Other authors used a ring with electromagnetic
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transmitter coil [251]. A wristband with sensor coils estimates the five-degree-of-freedom pose of the

ring to enable fine-grained finger interaction such as drawing letters or manipulating buttons in the air.

Chen et al. [252] explored the subtle interaction with a finger-mounted wearable device. The device

using a magnetometer estimates the distance from a magnet mounted on a different finger in order to

track the three-dimensional finger movement around the palm.

Another approach for the subtle hand gesture is a thumb-to-finger interaction that the thumb touches

the area of other fingers on the same hand. The fingertip pad has been investigated to allow subtle inter-

action with small finger movements. The small movements can be hidden by hand during input. Also,

the touch on the fingertip pad enables eyes-free input with passive haptic feedback on both the fingertip

and touching finger. Chan et al. [253] explored the touch performance on the index fingertip pad by

implementing a nail-mounted device with a hall sensor grid of nine points. Through the target selection

tasks, the results showed that the dexterity of the finger enables the precise two-dimensional touch input

on the small fingertip pad even while mobile. Other authors investigated the touch resolution of finger-

tip pad [254] to build a text entry system. The authors discussed that the two-by-three grid layout has

less overlap for each touch point and its spatial awareness for identifying the touch location is sufficient

to enable eyes-free input. The side of the finger is also approachable by the thumb. Kim et al. [255]

proposed a text entry method by using a small touchpad mounted on the side of the index finger, while

the touch resolution is confined to the two-by-three grid. Boldu et al. [256] adopted a ring type wear-

able to facilitate the gestural touch input on the side of the index finger while athletic activity. The users

preferred the simple swipe gestures towards the fingertip and palm while standing, walking, and running.

In addition to touching one finger, the thumb-to-finger interaction technique for the four fingers has

been explored to enable an eyes-free subtle input on a relatively large touch area with multiple skin

landmarks. Many prior works have adopted the glove form factor to detect the tap or gesture inputs

on the fingers. While the additional glove for the input can be cumbersome to users, it is a promising

input channel to simultaneously support high-fidelity haptic feedback and precise hand tracking while

wearing the HMDs. Kuester et al. [257] suggested a glove form factor for a thumb-contact interaction by

other fingers. The fingers with the electrode can touch the different areas of the thumb to input different

functions. Peshock et al. [258] introduced a conductive glove that enables the thumb to make touch on

the area of nails and finger segments. Other authors investigated the performance of force-based thumb-

to-finger interaction [259]. The force sensors attached to each finger segment detect three levels of force

input that extend the input space of one hand. Although the gloves with sensing modules precisely

identify the touch inputs, they may disturb the movements of fingers by the bulky setup. On the other
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hand, Whitmire et al. [260] introduced a touch-sensitive glove with resistive fabrics. The reconfigurable

glove detects the touch gesture and two-level pressure inputs for HMDs. The authors suggested a text

entry system by assigning the characters to the finger segments. For the finger-mounted sensor type,

Tsai et al. [261] used two IMU sensors to estimate the thumb touch location on the other fingers. Lee

et al. [262] proposed a nail-mounted wearable with the design space of on-nail touch input. The nail-

mounted wearable supports the subtle touch input on the side and tip of each nail. Meanwhile, the

recent HMDs with the built-in or plug-in hand tracking system can enable thumb-to-finger interaction

with bare hands. Prior works have adopted additional RGB [263] or depth [264] cameras to see the

feasibility of bare-hand thumb-to-finger interaction with the precise touch performance. For the thumb-

to-finger interaction on HMDs, Pratorius et al. [265] suggested a wrist-worn hand tracking system with

low-cost camera modules that captures the image of fingers at the moment when the thumb touches the

joints or fingertip. Soliman et al. [266] used a depth camera mounted on the shoulder to detect discrete

and continuous thumb-to-finger input. The high-quality optical trackers have been used to demonstrate

the bare-hand thumb-to-finger input techniques [267].

2.3 Summary

This chapter summarized the previous works of input techniques on smartwatches and HMDs by dis-

cussing their advantages and limitations with the raised interaction challenges in the usage scenarios

of wearable devices. Various interaction techniques with state-of-the-art sensing technologies for en-

hancing the widely-used methods or developing novel input modalities show the feasibility of enabling

various input scenarios for the wearables such as on-device, non-contact, eyes-free, hands-free, on-

body, and bare-hand input methods. I conclude this chapter with the potentiality that finger-based input

techniques with high dexterity are applicable to enable high bandwidth tasks requiring fast or subtle

manipulation such as drawing, sketching, modeling, and typing. In the following chapters, I will present

the development process of novel interaction techniques enabling the increases in input expressiveness

based on the properties of finger movements. The development process includes rationales for the novel

interaction systems, empirical studies for the data collection and system evaluation, and discussion for

design guidelines, limitations, and future works. The diverse wearable input scenarios on the small

touchscreen of smartwatches and the in-air space around HMDs demonstrate the general claim of this

thesis.
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III Fingers and Angles: Exploring the Comfort of Touch Input on Smart-

watches

3.1 Properties of Finger Movements in Comfort Angle of Touch Input

The first scenario supports the general claim of this thesis by understanding the comfort range of angle-

based touch input on the small touchscreen of smartwatches. The unique input context of smartwatches

would limit the touch angles that require the touching finger to reach over the watch and twist back to

the touchscreen. In addition to this inherent limitation, the angle-based touches would generate different

levels of comfort according to the touching poses, since the viable angles depend on the range of motion

in flexion/extension and abduction/adduction of wrists and fingers. The discomfort during the touch

gestures will affect the usability and also performance. To address this comfort issue on smartwatches,

two empirical studies explored the comfortable range of static and dynamic angle-based touch input on

variations in fingers, regions, poses, and angles. Also, using the raw touch images from the two studies,

the classifiers were constructed to recognize the finger region during angle-based touch input. Based on

the results of two empirical studies, the data-based design guideline and potential interaction techniques

were recommended to show the feasibility of angle-based touch input and region-aware interaction tech-

niques that can enable increases in the expressiveness on the smartwatches.

3.2 Abstract

Smartwatches present a unique touch input context: small, fixed to one wrist and approachable from

a limited range of angles by the touching hand. Techniques to expand their input expressivity often

involve variations in how a watch must be touched, such as with different fingers, poses or from specific

angles. While objective performance with such systems is commonly reported, subjective qualities such

as comfort remain overlooked. We argue that techniques that involve uncomfortable input will be of

limited value and contribute the first data on the comfort of input on smartwatches via two studies that

combine subjective ratings of comfort with objective performance data. We examine both static and

dynamic touches and three finger poses. Based on the study results, we contribute a set of design recom-

mendations for comfortable, effective smartwatch input. We close by instantiating the recommendations

in interface prototypes that we evaluate in a final qualitative study.
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3.3 Introduction

Wrist worn wearables such as smartwatches have a unique input context. Their mounting point on the

forearm provides benefits: a ready visual availability [83] and an easily adjustable device position that

makes them suitable for novel input styles such as arm gestures [62]. On the other hand, their small

touch and display surfaces present substantial challenges for input techniques, such as multi-touch, that

have been instrumental in the popularization of larger scale mobile devices such as smartphones. Re-

searchers have begun to explore the opportunity this represents with proposals for how touch interaction

can be customized for the constraints of the watch form factor. Ideas include the use of pairs of fingers

in temporal [7] or spatial [268] patterns, or distinguishing amongst touches based on properties such

as contact area shape [66] or the finger issuing the touch [68]. The goals of this work are typically to

improve expressiveness and/or speed of input.

However, little attention has been paid to how physically comfortable these techniques are to use.

We argue this issue is particularly relevant for interaction on smartwatches as they are operated with

a specific and highly limited pose between the arm wearing the watch and the arm/finger touching the

screen. Many of the techniques authors have designed imply substantial variations in this pose that may,

in turn, result in reduced comfort. This is most clear in the growing body of work that deals with yaw

rotation of touches [94], or techniques based on the angle derived from the shape of a single finger

touch [66] or that between a pair of finger touches [268]. In these examples, users perform tasks such as

menu selection, parameter setting or shortcut activation by specifying angles in ranges of between 120◦

and 180◦, spans that imply substantial movements of one or both hands or arms. They also achieve these

manipulations using touches issued by a range of different finger areas such as the flat [94] or side [66]

of the thumb, index or middle fingers and the combination of index and middle finger [68] and/or index

and thumb [268]. While reports on the accuracy, speed and reliability of these systems are staples in this

literature, we highlight the fact that there is no data or commentary about how comfortable they are to

use. Specifically, in these representative examples, comfort is not mentioned and even reports of high

level data such as NASA TLX [269] or BORG-10 [270] are absent. This paper argues that the comfort

of interacting with a smartwatch will vary substantially depending on both the angles users need specify

and the finger area or areas they use to do so and seeks to gather data to elucidate this issue.

Comfort is a key issue in the design of touchscreen input techniques [271]. Regardless of how

rapidly or accurately an input action can be performed, one that results in discomfort will be neglected

over more comfortable alternatives. While prior work on larger form-factor devices suggests this is par-
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ticularly true of touches specifying angle information [101], no work to date has examined the comfort

of input of smartwatches. Accordingly, this paper gathers and contributes baseline data on the comfort

of input on smartwatches from a pair of studies that combine and contrast traditional metrics of time and

accuracy with ratings of the comfort of touches. These experiments were designed to directly comple-

ment prior work reporting objective aspects of input performance – they focus on representative input

tasks. Specifically, we consider eight different angles and three different finger regions: the flat of the

index finger, the side of the index finger and the tips of index and middle fingers. The first study involves

static touches – atomic touches and releases of the screen that indicate a single angle. This type of touch

appears in prior smartwatch input techniques, such as Lafreniere et al. [268]’s description of pairs of

variously angled simultaneous taps on a 3x3 grid of targets covering a smartwatch screen. The results

highlight viable, comfortable ranges for angular input for each of the three finger regions. Building on

these findings, a follow up study captures the comfort and performance of dynamic touches involving

on screen rotations from one input angle to another, a form of input that has been proposed in, for ex-

ample, Xiao et al. [94]’s description of yaw input. This paper complements this existing work with its

focus on the comfort of input. The paper closes by contributing practical recommendations for input on

smartwatches in terms of the angles and finger regions that users can comfortably and effectively use.

We showcase the value of these recommendations by designing interaction techniques that instantiate

them and capturing user reactions to the applications, and interaction techniques they feature, in a final

qualitative study.

3.4 Related Work

The small size and worn context of smartwatches presents new challenges and opportunities for the

design of input and interaction techniques. Approaches are as diverse as adapting existing primitives

such as tap [111], swipe [121] or multi-tap [7] to small screens, extending input spaces to the skin areas

surrounding a device [147] or leveraging different aspects of the worn context of a watch. For example,

a watch’s loosely anchored attachment to the body enables it to be pushed or twisted, providing a rich

space for input [65, 272], and its proximity to the hand can enable various forms of gestural input, what

Kerber et al. [163] term "same-side" interactions, such as detecting finger motions [62] or simple tilts of

the arm [162] or wrist [160]. Wearables are also inherently available for use in wide range of settings and

researchers are being to characterize user performance while mobile or encumbered [124] and to present

design guidance to better enable the use of watches in these distracted and complicated scenarios [127].

Comfort is an important aspect of wearable device use and a valuable lens though which new in-

put techniques can be examined. A practical definition revolves around movements that can be readily
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achieved – for example in Le et al. [273], "comfortable areas" are defined as regions that can be reached

by the fingers, during single handed use of a smartphone, without hand posture or grip changes. Based

on this definition, comfort and input involving variations in the angle between the sensor surface and

the touching finger are intrinsically linked. Hoggan et al. [274], in one of the relatively few studies to

systematically examine human performance of multi-touch rotations, introduce a notion of "ergonomic

failure" to denote uncomfortable situations in which a rotation cannot be performed due to the fingers

jamming against one another. Hoggan et al. [274] use a tablet sized touch surface, input with the index

finger and thumb, initial touch angles in fairly extreme ranges (0-120◦) and fixed 90◦ rotations. They

report ergonomic failure led to abandonment of 39.7% of trials. However, despite acknowledging the

importance of comfort in this interaction, they provide no data on how comfortable participants felt any

of the tasks they actually completed were – we argue that prior to failure, there is likely to be a spectrum

of more and less comfortable actions.

Other authors have also sought to formalize performance of general multi-touch input, including

rotational tasks. Nguyen et al. [275], for example, explore performance of combined rotation and trans-

lation operations on a multi-touch table using a Fitts law [276] study design. Using a similar tabletop

setup, Zhao et al. [277] examine the full set of translation, rotation and scaling operations with the

objective of creating a model of human performance for multi-touch input. Both articles also discuss

the strategies and approaches users adopt to combine different types of transformation into single on-

screen operations. However, we note that neither of these studies comments on the subjective qualities

of the tasks their participants complete – their focus remains solely on production of objective models

of performance. In closely related work, Voelker et al. [278] explore performance of rotational tasks in

tangible and tabletop settings, concluding that grasping tangible, physical controllers can boost perfor-

mance by 20%.

Numerous authors have also proposed rotation input using single fingers [94,113], but the focus has

typically been on system rather than user performance; there are few accounts of objective usage data,

let alone subjective experience. One notable exception is Mayer et al.’s recent work on the ergonomics

of single finger rotation input on tabletops [101] and mobile devices [279]. For both settings, this work

considers touches with the finger tip from four pitch and 16 yaw finger angles (spanning a full 360) and

captures subjective ratings of the feasibility of these angular touches. Among other analyses, these are

used to define a comfort zone for touch input with each hand. On the tabletop, these are a 135◦ region

where the touching finger can make contact with the screen while remaining aligned approximately par-

allel to the arm. In the mobile setting, these regions are larger: 180◦. This is likely due to participants
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moving the touch surface (on a mobile device) during the course of their input. This work highlights the

importance of comfort in performing input that involves different angles on a touch surface – it argues

that input that is not comfortable is infeasible.

The work in the current paper extends these ideas in two key ways. First, it moves from a tabletop

or mobile device scenario to that of a wrist wearable, a physically distinct input setting. Prior work

on the biomechanical aspects of touch input, although not directly considering a wearable scenario,

has highlighted the fact that touch input performance fundamentally differs depending on device form-

factor and body posture [280] – different devices and postures engage different muscle groups, enable

different movement ranges and result in different performance. The unique constraints of touch input on

wearables, with small touch surfaces attached to the body, mean that findings from other input scenarios

are unlikely to be directly applicable: new studies of performance in wearable settings, such as the one

described in this work, are required. Secondly, this paper considers three different touch input techniques

for specifying input angles: touches by the side and flat of the index finger and those by the pair of index

and middle fingers. In this way, this paper complements prior work by improving our understanding

of the comfort of touch input on a new form factor of wearable devices and with a larger set of finger

regions.

3.5 Sensing Rotations

All work in this paper was implemented on a Sony Smartwatch 3, a device with a 28.25mm square

screen and a bevel of between 5 and 7mm. Following prior authors [94, 281, 282], and in order to cap-

ture rotations reliably, we adapted open source modifications to the Android kernel [283] to report raw

touch data from the device’s seven by seven sensor capacitive grid. Our implementation ran at 80Hz,

sufficient to provide a fluid response. We calculated ellipses through a process of flood filling to isolate

individual touch areas and image moments to derive their description: centroid, orientation, the size of

major and minor axes and eccentricity. We thresholded sensor data at 25% of its maximum value and,

unlike prior work [94], did not apply any gamma corrections to the touch image. Both the system’s

similarity to those deployed in prior studies [94] and extensive iterative testing during development in-

dicate this configuration recorded input angles relatively accurately – this approach leads to errors of

approximately 10◦, as reported by Xiao et al. [94] in their description of yaw detection accuracy for

flat (low pitch) touches. We argue this level of accuracy is both realistic (e.g. supported by standard

touchscreen sensor arrangements) and sufficient to support our empirical objectives – to elicit particular

angular inputs in order to assess their comfort.
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Figure 1: Sony Smartwatch 3 capturing raw touch input; data shown in callout at top-left of screen. The

three images show the finger regions used in this work. Left image shows a touch with the flat finger

region, center with the side and right with pair.

We acknowledge that more advanced algorithms have been proposed to extract finger angle from

touch screen input patterns, such as the deep learning approach proposed by Mayer et al. [284], but we

argue that while these techniques can boost angular accuracy, their relatively high computational over-

head makes them unsuitable for interactive tasks on resource constrained devices such as smartwatches.

Furthermore, the benefits of these advanced algorithms are not clear for the scenario in this paper – while

Xiao et al. [94] report genuine data from a watch, Mayer et al. [284] use a larger touch surface and note

that their results may not generalize to small screens where finger contact regions may be truncated

at sensor edges. Furthermore, while Mayer et al. [284]’s detailed critique highlights improvements in

accuracy over Xiao et al. [94] yaw accuracy, it is not clear these apply to the situation in which fingers

are flat on the touch-screen surface (low-pitch). Performance of Xiao et al. [94]’s heuristic algorithm is

optimal in this setting and variations in reporting in Mayer et al. [284] make it hard to assess whether

their algorithm offers improvements when fingers are flat. This combination of suitability for use in an

interactive study (rather than the purely measurement scenario in Mayer et al. [284]) and proven perfor-

mance in a wearable setting motivated our choice of Xiao et al. [94]’s implementation for the current

work. Figure 1 shows the watch with a callout visualizing the sensor data.

3.6 Static Angle Study

We first captured performance and comfort data during production of static angles using three com-

mon finger regions: the flat or side of the index finger and the pair of index and middle fingers – these

are shown in Figure 1. The flat and side of the index finger were selected as they are the only two

ways on-screen yaw angles can be specified by a single digit. They have also been explored in prior

work [94, 101, 283]. We opted to study index plus middle over the alternative pair of index plus thumb
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Figure 2: Left image shows eight angular targets and smartwatch used in the static study. Targets are

subsequently referred to by the degree angles 30◦ through 240◦. Right image shows the smartwatch with

the study interface worn by a user about to select the 120◦ target with the side of their finger.

as it has also been specifically studied in prior work [68]. We also selected a range of input angles to

consider based on those proposed by prior work [101] and common sense plausibility – we excluded

angles that would require a user initiate touches from the far side of arm wearing the watch as these

would involve the touching hand reaching over the wrist wearing the watch and twisting back to touch

the screen. This would be an inherently uncomfortable arrangement and indeed, prior work suggests

that users may find this kind of task impossible to perform [101]. To select angles, we assumed the

watch was always mounted on the left wrist and defined a range of 210◦, spanning the clock position

numerals between one and eight and aligned to the axes of the watch. Within this range, we considered

eight angles, spaced at 30◦ clock position intervals. Following [94] we label these angles in degrees and

sequentially in the clockwise direction with a zero point at the top: between 30◦ and 240◦. Figure 2

shows these angular targets on the Sony smartwatch used in the studies.

The study followed a fully balanced repeated measures design for the three finger region conditions.

Before each condition started, the experimenter explained the finger region to be used, demonstrating

this if required, and emphasized the focus on comfort and that, within the constraints of the task, par-

ticipants were free to touch the watch any way they liked. This included moving both arms, as well

as the wrist and finger joints of hand touching the screen. One consequence of this approach is that,

for pair touches, participants could use the index finger to mark either the edge or center of a specified

angle: input for the opposing angles of 60◦ and 240◦, for example, could be specified with an effectively
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Figure 3: Screen shots of watch interface from static study. Left image shows angle instruction for

touching the target at 120◦ in the form of a simple white line. Right image shows the comfort scale used

to enter ratings. To enter a rating, participants positioned the red line on the slider and then clicked OK.

identical pair of touches. Although an experimenter was present in the room throughout, the study did

not include any external checks on participants’ touches – the task was simple and consistent and we

relied on participants to follow the finger region instructions faithfully.

Within each condition, participants completed two blocks of eight randomly ordered trial-sets, one

for each angle considered in the study. Each trial-set was composed of five repetitions of the same

angle followed by entering a rating about the experience on a single item continuous, unsegmented 100-

point scale from comfortable (0) to uncomfortable (100), similar in structure to that used in Mayer et

al. [101]’s closely related prior study. Participants in the current study were asked to rate "how comfort-

able the input was to perform". This question, and the scale labels, differs from that used by [101] (a

question about feasibility and an explicit option to indicate an input was not feasible) as our core con-

cern relates to comfort, and as such, our study design already excluded extreme angles that participants

would likely perceive as impossible. The inclusion of five repetitions before each rating was intended

to increase the reliability of the data (as it would be derived from a sustained experience), while the

temporally separated repetition of ratings for identical angles in the two blocks provided a way to verify

each participants’ consistency.

Eighteen participants completed the study (three in each possible order). They were recruited on-
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line from the local student population, screened for right-handedness and compensated with 10 USD in

local currency. Nine were male and nine were female and they had a mean age of 21.6 (SD 1.8). They

reported high levels of experience with touch screen smartphones (4.8/5) but low levels of experience

with smartwatches and other wearables (1.25/5). In total the study resulted in 864 ratings derived from

4320 individual user inputs (18 participants by 3 finger regions by 2 blocks by 8 angles by 5 repetitions).

The structure of each trial was designed to solicit natural movements and poses – this stands in

contrast to prior work on angle input which has tended to capture screen touches from controlled and

somewhat artificial finger poses achieved by, for example, requiring participants to place their fingers

in plastic guides [94, 101]. We argue these restricted settings are inappropriate for work focused on

the comfort of wearable input; we need assess behavior in less artificial and constrained situations.

Accordingly, we borrow from Lafreniere et al. [268] and had participants stand throughout the study.

Furthermore, each trial in the study first instructed the participant to lower the arm wearing the watch

to a vertical position with the hand over the thigh (detected via the device’s accelerometer). After

completing this, the arm was raised and a message requested them to tap the screen. A fixation spot was

then displayed for 500ms, followed by a simple white line indicating the required angle. For each trial,

we logged preparation time (from the presentation of an instruction until the first screen touch), touch

time (the duration of a screen touch) and the absolute accuracy of the angle data at the temporal center

of the touch [279]. The accuracy was calculated as the absolute difference between the target angle and

either the orientation of one touch, or the angle specified by a pair of touches. We did not judge the

success or failure of trials based on the accuracy. Finally, we also recorded all raw sensor data. After a

trial-set was complete, participants entered a comfort rating using a slider shown on the watch. Study

instructions are pictured in Figure 3.

Results

Figure 4 shows comfort (left), time (center) and accuracy (right) data per finger region and input angle.

We first assessed the consistency of participants’ ratings by correlating data from the two blocks in

each condition. This led to a mean correlation of 0.78 (SD 0.11), indicating a strong relationship.

This suggests that we can be confident in the validity of the data and that participants’ subjectively

experienced comfort was consistent throughout the study. Beyond this check, we analyzed each measure

with a three by eight repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc t-tests. We incorporated Greenhouse-

Geisser corrections for sphericity violations and Bonferroni corrections to prevent alpha inflation in

post-hoc testing. Based on longstanding arguments that this is appropriate, we opted to treat the data

from the comfort rating scale as parametric [285]. At this stage in the analysis, we chose not to conduct
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post-hoc tests on the angle variable, as these would be aggregated over the three finger regions. Table 1

shows the statistical results.

Discussion

While the study showed significant differences in all variables, the comfort ratings led to the strongest

effect sizes. This suggests this measure captures an important quality of behavior that should not be

overlooked in the design of touch interfaces for wearables. The interaction effect between region and

angle, clearly illustrated in Figure 4 (left), is strongest. It indicates that the comfort of specific angles

varied with the finger regions used. We interpret this to mean that each pose has a different viable input

range. To explore what these ranges might be, we calculated the overall mean comfort rating recorded

in the study (37%) and performed three sets of Bonferroni adjusted pair-wise comparisons for the angle

data from each finger region. This generated a large number of significant differences, but we note the

key data is the Cohen’s d effect sizes shown Table 2. These range from small to extremely large (large

is typically defined as 0.8), reflecting the relative consistency of scores for each angle/finger region pair

and the substantial differences between angles.

While these data could be interpreted in many ways, we make recommendations by thresholding

data to be under the study mean and considering the effect size compared to the angle(s) with the best

(lowest) comfort rating for each finger region (see Figure 4, left). Applying a threshold of 1.5 for effect

size differences leads to selecting comfortable side touches as those between 60◦ and 180◦, flat touches

between 90◦ and 180◦ and pair touches from 0◦ to 90◦ or 180◦ to 270◦. This dual viable range for pair

touches is due to the fact that they involve approaching the watch from above, rather than from one side

(as with the other two regions). As such, there is no practical difference between the opposing angles

– a touch at 30◦ is effectively the same as one at 210◦. This fact likely contributed to the significantly

lower ratings that pair touches achieved in the main effect of region. We note that while data from the

flat finger-region is broadly aligned with prior work on the comfort of input on tabletops [101], data for

the other finger regions differs considerably, highlighting the value of exploring these alternative types

of input. We speculate that the increased range in side over flat (the region from 60◦ to 90◦) is due to

participants’ ability to use finger flexion during side input – bending the finger enables comfortable input

over a larger set of angles. Similarly, we suggest the prominent increase in the discomfort of pair input

around 120◦ is due to participants’ need to to twist their wrist in order to align their index and middle

fingers to make touches at this angle.

There are several other notable outcomes. Firstly, the significant interaction effects in the time and
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accuracy variables serves to reinforce the primary conclusion that specific angles were more or less chal-

lenging depending on the finger regions used. We also point out that the three significant main effects of

angle likely reflect the fact that two conditions (flat and side) yielded relatively similar results, while pair

data is almost opposite – this unbalanced split suggests these main effects can be discounted. Beyond

this, touch times were significantly lower with the pair touches than with either flat (by 121ms) or side

(by 99ms) touches, replicating prior descriptions of this kind of touch [101]. This effect may be due to

participants’ greater familiarity with two finger taps, or something intrinsic about these larger touches.

Although they show few differences, the accuracy data are also useful for deriving viable angle target

sizes: overall absolute mean and standard deviation were 3.7◦ and 2.47◦. This suggests that angular

targets should be approximately 20◦ wide to support easy acquisition – the mean plus two to three times

the standard deviation in each angular direction. We note that the similarity of the accuracy measures

provides a limited validation that the simple algorithm we use to assess angle in this work [94] is suffi-

cient for our objectives. Specifically, assuming the human ability to specify angles in flat and side poses

does not differ, the close similarity of the accuracy data for these two types of touch suggests that the

algorithm is as accurate for side touches as for the flat touches on which it has previously been validated.

It is also worth discussing relationships among the different measures in the study – in particular, we

are interested in assessing whether or not the comfort ratings genuinely capture unique aspects of user

behavior or experience, or whether they simply replicate outcomes from more traditional objective data.

To explore this issue, we correlated the full set of individual comfort ratings against both timing mea-

sures and the absolute accuracy data. As can been inferred from Figure 4, the results show some links:

preparation time was moderately [286] correlated with comfort (r=0.546, p<0.001), but relationships

with touch time (r=0.066, p=0.17) and absolute error (r=0.025, p=0.603) were non-significant. These

outcomes clearly indicate that comfort is independent from accuracy (corresponding to error rate in

more conventional studies) and time on screen during our static touch task. The similarity to preparation

time is likely due to more awkward and uncomfortable poses requiring longer to produce. The fact the

relationship is only moderate in strength, together with the higher effect sizes for comfort (and a visual

inspection of Figure 4) suggest participants were able to maintain relatively high objective performance

levels under conditions of moderate to substantial discomfort – mean preparation times exceed 1000ms

in only a single pose/angle combination. A second implication from this data it is non-trivial to infer

comfort from objective measures. In the current study, the only measure showing links is one that cap-

tures performance before screen contact – data that is easy to capture in a controlled lab study, but hard

to observe in more naturalistic settings. These findings are important as, we argue, users are unlikely

to adopt real systems that are uncomfortable to use, even if objective performance remains high. In this
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way, we argue that the results from this study highlight and support the value of explicitly measuring

comfort.

Finally, we also examined the raw data from this study. Histograms on the eccentricity and major

and minor axis lengths of the moments suggested that flat and side touches were highly distinctive –

basically flat touches were considerably wider than side touches. In order to explore the feasibility of

distinguishing between these two cases, we extracted a single centrally timed moment from each touch

in the flat and side conditions and constructed a logistic regression model on this data using a ten-fold

cross validation process in Weka [287]. This yielded an accuracy of 95.9%, a figure we suggest is high

enough to make these distinguishing between side and flat touches a practical option.

3.7 Dynamic Angle Study

In order to further explore the differences between finger regions, we conducted a follow-up study of

dynamic touches that involve rotations from an initial to a final angle. This type of input is a prominent

feature of multi-touch systems [288] and has been proposed as a modality for single finger input on

tabletops [113], mobile phones [114] and smartwatches [94]. While performance studies of multi-touch

rotation exist [274], the majority of literature relating to single finger input is concerned with the ac-

curacy with which angle can be determined by the sensing system [94, 114], or with interface design

proposals. We are aware of no prior work that examines performance with the side of the finger, or

which explicitly examines the comfort of the movements. This study sought to fill these gaps.

Eighteen new participants completed this study (11 male, 7 female, mean age 22.3 (SD 2.4)) re-

cruited and screened as in the static study and with similar experience of smartphones (4.9/5) and wear-

ables (1.6/5). For each of the three regions, we selected a 120◦ angular range centered on the most

comfortable region identified in the static touch study. These were 60◦ to 180◦ (side), 90◦ to 210◦ (flat)

and 150◦ to 270◦ (pair). We again spaced targets at 30◦ and each participant completed each region

condition in a fully balanced design. The study design sought to explore key properties of targeting

movements: distance and size (or width). While there are many paradigms studying these variables, we

opted to build on prior work on rotation input [275] and use a Fitts law inspired study design. This is a

well-validated experimental paradigm that confers numerous benefits including a formalism for select-

ing appropriate target properties (size/width) to study, guidance for designing, balancing and repeating

trials, and detailed analysis procedures. Applying these perspectives to targeting study designs can in-

crease the reliability and validity of the final outcomes. Based on this approach, trials for each finger

region involved an exhaustive combination of all five start points to all four end points, leading to four
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movement distances in two directions (clockwise and anti-clockwise). We defined the angular width of

the start target as 20◦ and included two possible angular widths for the end target: 5◦ and 15◦. The two

end target sizes and four distances led to eight Index of Difficulty (ID) values, spanning 1.58 to 4.64

and typical of those used in prior studies of rotation input [275]. The start width was set derived from

data in the first study: the mean absolute accuracy plus 2.5 times the standard deviation in each angular

direction. This target size was intended to provide a moderately challenging input task.

However, the study procedures deviated from Fitts law recommendations [276] in several major

ways. Firstly, we focused on input in a natural setting - we maintained the study setup with standing

participants who lower and raise the watch prior to each trial. This broke up the trials and increased the

study duration. In total, for each region condition, we ran three blocks of randomly ordered trials involv-

ing all combinations of start-angle, end-angle and width. The first block was discarded as practice and,

although the study took approximately one hour to complete, this led to too few trials to adjust for ac-

curacy and calculate IDe [276]. Secondly, the largest angular distances (120◦) could only be performed

between one start and end point, whereas the smallest distances (30◦) could be performed between any

pair, leading to unequal numbers of trials for each ID value. To deal with these deviations, we explicitly

logged trial correctness and had participants repeat erroneous trials, thus supporting separate analyses

of time and error data.

The primary independent variable in the study was finger region. We also considered rotation di-

rection (clockwise/counter-clockwise) and, in non-Fitts analyses, final target size. For each trial, we

measured preparation time and touch time, as in the first study, as well as errors on both the initial touch

and final release, respectively termed initial errors and final errors. Errors were defined as touch angles

outside the specified start or end target regions. Based on these data, we calculated throughput [276] and

also logged all raw sensor data. Finally, in order to assess comfort, participants filled a short paper ques-

tionnaire at the end of each region condition; the lack of sustained trial repetitions precluded capture of

repeated comfort ratings as in the static study. However, participants answered the same question used

in the static angle study: they rated both clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations using a comfortable-

uncomfortable scale. This was also labeled identically (comfortable to uncomfortable) to the scale in

the static study and, again similarly, no units were marked. However, in order to facilitate subsequent

scoring by an experimenter, it was divided into 20 equal segments. We opted for a paper questionnaire

due to the limited amount of data collected and to provide a non-watch based activity to break up study

conditions. In total, we retained 4320 correct trials (18 participants x 3 finger regions x 2 blocks x 5

start-angles x 4 end angles x 2 widths) and 108 comfort ratings (18 participants x 3 finger regions x 2
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directions) for analysis.

Instructions for the study were designed to maximize visibility on the small watch screen in all

three finger region conditions. A circle was drawn full screen and the direction of the required rotation

indicated by four arrows in the corners. The initial angle was always marked with a line across the circle,

while the final angle and width were shown by symmetric wedges. During movement, the line acted as

a cursor, following a user’s rotation. The task was to move the line into the wedges. In the flat and side

conditions, a colored highlight indicated that users should leave the tip of the line uncovered in order

to receive feedback as to the current angle. In the pair condition, two small circles indicated where to

touch to ensure the center potion of the line provided a similar response. We note these differences are

an inevitable result of using different finger regions on a tiny screen. Figure 5 shows these interfaces.

Results

Data were analyzed using procedures similar to the static study: repeated measures ANOVA and post-

hoc tests incorporating any necessary adjustments for sphericity violations and applying Bonferroni

confidence intervals adjustments in post-hoc testing. Table 3 summarizes these outcomes for all vari-

ables. Data from the comfort ratings (not charted) showed no significant differences and an overall mean

(11.08, SD 4.9) in the mid-range of the 0-20 scale used. Data per finger region were: flat (M: 10.11, SD:

4.91); side (M: 11.02, SD: 4.49) and; pair (M: 12.11, SD: 5.2). This suggests that the selection of angular

zones to match finger regions was successful: participants experienced similar levels of comfort in each

condition. Furthermore, the direction of movement (CW: 11.46, CCW: 10.7) did not impact comfort.

However, the overall rating ( 55%) was higher than in the first study, suggesting that the dynamic task

was found to be, on the whole, moderately less comfortable that the static task in the first study. As such,

input techniques that rely on static touches may be preferred over those that require dynamic motion.

Analysis of input time showed more diversity. Time data are shown in Figure 6. All main effects

were significant for preparation time, indicating that counter-clockwise motions towards large targets

with side and pair finger regions led to optimal performance. We note the magnitude of some of these

temporal differences (e.g. in the size variable) are quite small and may have limited real world impact.

In contrast to the static study, touch time data revealed that side touches were significantly faster than

pair or flat touches. Target size also strongly influenced performance. The main effect of region was

borne out by generating Fitts’ law regression models and calculating throughput for each region and

direction. Direction did not yield significant variations, but side (mean of 1.79 bits/second, SD 0.06)

significantly improved over flat (1.61, 0.07) and pair (1.62, 0.08). We note that, as we did not include
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Figure 6: Preparation and Touch time data from dynamic study organized by three main effects. Bars

show standard error.

accuracy adjustments in these models (i.e., we used ID not IDe), they simply represent temporal peak

performance, rather than more nuanced figures that incorporate an error term. In contrast to the data

from the static study we conclude that, for the 120◦ angular input areas we studied, touches using the

side finger region provide an optimal combination of fast preparation and touch times for dynamic tasks.

A likely reason for this is that participants could use finger flexion [168] in addition to hand and wrist

movements during input.

Error rates are shown in Figure 7. The dominant result from the initial touch error data was that

this was lowest in the pair condition, although still somewhat high (6.2%). While this indicates that

pair touches are more accurate, it also suggests that larger initial targets are needed in general. It is

also higher than predicted based on the accuracy data in the first study – success rates of 97% could be

expected with targets set to 2.5 times SD of recorded touch accuracy. This may indicate that preparing

to complete the dynamic task influenced the accuracy of participants’ initial touches – they may have

commenced rotational movements prior to screen touches due to a focus on the final steps of the task

rather than the initial ones. Counter-clockwise rotations also led to significantly lower initial errors than

clockwise rotations, indicating that the initial stages of this movement can be achieved more accurately.

Final error data flesh out these findings. We note that before analyzing these data, we removed trials

involving very short touches (more than 3.5 standard deviations from the mean) as these were likely
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Figure 7: Errors in initial and final touches in dynamic study organized by three main effects. Bars show

standard error.

due to unintentional artifacts of the experimental procedure rather than genuine attempts to complete the

trials. It total, this accounted for 1.43% of total trials, evenly distributed over the different finger region

conditions. The strong main effect of size dominated the final error results, revealing a very substantial

difference between the high error rates with small 5◦ targets and very low rates with the 15◦ targets. In

fact, even though the large final targets were smaller than the initial targets, they recorded much lower

error rates, most likely due to the fact that performance was guided by a cursor.

Finally, in order to validate the logistic regression model that distinguished between flat and side

touches in the static study, we tested it with data from the dynamic study. We once again extracted a

single moment from the center of each flat and side trial, and used this data as a test set for the previously

generated Weka model. This led to an accuracy of 95.6%, almost precisely the same as in the static study.

This strongly suggests that touches with flat and side finger regions can be reliably distinguished from

each other across all users and a range of different tasks.

Discussion

The goal of this study was to apply the outcomes from the static angle study, in terms of the comfort-

able input ranges, in a more complex setting. The primary result from this study is that the flat comfort

ratings suggest these recommendations are valid - participants did not rate any of the input conditions

in the study as more or less comfortable than any other. This is a positive result that suggests that future
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researchers and designers will be able to apply the comfortable angular input ranges and finger region

combinations we propose to help them create novel smartwatch input techniques. We also note that

these ranges not only differ between the different finger regions, but also from those identified in prior

work [101, 279] on other platforms. This highlights the importance of assessing comfort for different

device form factors.

A second key finding relates to temporal aspects of performance. In contrast to the static study,

participants performed most rapidly with input via the the side of the finger – they showed a 10% –

11% increase in throughput during correctly performed trials, most likely due to the use of finger flex-

ion during input. This result suggests that interaction techniques that rely on input via the side of the

finger (e.g., [283]) may be particularly suitable for the watch form factor. In contrast to other devices,

the small size and wrist mounted location of a smartwatch may make it uniquely accessible to touches

with the side of the a finger. Its also worth contrasting rotational input performance in this study with

prior work. While differences in methods and setting make direct comparisons impossible, the 2.4s–3.2s

mean task completion times in the current study are broadly similar to those reported in prior work, such

as the 2.5s–3s reported for two finger rotations of between 60◦ and 120◦ degrees on tablets by Hoggan

et al. [274] and Voelker et al. [278]’s report of approximately 1.8s movement times for two finger rota-

tions of between 50◦ and 150◦. This latter result broadly matches the mean 1.44s touch time in the pair

condition for targets that are between 30◦ and 120◦ degrees distant. These comparisons suggest that,

despite their small size, rotation input is achievable on smartwatches at similar speeds to those attained

on much larger input surfaces.

Beyond these points, we discuss the remainder of the study results in combination with those from

the static angle study and in the form of recommendations for design. These are presented in the follow-

ing section.

3.8 Design Recommendations

The studies support a range of recommendations for the design of smartwatch interfaces based on both

the objective and subjective data. We collect these by theme below:

Input ranges. The comfort ratings from the first study show viable angles for input on smartwatches

using three different finger regions. Based on differences from the most comfortable angles, and a

threshold approximating the mean overall comfort rating, the side region is viable between with angles

from 60◦ to 180◦, the flat between 90◦ and 180◦ and two finger touches of the index and middle fingers
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between 180◦ and 270◦ (and/or 0◦ and 90◦). We suggest that interface designs that require poses outside

of these ranges are not likely to be well received by users. The objective data back this up: in the first

study, preparation times increase in a moderately similar pattern to comfort, suggesting it is takes more

time to adopt a pose suitable for input outside of these comfortable ranges. Data from the dynamic

study, where comfort (and to some extent preparation time) are less variable, support these conclusions

– designing for comfortable ranges of motion will increase usability of input techniques. We note that

these comfortable input ranges extend those proposed in prior work on tabletops [101] and mobile de-

vices [279] by considering a range of finger regions and focusing on smartwatch input – a context where

both the device and touching finger are able to move.

Target sizes. The studies provide a rich characterization of pitch angle target sizes for smartwatch

input based on standard touchscreen sensing technology. We consider three scenarios: a feedback-free

absolute task in the static study, a variant of this task including only correctness feedback for initial

touches in the dynamic study and a cursor driven task for final touches in the dynamic study. We can

make a number of recommendations. For initial touches, a minimum target angular width would be 20◦,

as recommended in the static study. If tasks involve subsequent on-screen movements, larger targets of

30◦ or more are recommended. For tasks involving selection on release and a cursor indicating current

angle, sizes can be lower: the 15◦ targets in the dynamic study led near error-free performance. While

these figures represent safe minimums, it is worth noting that more accurate finger angle detection

technologies (e.g. with less than the approximately 10◦ of error expected with our system [94]) may

enable effective use of smaller targets.

Static vs Dynamic. We noted a range of performance variations between the static and dynamic stud-

ies. While we did not perform a direct comparison, mean percentage comfort ratings are better for static

touches, even though we considered a broader range of angles. This suggests that participants found the

dynamic movements more generally uncomfortable than the static touches: these simpler inputs should

be used when possible. Objective performance also differed between these two scenarios. Specifically,

we note a switch in touch time data. Optimal static touches were performed with the index and middle

fingers, while optimal dynamic touches were performed with the side of the index finger. This suggests

that different finger regions may be more and less suitable for these different types of input.

Distinctive touches. While distinguishing between paired and single touches is a trivial and common-

place part of modern interfaces, the data reported in this paper indicates we can also distinguish between

flat and side finger regions. Using a simple regression model, we attained a high degree of accuracy
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(~95%) that was valid across different participants and tasks. While authors have previously proposed

distinguishing between tip and flat of the finger [66] or thumb [112], this new distinction develops this

idea further and can be explored in future interface designs.

Finger Flexion. Finally, we note that finger flexion, previously proposed for in-air input scenar-

ios [168,244] may also be a viable and understudied modality for input on touchscreen smartwatches. In

the static study, compared to the two other conditions studied, the side region offered a modestly wider

range of comfortable input angles. In the dynamic study, it combined low task preparation times with

low task execution times and correspondingly increased throughput. Error rates matched those from the

more commonly studied flat finger touches [94] throughput. We suggest these benefits are likely due

to the use of flexion and that future researchers and designers may be able to use this finger region to

develop effective and comfortable input techniques for small devices.

3.9 Interaction Techniques and Applications

In this final section of this paper, we present the design of smartwatch interaction techniques and appli-

cations based on the data we present, and human-centered recommendations we derive, in this article.

These largely adapt prior ideas with a particular focus on the side and flat touches, as these are less well

studied than pair touches. We generated the following set of different input techniques.

Angle Menus. Menus which assign options to different angular ranges (like a pie menu) are a com-

monly proposed interface primitive for angular input [113], providing easy access to commands and

placing limited memory load on users. In a static configuration, feedback about menu options should be

displayed continuously (i.e., including when a user is not touching the screen), targets should be at least

30◦ wide and triggered on finger release in order to support adjustment of touches prior to selection. Dy-

namic angle menus occupy similar regions, but are not shown by default – they are summoned by a long

touch (or dwell) with either flat or side finger regions. Subsequently, a user can make angular move-

ments and they show highlighting or a cursor depicting the current selection. They support a greater

target density (down to a minimum size of 15◦) as they are intended to be used only with interactive

feedback.

Shortcuts. A variant on static angle menus, shortcuts do not involve any graphical cues and are trig-

gered only by a rapid touch and release of an angled finger on the screen. They enable rapid execution

of a small number of commands based on quick angled touches. As with static angle menus, 30◦ targets

are a minimum; due to the lack of graphical feedback inherent in the technique, larger 45◦ target sizes
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are recommended.

Sliders. Rotation input is well suited to setting continuous or analogue parameters such as volumes,

times or percentages [94]. We contribute to this idea by specifying comfortable 90◦-120◦ ranges for input

with different finger regions: 60◦ to 180◦ for side touches, 90◦ to 180◦ for flat touches and between 180◦

and 270◦ (and/or 0◦ and 90◦) for two finger touches of the index and middle fingers. Data from the

dynamic study also provides insight into the accuracy of final angles in this kind of input: reliable input

can be achieved with a target size of 15◦, and a drop in accuracy (to ~10% error rate) will result from 5◦

target sizes.

Flex–Swipes. Reflecting the potential of using finger flexion input on watch screens, we propose a

novel variation on swipes. In contrast to commonplace straight movements, Flex-Swipes involve a

screen touch with the side finger region followed by a rapid contraction or extension of the finger. This

creates a unique input event composed of a large and rapidly rotating touch area in either clockwise or

anti-clockwise directions. We propose this primitive as a rapid technique suitable for interface actions

such as mode changes (e.g. like flipping pages) or large-scale, fixed quantity rotations, such as changing

screen or content orientation by 90◦.

Region–Aware Rotation. The distinctiveness of flat and side finger regions can enable different types

of rotation input, allowing users to specify different parameters with by using different finger regions

in the same interface. For example, a user might control the brightness or hue of smart lighting with

continuous sliders in same user interface by accessing these functions with different finger regions.

Example Applications

We integrated these ideas into three example applications implemented on the same Sony smartwatches

used in the studies. Figure 8 shows these prototypes. The first application was for viewing and light-

weight editing of photographs. In addition to traditional touches to issue commands and swipes to

navigate between images, Flex-Swipes in clockwise and counter clockwise directions resulted in match-

ing 90◦ image rotations. A dynamic angle menu on the top and left of the watch could be summoned

with a prolonged (>500ms dwell) side region touch. The menu featured four items, each occupying 18◦

of angular space and representing an image filter. After selection, the filters were adjusted using a flat

touch to control a slider shown at the top of the screen.

A second prototype implemented Static Angle Menus in the context of a messaging app. A list of
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Figure 8: Demo applications. Left shows a user pointing to reply in a static angle menu in a message

app using a flat touch. Center-left shows rotations of a side touch adjusting zoom in a map. Center-right

shows selection of a brightness filter from a dynamic angle menu in photo app and right shows adjusting

the brightness filter with a subsequent flat touch.

messages was displayed in the center/bottom-right of the screen, with a slim menu showing three op-

tions along both the left and top edges. Messages could be opened with a tap. Flat touches were used to

select among reply, reply-all and forward commands along the top menu, while side touches could select

from new, done and delete commands on the left. Rapid touches and releases led to immediate selec-

tion, or users could maintain their touch and make adjustments to the angle for high precision selection.

Flex-Swipes were implemented as an alternative mechanism for rapidly issuing reply (clockwise) and

forward (counter-clockwise) commands.

In the final map app, a canvas was displayed that could be translated with standard single finger

drags. Region-Aware Rotation was used to access different functions. Rotations with the flat of the finger

controlled orientation, while rotations with the side adjusted zoom. The map app also implemented three

Shortcuts triggered by horizontal and diagonal side touches and vertical flat touches. The horizontal

touch launched a search bar at the bottom of the screen (the most likely touch location) and the vertical

touch a left side menu bar. Finally, the diagonal touch toggled between satellite and street view.

Application Study

To validate these designs, and make an assessment of whether the recommendations proposed in this

paper can help developers create viable, comfortable interaction techniques for smartwatches based on

angled or rotational input, we conducted a final qualitative study with 10 participants (six male, four

female, mean age 23 (SD 2.04), all right-handed). These individuals had not participated in either prior

study described in this paper and self-rated themselves as highly familiar with touch screen input (5/7),

but not wearables (1.4/7). The study was based on procedures previously deployed to assess reactions

to novel wearable interaction techniques [7, 289] and involved an experimenter performing a scripted
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demonstration of the input primitives available in each application, followed by the participants donning

the watch, trying these out for themselves and commenting liberally.

We also asked a series of semi-structured interview questions about the usability attributes of each

application that sought to ensure consistent coverage of issues including comfort, efficiency, learnability

and memorability. We closed the study session by asking participants to comment on three general

issues that appear across the whole set of techniques. These were: the contrast between static and

dynamic rotations; the potential of rotation input to reduce the need for large on-screen targets and;

the mapping of different inputs to different finger regions. The study took an average of 37 minutes

to complete. The goal of this study was to complement the numerical, empirical ratings from the first

two studies with direct capture of participants’ reactions to the final designs and input techniques. We

analyzed data in the study by recording all sessions and transcribing the comments verbatim. We then

divided the transcriptions into meaningful semantic units (in the vast majority of cases, sentences) and

performed an affinity process to cluster these comments into themes and categories. The semi-structured

interview process, as it covered a specific set of topics and issues, provided an initial framing for these

issues. We present key outcomes in terms of comfort, performance and interaction design below.

Comfort. We were particularly interested in comments relating to perceived comfort. These were

positive, sometimes surprisingly so – for example, after using the mail app, P3 reported expecting the

rotational "gestures will [induce] fatigue", but found this was not the case. Similarly, in closing com-

ments, P2 noted that input expressivity is "surprisingly expanded" simply by "using different sides of

[the] finger" via "tilting [the] wrist". Designing the inputs based on the findings from the initial studies

helped achieve this. Expanding on his/her comments on the mail app, P2 indicated that activating the

menu on the left of the screen with the side of the finger and top menu with the flat "matched [] expecta-

tion[s]", while P6 remarked that "diagonal touch with the side" of the finger (pointing from bottom right

to top left) was "the easiest input" and should be assigned to very common functions. P6 qualified this

comment by suggesting that rotations with the flat of the finger led to more "fatigue than other gestures"

as the whole hand needed to be rotated. In more negative comments, P3 expressed reservations about

input with the side of the finger due to the potential for "spoiling [his/her] nail" and its painting and dec-

orations, while P1 noted that traditional single finger taps are "very comfortable" and questioned why

rotational input is needed.

Performance. Participants were also generally positive about the input techniques in terms of their

performance and effectiveness. Ten participants (across all three apps) remarked on the value of increas-
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ing the range of input available on a tiny screen. For example, after using the map app, P5 explained

the rotational input lowered the need for a "messy screen with too many touchable menus" while still

maintaining fast and convenient access to commands. P3 found the inputs in the mail app to be "easily

expected and executed" and P10 saw value in using the flex-swipes as a generalized shortcut, suggesting

they would be particularly "useful if [] customized". Two participants expressed doubts about the ability

to perform rotational input in truly mobile scenarios – it was not "valid while moving" (P7). Learnabil-

ity and memorability were closely related issues: most participants (15 mentions over the three apps)

reported that although they needed "some time to be familiar" (P2) the rotational inputs were "not hard

to learn" in "only a few minutes" (P3) in part due to their "consistency" (P10), "predictability" (P4) and,

in the map app, the clear match between "menu bars and touch directions" (P2). There were concerns

about whether older users could learn and memorize the inputs (5 participants), two participants doubted

the discoverability of the techniques ("how can a user predict these gestures?" (P6)) and 9 participants,

over all three apps, remarked on the departure of the techniques from standard two finger multi-touch

operations, even though such traditional inputs were recognized as perhaps not "suitable for this tiny

screen" (P6).

Interaction Design. Finally, participants also made various comments related to distinguishing or

confusing the different inputs and their graphical presentation on the screen. In the gallery app, three

participants felt that that "dividing the finger face into tool selection and [applying effects] is a very

good idea" (P5) as they could be "naturally skilled" (P5) at differentiating between the two modes from

the offset. Five participants felt the two rotational gestures in the map app readily supported input – P9

went so far as to claim that single finger rotational input was "easier than interacting with a smartphone

map app". Some of the icons also supported the gestures: in the mail app, the four participants reported

expecting that the "rapid flex-swipe input would be connected to reply and forward shortcut[s]" (P9)

because of the similarity of these motions to traditional arrow icons for these commands. On the other

hand, some participants also reported confusion between the different input modes, such as the two

rotational inputs in the map app (3 participants), or the speed threshold that should be exceeded to

trigger flex-swipes (5 participants). This was in part due to the fact that the app designs somewhat

intentionally lacked consistency and differed "in each application" (P8), so needed to be memorized

separately. Unsurprisingly, participants identified that "apps need to be made with consistent input

gestures" (P1). Finally, just two users remarked on the fat finger problem [57] and only for the map app.

P8 put it as the "screen of smartwatch is too tiny. I want to see how it is rotated". This highlights the fact

that rotational input occupies large portions of a watch screen, potentially exacerbating the inevitable

occlusion of content caused by the touching finger.
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Discussion

In sum, data from these participants suggests our guidelines can yield input techniques that are both

comfortable and effective. Participants reported pleasant surprises and few complaints about the input

primitives. We take this as an endorsement of the design recommendations presented in this paper.

More generally, participants also responded positively to the increased expressiveness enabled by the

techniques and anticipated that using them would be relatively easy to learn and remember, so long as

they are deployed across a system in a coherent and consistent manner.

3.10 Limitations

A number of limitations impact this work. Firstly, we considered a narrow definition of comfort fo-

cusing on specifying yaw angles. Extending this to include other forms of input including pitch [101]

or roll [290] is a logical next step. Secondly, the studies also took place in a lab setting and assessing

the validity of the data in a more realistic real world environment involving activities such as walking

or interaction while encumbered [124] would be a valuable extension to the current findings. Thirdly,

while we use an established, practical, feasible and real-time system for detecting finger angles on smart-

watches, based on Xiao et al. [94], there are a number of weaknesses to this approach. These include

assuming that Xiao et al. [94]’s existing characterization of input performance holds for the current

study. We note that while the close similarity between the smartwatch systems (in terms of touch sensor

size, controller and underlying kernel modifications) suggest this is a reasonable assumption, we do also

apply their algorithms to a new setting: input with the side rather that the flat of the finger. While the

absence of differences in accuracy data in the static angles study suggest this algorithm performs well

in this setting, future work should formally assess this. We also note that more advanced algorithms for

touch angle sensing have been recently proposed [284]; determining if these offer improvements in our

study setting is a next step for this work. This issue is particularly pertinent as the algorithm we em-

ployed has a known error in accuracy of detecting touches (with near flat finger pitch) of approximately

10◦ [94]. This means the results and design guidance we employ are valid only for systems that per-

form at this level of input accuracy. While it is represents a realistic, real time platform for developing

interactive systems, a more accurate sensing algorithm (e.g., Mayer et al. [284]) may impact some of

conclusions relating to target sizes reported in this article - a more accurate sensor may enable targets to

be shrunk. Finally, reflecting the different study designs, comfort was assessed in different ways in each

of the three studies in this paper. This variability in measurement instrument may serve to confound the

conclusions in this paper, and the use of different techniques reflects a lack of well-validated instruments

or approaches in this area. Future work should seek to establish robust standards for evaluating issues
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such as comfort of interaction techniques.

3.11 Conclusions

Comfort is an important quality of any input technique. This paper notes that many recently proposed

interaction techniques for smartwatches imply a broad range of postures, poses and arrangements of the

fingers, hands and arms. The comfort of these kinds of activity is an unknown quantity. This paper

contributes initial data on this issue via two lab studies. The first gathers data from simple screen

touches and releases using three finger regions (or poses) and eight input angles. Comfort data show

strong variations with the different regions, clearly highlighting that user experiences vary considerably

depending on both the finger regions used to make input and the angle of the input being made. Building

on these findings, a second study looks at dynamic touches that move from one angle to another in the

optimal ranges identified in the first study. Results show flat comfort ratings, and highlight variations

in objective performance. The data from these studies can be used to reflect on the design of prior

smartwatch input techniques and to inform future schemes. The paper closes by contributing design

recommendations and interface examples that showcase how this could be done and by assessing how

users react to these designs in a final study. The results indicate that the design recommendations support

the creation of comfortable, effective interactions. We believe the data and design recommendations that

form the core contributions of this paper will help researchers and designers create more objectively and

subjectively usable smartwatch input techniques in the future.
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IV TriTap: Identifying Finger Touches on Smartwatches

4.1 Properties of Finger Movements in Finger Identification

The second scenario supports the general claim of this thesis by understanding the touch profiles on the

small touchscreen of smartwatches to develop the finger identification system. The finger identification

is a promising approach to increase the expressiveness of touch input on small surfaces by assigning

different functions to each finger. This scenario begins with the assumption that the unique input context

of smartwatches, in which the touching finger has a limited range of approachable angles during the

touch input to the fixed touchscreen on the opposite hand, will generate the distinctive touch profiles

of each finger. The empirical studies examined the distinctive touch profiles for the thumb, index,

and middle fingers. Based on the touch profiles of each finger, the finger identification systems were

developed to classify the two (thumb and index fingers) or three fingers (thumb, index, and middle

fingers). The finger classifiers were evaluated with two types of virtual keyboards: Di-Type and Tri-

Type with two and three letters on each key, respectively. Finally, through the recommendations and

potential application designs, it was discussed how to apply this finger identification system based on

the touch profiles to designing interfaces requiring increases in touch input expressiveness on the small

touch surfaces.

4.2 Abstract

The small screens of smartwatches provide limited space for input tasks. Finger identification is a

promising technique to address this problem by associating different functions with different fingers.

However, current technologies for finger identification are unavailable or unsuitable for smartwatches.

To address this problem, this paper observes that normal smartwatch use takes places with a relatively

static pose between the two hands. In this situation, we argue that the touch and angle profiles generated

by different fingers on a standard smartwatch touch screen will differ sufficiently to support reliable

identification. The viability of this idea is explored in two studies that capture touches in natural and

exaggerated poses during tapping and swiping tasks. Machine learning models report accuracies of up to

93% and 98% respectively, figures that are sufficient for many common interaction tasks. Furthermore,

the exaggerated poses show modest costs (in terms of time/errors) compared to the natural touches. We

conclude by presenting examples and discussing how interaction designs using finger identification can

be adapted to the smartwatch form factor.
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4.3 Introduction

Interaction with wearable devices such as smartwatches is a highly constrained experience. Small

screens and touch surfaces provide few opportunities to create powerful, expressive interfaces using

the conventional tap and swipe input popularized on larger devices such as smartphones. This problem

is both fundamental, in that users want small, useful, discrete wearable devices, and interesting, in that

it raises substantial new challenges for researchers and designers working in the space. Indeed, as more

powerful and mature wearables come to market, increasing attention in the HCI community is being

devoted to interacting with them in non-traditional ways, such as using their on-board inertial sensors

to detect physical movements of the watch [65, 91] or gestural movements of the hand and fingers [62].

Commercial work in this area includes the Apple Watch (www.apple.com/watch) and its use of pressure

input [291] and its crown, a novel physical controller.

While these approaches show considerable promise, the touch screens of smart watches remain

powerful high fidelity sensors with a direct connection to the primary display surfaces of the device. As

such, researchers are also exploring how to maximize the value of touch input on tiny screens through

techniques such as diverse as tapping gestures [7], multi-touch menu systems [268] and inferring touch

properties such as finger angle [94]. Within this space, one promising technique for increasing the ex-

pressiveness of touch input is finger identification [292]. At heart, this is a simple idea: if a system can

process screen touches to disambiguate which of a user’s fingers is responsible for a touch, then different

functions or operations can be assigned to each finger. A range of prior work on this topic has discussed

the interaction and application scenarios enabled by this technique in contexts as diverse as physical

buttons [291], tablets [293] and tabletop computers [294].

However, while technologies to achieve finger identification have been achieved in fixed [96] or

large format devices [295], they remain challenging to implement in small or mobile devices. In fact,

most current work on this topic on wearables or mobiles simply instruments the touching fingers [68] to

support system development or assumes instructions as to which finger should be used will be faithfully

followed during studies [292]. While these approaches are effective for pursuing purely application de-

sign or empirical goals, they are also somewhat impractical – it is unlikely that real users will commit

to wearing sensors or markers on their fingers simply to interact with another wearable device. Existing

research to classify touches on small devices does exist, such as Harrison et al.’s [92] use of touch im-

pact sounds to identify hand regions such as the fingertip, pad, nail or knuckle. However, little work has

examined how we might use the properties of a touch to distinguish between fingers, rather than finger
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regions, on a small wearable device.

This paper aims to fill this gap by building on recent research showing it is possible to extract fin-

ger angles from the raw touch image generated by a standard capacitive touch screen [94]. Within this

space, the contributions of this paper are threefold. Firstly, it proposes the idea that, in the constrained

input poses available on a smartwatch (i.e. fixed to the wrist and approachable by the touching hand

from a very limited range of angles) the touch profiles and angles generated by a user’s fingers may

by sufficiently distinctive to support reliable finger identification. Secondly, it contributes an empirical

investigation of the validity of this idea: two studies of common smartwatch input techniques capture

touch in both natural input conditions and those in which participants are instructed to exaggerate the

angles of their finger touches. Our analysis describes the touches and discusses the efficiency and ac-

curacy of user input and the recognition rate for finger identification in these scenarios. Thirdly, this

paper contributes a discussion of how finger identification could be realistically implemented in current

wearables and the types of interaction it could support. This discussion is showcased with applica-

tion examples including two- and three-finger keyboard designs (and limited validations) and tricons,

smartwatch application icons customized for use with finger identification technology.

4.4 Related work

Smartwatches and other wearable devices are powerful computational tools packaged with highly lim-

ited input and output capabilities. Authors are responding to the design opportunity this represents by

proposing techniques to enhance and enrich interactions. The scope is broad, spanning topics as diverse

as sensing input [296] or producing output on the skin [147], integrating touch sensitive surfaces into al-

ternative parts of a device such as the strap [59] or edge [58] and utilizing body sensing techniques such

as EMG [297] or tomography [172] to infer user actions. In contrast, finger identification has received

limited attention. Gupta and Balakrishnan provide the most thorough exploration of the potential of this

technique on smartwatches in their study of DualKey [68], a keyboard in which letters are clustered in

horizontal pairs. Tapping on a pair with the index finger selects the leftmost letter, while tapping with the

middle finger selects the rightmost letter. This effectively doubles target sizes and Gupta’s comprehen-

sive study highlights the resulting performance benefits. However, their system remains a lab prototype

as it relies on a cumbersome finger mounted distance sensor to disambiguate touches by one finger from

those by the other.

Finger identification has received more attention on larger platforms. Attracted by the simplicity of

the technique there is a relatively large body of research that can be broadly categorized into technical
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systems for recognizing fingers or user centered investigations into the design of [292], or performance

with [293], the technique. In terms of designs, most proposals are variations on the idea that specific

fingers can be used to access different functions. For example, one might trigger a context menu [92],

or provide easy access to commonplace commands such as cut, copy and paste. In terms of evaluations,

studies have catalogued user performance with different fingers during tapping and dragging tasks on,

for example, tablet computers [293]. Roy et al. [292] provide a laudably comprehensive review this

literature. However, we note that while this work represents a substantial design and empirical resource

relating to interaction with systems capable of identifying touching fingers, few articles have considered

the specific form factor of smartwatches: small touch screens mounted on one wrist. Data and design

guidance for larger devices likely needs updating or refinement for small screens.

Techniques for identifying the finger making a touch come in several forms. In the simplest, the

finger is instrumented with a marker [104, 106] or sensor [68]. Another approach has been to infer indi-

vidual finger locations in the context of multiple simultaneous touches based on the physical constraints

imposed by the shape of the hand [294]. This technique has limited potential on the small screens of

smartwatches. The Beats system [7], for example, accepts a pair of simultaneous touches on a watch and

associates the left-most one with the index finger and the rightmost one with the middle finger to form

sequences of tap gestures. However, all further position information is discarded, limiting the scope of

the system for general purpose interaction. Other approaches for identifying fingers involve sophisti-

cated touch surfaces capable of, for example, detecting the finger prints of the touching fingers [96,105],

or rely on advanced visual tracking systems positioned either under [298] or over a screen. As Gupta

and Balakrishnan [68] note, none of these techniques is available or suitable for use with the current

touchscreen technology available in smartwatches.

To address this technological lack, this paper explores whether the data reported by a standard ca-

pacitive touch screen in terms of finger contact area and finger angle [94] is sufficient to identify the

touching finger. Many prior authors have recognized the value that can be gained by using finger contact

area as an input modality. For example, Wang et al. [113] discuss the elliptical nature of touches on

a tabletop and how this can be used to create interaction techniques such as ray based pointing. Other

authors have applied these ideas to mobiles. Boring et al. [112] discuss how changes to the profile of a

thumb touch on a phone can be used to shift between interface modes while Rogers et al. [114] show that

tracking finger angle can improve pointing performance and create interfaces that automatically adjust

for finger occlusions or scroll through menu options based on pitch. Recently Xiao et al. [94] discuss the

accuracy with which single finger orientations can be inferred using the raw data from a standard watch
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Figure 9: Experimental setup: wrist mounted phone showing four target tapping condition and exagger-

ated touches with thumb (A), index (B) and middle (C) fingers. Close up including annotations of sensor

region and bevel sizes (D).

or phone touch screen. The goal of this paper is to build on these findings and ideas to create a robust

finger identification system that operates with data from currently available touch screen technology.

4.5 Performance Study

The main goal of these studies was to explore the viability of using touch contact area to recognize

fingers during interaction with a smartwatch. We considered three fingers: thumb, index and middle, as

prior research has suggested that ring and pinky fingers are rarely deployed by users in touch input tasks

on smartwatches [66] and, indeed, perform relatively poorly in situations where they are used [293].

In line with prior work, we conducted two studies to cover two common forms of touch screen input:

tapping, or selecting targets by touching the screen, and swiping, or making rapid stroke gestures in

cardinal directions.

We also considered two input conditions: natural and exaggerated. In the natural conditions, partic-

ipants performed input tasks in any way they were comfortable. In the exaggerated conditions, partici-
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Figure 10: Three touches on the 8x8 33mm square touch sensor grid on the Nexus 5 phone. The thumb

(left), index (center) and middle (right) fingers are touching the screen in the exaggerated poses. The

left region of each image shows the sensor data generated by the touch on the right.

pants were instructed to make input by using the left side of their thumbs, the tip of their index fingers

and the right side of the middle fingers. These poses are shown in Figure 9 (on our phone based study

prototype) and were selected to maximize the distinctiveness of the touch contact profiles of the dif-

ferent fingers while also remaining convenient and comfortable in the context of smartwatch use. The

goal of including both natural and exaggerated conditions was twofold. First, it enabled us to investi-

gate the feasibility of inferring the touching finger during natural interaction. Second, it allowed us to

characterize both the benefits of requiring participants to use a specific pose for input (in terms of finger

recognition performance) and the costs of doing so (in terms of time, errors or comfort and workload).

The following sections describe these studies in detail.

System

A wide variety of mechanisms have been deployed to gain access to detailed information about touch

contact regions. These include using the standard reporting methods in the operating system [112], us-

ing specialized hardware such as fingerprint scanners [96], constructing bespoke sensor grids [66] and

modifying the touch drivers on existing smart devices [94, 281]. We followed this latter approach as

it provides high fidelity data while relying on commonplace and relatively high performance sensing

hardware. Using a commodity device also supports our objective of exploring whether reliable finger

identification is possible using current technology. However, as the main goals of this work are empir-

ical, we opted to simplify the development process (in terms of better documentation and easier access

to features such as network connectivity and storage) by using a region of an Android smartphone as a

surrogate for a smartwatch. We note this is a common approach [111] and that touch sensors used in

both classes of device are reported to be very similar [94].

As with prior authors [281], we modified the Android kernel to poll the touch screen driver for

the touch image – the raw sensor data recorded by each capacitive electrode. This data varies with
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Figure 11: Study instructions. Left: the icon used to index what finger should touch the screen (index in

the example). Center: the 2x2 and 3x3 button grids, each with one target highlighted in blue. Right: an

example swipe instruction to drag the red target to the white one. All were shown on the 33mm touch

screen area used in the studies.

the proximity of each sensor to a touching finger to form a greyscale intensity image that captures the

finger-screen contact area and, to a lesser extent, the finger regions directly above the screen [296]. Our

implementation ran on a Google Nexus 5 Smartphone and captured 16-bit touch intensity data in an eight

by eight sensor grid covering an area 33mm square in the top right corner of the phone at 33Hz. During

the initial studies, we processed this data using flood fill based blob detection and ellipse fitting [66] to

derive a centroid for each screen touch. The modified kernel source files and example applications are

available for download (https://github.com/UNIST-Interactions/tritap). Figure 10 shows the system in

operation.

Methods

Twenty participants (mean age 22, nine female) completed the tapping study while nine (mean age 21,

five female) completed the swiping study. They were recruited from the local student body via online

methods and word of mouth and received 10 USD as compensation. We screened for right-handedness.

Over both studies, participants rated themselves as familiar with smartphones (mean 4.5/5) and touch-

screens (mean 4.6/5) but not wearables (mean 1.4/5). No participant completed both studies.

In both studies participants rested their left arms comfortably on a desk top in front of them and wore

the smartphone strapped along their wrist using two watchbands attached to the back of the phone with

Velcro. The top right corner of the phone was adjusted to be in a typical location for a watch: center of

the wrist, just back from the hand. It also had the smallest possible bevels at its base ( 3mm) and right

edge ( 10mm). A 3D printed cover obscured the rest of the phone and served to indicate the study touch

area to participants. Figure 9 shows this setup, including annotations showing bevel sizes. All content in

the study was shown in the 33mm square region used for data capture and each trial took the same form.
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First participants tapped the screen to start. A hand graphic highlighting which finger to use was then

presented for 1000ms, followed by the experimental trial. This took the form of a grid of targets in the

tapping study and a single target and direction in the swiping study. The instructions are illustrated in

Figure 11. As with prior work [292], we did not independently verify if participants used the requested

finger in each trial. The task is simple and prior work suggests the compliance rate will be very high.

In both studies all participants completed natural input conditions prior to exaggerated conditions.

This unbalanced repeated measures design ensured that the instructions given about poses in the ex-

aggerated conditions did not impact the touches recorded in the natural conditions. Both studies were

composed of sequences of identical trial blocks. In the tapping study three were three blocks, the first

of which was treated as practice and discarded. In the shorter swiping study, there were five blocks, the

first two of which were treated as practice and discarded. Within each block in both studies trials were

delivered in a random order and participants were required to repeat error trials.

In the tapping study, two target sizes were used: a 2x2 grid and a 3x3 grid, corresponding to targets

of 13mm and 8.25mm square. There was a 3mm border around the targets and an inter-target spacing of

1mm. Each block of trials was composed of a set of trials in the 2x2 grid and a set of trials in the 3x3

grid. The order of the sets was balanced among participants. In both sets, participants were required to

complete six trials per target, three with each finger. In total, 6240 trials were retained for analysis (20

participants x 2 conditions x 2 blocks x (9+4) targets x 3 fingers x 2 repetitions). In the swiping study,

each block consisted of a single set composed of two repetitions of each of the three fingers completing

a stroke from one on-screen target to another in each of the four cardinal directions. The required stroke

distance was always 2cm. In total, 1296 trials were analyzed (9 participants x 2 conditions x 3 blocks x

3 fingers x 2 repetitions x 4 directions). Stroke direction was not treated as an independent variable.

For each trial we recorded: the preparation time, the span between the start of each trial and the first

touch to the screen; the touch time, or period in which the finger was in contact with the screen; the error

rate in terms of successful completion of the requested interface operation (e.g. selecting a button) and;

the stream of 8x8 raw sensor data. In order to acquire reliable data, all touches were required to generate

at least three packets of sensor data – given the system’s 33Hz update rate, this meant 90ms of touch

time. In trials when the user touched the screen for less than that time, they were required to repeat the

trial, and no data or targeting error was recorded. The NASA TLX was used to capture workload after

the natural and exaggerated conditions were completed in both studies.
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Performance Results

Initial analysis of the data focused on the fundamentals of performance: time, errors and workload.

Specifically, we report on time and error data per finger in the natural condition in order to contrast this

smartwatch data with that derived from related studies on larger form factors such as tablets [292, 293].

We also compare data in the natural condition with that in the exaggerated condition to understand the

impact of requiring the user to adopt specific finger poses. Finally, in the tap study, we also examine the

differences between the small and larger targets. All analyses, except where otherwise mentioned, were

factorial RM ANOVA incorporating Greenhouse-Geisser corrections to adjust for sphericity violations

and followed-up, if required, by post-hoc t-tests incorporating Bonferroni corrections. We also report

effect size for ANOVA results as partial-eta squared (η2
G). For brevity, only significant results at p<0.05

are reported.

Figure 12 shows the preparation and touch time data from the tap study. Preparation time showed

two significant interactions: number of targets by finger (F (2, 38) = 4.094, p<0.05, η2
G=0.177) and con-

dition by finger (F (2, 38) = 40.44, p<0.001, η2
G=0.68). All main effects were also significant: condition

(F (1, 19) = 20.067, p<0.001, η2
G=0.521), number of targets (F (1, 19) = 111.427, p<0.001, η2

G=0.854)

and finger (F (1.46, 27.8) = 58.5461, p<0.001, η2
G=0.775). Interpreting these results in terms of the three

strongest effects, we can say that selections of the smaller targets required more preparation time and

that this effect was stronger in the exaggerated condition and specifically with the thumb and middle

fingers. The touch time data showed fewer differences, but a similar story. Only the condition by finger

interaction (F (1.049, 19.93) = 15.899, p=0.001, η2
G=0.456) and main effects of condition (F (1, 19) =

10.404, p<0.01, η2
G=0.354) and finger (F (1.055, 20.042) = 15.912, p=0.001, η2

G=0.456) attained signif-

icance. This suggests that the interaction is the key effect in this case and the difference can be simply

explained by the increased touch time in the thumb and middle finger trials in the exaggerated condition.

Figure 13 shows preparation and touch time for the swipe study. All preparation time and touch

time comparisons were significant. For preparation time the figures are: interaction (F (2, 16) = 21.706,

p=0.001, η2
G=0.732) and main effects of condition (F (1, 8) = 23.186, p=0.001, η2

G=0.743) and finger

(F (2, 16) = 26.627, p=0.001, η2
G=0.769). For touch time, these data are: interaction (F (1.27, 9.734)

= 32.687, p=0.001, η2
G=0.803) and main effects of condition (F (1, 8) = 21.151, p=0.002, η2

G=0.726)

and finger (F (1.147, 9.177) = 31.213, p=0.001, η2
G=0.796). The interactions are again the dominant

effects and these data reinforce the findings from the swipe study that the use of exaggerated poses for

the thumb and middle fingers negatively impacted task completion times.
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Figure 12: Mean Preparation and touch times from the tap study by finger and condition. Bars show

standard error.

Figure 13: Mean Preparation and touch times from the swipe study by finger and condition. Bars show

std. error.
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Figure 14: Error rates from both tap and swipe studies by finger and condition. Bars show standard

error.

Figure 15: Mean TLX workload scores from both tap and swipe studies by condition. Bars show

standard error.
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Error rates are shown for both studies are shown in Figure 14. Errors in the tap study did not feature

normal distributions – the mode for all bar one combination of conditions was zero. As such, we ana-

lyzed these data with three separate Friedman tests, one for each variable. All three returned significant

results: finger (χ2(2) = 12.5 p = 0.002), number of targets (χ2(2) = 20.0 p < 0.001) and condition (χ2(2)

= 10.889 p = 0.001). Follow-up Wilcoxon tests indicated that the index finger resulted in significantly

lower error rates than the thumb (Z = -3.057, p = 0.002) and middle finger (Z = -3.7, p < 0.000). Beyond

confirming the additional challenge of smaller targets, these results also indicate that tap performance

is optimal with the index finger and natural input condition. Although we were not able to examine in-

teractions, the chart suggests that these effects are largely due to the spike in error rates with the thumb

and middle finger when completing trials with the smaller targets. Error rates at other times remain rel-

atively low. In contrast to these variations, error data in the swipe study were fairly flat. They were also

somewhat higher, most likely due to the fact the compound dragging task was more challenging, and

distributed more normally. As such, we analyzed them with a single three-way RM ANOVA. However,

no comparisons in the swipe study reached significance at the p<0.05 level.

Finally, TLX data are shown in Figure 15. In the interests of brevity, we describe overall workload

as a representative measure. This data was analyzed with matched pairs t-tests to contrast performance

in the natural and exaggerated conditions in both studies. The results indicate that the natural conditions

received lower ratings of workload than the exaggerated conditions (both p<0.001), mirroring the trend

suggested in the chart.

Classifier Results

In order to build a finger classifier for the touch images, we first selected a single touch image from the

temporal center of the data for each trial. This is because finger touch profiles at the start and end of a

touch (the moment a finger touches or release the screen) may vary substantially from those during the

middle portion of a touch [113], when the finger is fully in contact with the screen surface. We wanted

to exclude these transient data points. We then generated ellipses for all these touches using both blob

tracking [66] and image moments [94] approaches. Ellipses were defined as angle, major and minor

length and eccentricity. In the tap condition, we also recorded the x and y center with respect to the

current target, while in the stroke condition we just logged the raw center position. Visual inspection

revealed the image moments led to ellipses that better matched the raw data, most likely due to the fact

that the blob tracking approach thresholds the image to black and white rather than considering it as a

greyscale image. Following prior authors [94, 281] we also applied several gamma corrections to the
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Figure 16: The four touch images used for classification. Left: raw-image, left-center: power3, right-

center: thresholded-power3 and right: thresholded-log. Red ellipses are calculated from each figure’s

image moments.

image to enhance the ellipses, although we found different parameters more effective. Specifically, we

created three adjusted images: transformed to the power three; thresholded at 5% of the maximum re-

ported data value then transformed to the power three and; thresholded and log transformed. Figure 16

depicts an example of the four touch images generated and Figure 17 shows the mean ellipses derived

from all the raw images for both natural and exaggerated touches in both the tap and swipe studies.

We used this data to construct recognizers for the touching finger using Weka [287]. All recognizers

were built using a ten-fold cross validation process and Random Tree or Random Forest decision trees.

We selected these techniques as they are mature and relatively quick to execute (so suitable for small

devices). In the following description figures and statistics are included for clarity, but we note that

Table 4 summarizes all the content reported in terms of recognizers, datasets, attributes and results.

Visual inspection of the raw touch data indicates touches in the exaggerated condition are highly dis-

tinctive, while those in the natural condition show substantial overlap. Accordingly, we first constructed

static recognizers based on all data from the exaggerated conditions in each study. For the exaggerated

tap data, class-wise histograms showed the attributes of eccentricity and orientation had high discrim-

inatory power. We used these attributes to construct a simple three level Random Tree and achieved a

mean accuracy of 98%. However, applying the same approach to the swipe data led to a lower mean

accuracy: 92.3%. In addition, class-wise performance varied considerably (Kappa: 0.88), with the mid-

dle finger at 96.3% accuracy and the index finger at 86%. This suggests that the dynamic touches in the

swipe study are harder to classify than simple taps. In order to increase performance, we constructed

a 10 tree Random Forest using the full description of the ellipses from the raw data set: position, size,

angle and eccentricity. This attained a mean accuracy of 97.7% (Kappa: 0.96). We believe these figures

are sufficiently high to reliably identify fingers if users are instructed to use exaggerated touches on a
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Thumb-Tap Index-Tap Middle-Tap Thumb-Swipe Index-Swipe Middle-Swipe

Exaggerated Touches

Thumb-Tap Index-Tap Middle-Tap Thumb-Swipe Index-Swipe Middle-Swipe

Natural Touches

Figure 17: Mean ellipses from the raw touch image for each study and finger. Standard deviations for

angle and major/minor axis length are shown via the arc and bars. The red dot marks center of the

target and displacement from the center of the ellipse marks the mean center position; red bars show its

standard deviation.

Table 4: Results from the machine learning models constructed to analyze touch shape during tap and

swipe.
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smartwatch.

Unsurprisingly, applying these relatively simplistic approaches to data from the natural conditions,

where we expect both a greater diversity of touches and a less distinctive set of features, resulted in lower

accuracies. To boost accuracy, we first created static models using all ellipse attributes from our four

data sets, an approach similar to Xiao et al. [94], and increased the number of Random Forest trees to

100. For the tap data, this led to an overall accuracy of 68%. Class-wise performance was split (Kappa:

0.52) with the thumb at 88.1% and the index and middle fingers showing lower performance (53.8% and

62.1%, respectively). Following Wang et al.’s [113] observation that touch profiles on screen are time

varying, we also examined performance with this recognizer on the subset of the tap data extracted from

longer trials – those that recorded at least 150ms, or five packets of data. In total this was 1568 trials

(50.2% of the original set), spread evenly over the three finger classes. This led to a modest improvement

in the mean recognizer performance to 70.6%. Finally, we explored the impact of individual differences

on performance by generating separate per-user models (using a 10-tree random forest on all data from

the normal touch image) yielding a mean accuracy of 79.4%, again with best performance for the thumb

(93.4%) and lower performance for the index (70.3%) and middle (74.4%) fingers. Applying these same

approaches to the swipe data led to lower figures: the mean accuracy of the per-user models was 72.1%,

maintaining the trend in which the thumb is more distinctive (83.8%) than the index (65.3%) and middle

(67.2%) fingers.

Discussion

Mean performance in the tap study was relatively fast and accurate compared to prior work documenting

performance on smartwatches [111]: overall mean task time was 947ms and error rates were 2.1%. The

more complex swipe actions, which took the form of a drag between two targets, took longer and yielded

more errors: 1617ms and 6%, figures that are again consistent with prior work [293]. It is informative

to compare this data with Goguey et al.’s [293] and Roy et al.’s [292] recent examinations of different

finger input on tablets. Differences in study design and objectives make direct time comparisons chal-

lenging (Roy terminates time measurement on first screen contact, while Goguey’s work examines the

span of a pair of screen contacts), but both articles report performance variations for different fingers.

Data on thumb, index and middle during tapping and stroking reveals temporal and error data follow the

V-shape also observed in the current study: performance is optimal with the index finger. Error rates for

tap in these articles are reported in the range of 1.9%-3.2%, figures consistent with all bar the smallest

targets in the exaggerated input condition. These comparisons suggest that performance in the current

study was typical and serves to confirm that findings on finger input reported in prior work on tablets
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also applies to the smartwatch form factor.

Beyond establishing this baseline, the main objective of capturing time/error data in the current stud-

ies was to explore the costs incurred by requiring users make specific finger poses during interaction.

These costs are clear: in the tap study, preparation times edge upwards (from 704ms to 824ms) when

users have to make touches in specific poses; touch times nearly double (from 167ms to 318ms) as

they actually make these contacts. In the swipe study, time data show similar trends. Error data tells a

somewhat more complex story, with data remaining relatively flat when tapping large targets and during

swipes and spiking dramatically in selection tasks with smaller targets. This suggests that finger identifi-

cation techniques based on touch contact profiles might be best applied to tasks involving coarse-grained

targeting actions. Finally, TLX data confirm these variations caused participants to feel increased levels

of workload in the exaggerated conditions.

Despite these costs, we note that performance remains within acceptable levels in exaggerated study

conditions: mean task times of 1142ms (tap) and 2022 (swipe) and error rates of 0-5%. Furthermore,

variations in workload (and other data) need be treated with caution due to the fact that the natural

condition always preceded the exaggerated condition. While this design prevented the exaggerated in-

structions from biasing natural behavior, it may mean that fatigue is artificially inflating differences.

Evidence to support this idea comes from the fact that the lowest workload scores were recorded in the

first condition administered in the more complex but shorter swipe study. We also note that workload

levels remain generally low – from 3-10 out of 20 – across the whole study. This suggests participants

never felt the tasks to be high demand. In sum, while the costs of using specific poses for finger iden-

tification are clear, their magnitude is relatively limited. While these costs may make the technique

unsuitable for highly frequent interactions (like the repeated and prolonged tasks in the studies), we

argue they likely remain acceptable for the more sporadic use scenarios that are more typical of genuine

device operation in the real world.

The flipside of documenting these costs to performance is an exploration of the benefits of exagger-

ated finger poses for finger recognition. These are powerful. Recognizers in the exaggerated conditions

are simple and high accuracy ( 98%). This suggests that touches made under these constraints could be

effectively deployed in real interfaces. Results for recognizers in the normal conditions are less clear

cut. Although the 72.1% (swipe) to 79.4% (tap) mean accuracies achieved in models created for each

user show promise, they are clearly insufficient for deployment in realistic interfaces. Performance with

static models covering the whole participant population is worse yet. However, examining the class-
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wise error rates suggests the picture is more nuanced. Specifically, the thumb can be identified relatively

reliably (up to 93.4% with the per-user models) while the index and middle finger remain challenging

to distinguish (70.4%-74.7%). Furthermore, the confusion matrix (not pictured) from the per-user tap-

ping models reveals that thumb and index finger taps are cross-classified only 2.8% (thumb as index)

and 3.1% (index as thumb) of the time. This indicates that it may be possible to create reliable finger

identification systems using our approach if only the thumb and index are considered. As such, we

note that while it would be infeasible to use our system to directly enable interfaces such as Gupta and

Balakrishnan’s [68] index plus middle finger keyboard, it might be possible to adapt these interfaces to

leverage the optimal performance of our recognizers via, for example, the use the thumb, or by requir-

ing exaggerated touches. This observation highlights a critical point: the design of finger recognition

interfaces needs be informed by the properties of the underlying recognition system.

The remainder of this paper explores this issue: given the user performance constraints captured

and recognizer accuracies documented, what interface designs are useful, effective and feasible? We

investigate this issue in two ways. Firstly, inspired by the DualKey system [68], we implement and

study two finger-identification powered keyboards. The goal of this work is to understand real world

performance with the static recognizers and input modes documented and proposed in this paper. Rather

than just relying on the data from the studies, we use this complex task to push the boundaries of the

system and observe how recognizer and user performance instantiate and interact in a more realistic task

incorporating, for example, immediate graphical feedback relating to the outcomes of a user’s actions.

We close by providing a more general discussion that consolidates all the work in the paper into practical

recommendations and design examples.

4.6 Di-type and Tri-type Keyboards

We created two smartwatch virtual keyboards that use static natural (100 tree random forest) and static

exaggerated (random tree) tapping models generated from the data captured in the first tapping study.

For natural taps, we created Di-Type, a dual finger design, with two letters marked on every key. Tap-

ping with the thumb recorded the leftmost letter and tapping with the index or middle finger recorded

the rightmost letter. This reflects the fact that the natural model recorded higher accuracy for the thumb

and lower scores for the index and middle fingers. For the exaggerated touches, we placed three letters

on each key to create Tri-Type. The leftmost key was activated by the thumb, the center one by the index

and the right one by the middle finger. This keyboard requires participants to mimic the touch poses

used in the exaggerated conditions of the studies. The keyboards were both ordered alphabetically to

facilitate novice users in the task of locating letters. Where possible we also used common key arrange-
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Figure 18: Di-Type (left) and Tri-Type (right) keyboards. Thumb taps selects the leftmost key. In Di-

Type, the index or middle finger select the right key. In Tri-Type, index selects the center key and middle

the right key.

ments, such as the 3x3 arrangement of letter triples in Tri-Type (see Figure 18). Both keyboards were 33

x 33mm in size. They featured a 2.1mm border, an inter-key spacing of 0.6 mm and a text display bar at

the top with a height of 4mm. The buttons divided up the remaining space equally: 6.75mm x 5.75mm

and 6.75mm x 7.85mm, respectively, for Di-Type and Tri-Type. They are both shown in Figure 18.

We performed a limited evaluation of these systems with 11 participants (mean age 21, six female).

All participants entered 30 randomly selected sentences from Mackenzie et al’s [299] phrase set us-

ing both keyboards. As with the earlier studies participants always used the natural Di-Type system

first. The first 15 phrases entered with both keyboards were considered practice and not analyzed. Dur-

ing their initial use of the keyboards, participants were encouraged to explore the keyboard, the novel

finger-identification input scenario and the finger recognition process freely for up to 30 minutes. In

the natural condition, they were not given formal instructions on how to touch the keyboard, but an

experimenter did demonstrate how to use the keyboard if requested. In the exaggerated condition, the

finger poses were demonstrated to participants. In total the experiment took approximately 90 minutes

per participant and each was compensated with 15 USD in local currency.

The goals of this study were more focused on validating the recognition performance than on text

entry performance. As such we logged raw Words Per Minute (WPM) to support a basic comparison

with prior work [68] and asked participants not to correct any errors. The primary measures were then
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calculated from the text streams. We classified each character as either correct, or as a wrong-key error

(meaning the wrong keyboard key had been selected) or a wrong-finger error (meaning that the wrong

finger had been used or recognized). If participants entered additional or insufficient characters in a

string, this was treated as an error and they were required to enter another string in order to complete the

study. They could also tap the top of the keyboard to cancel a trial at any time.

Results and Discussion

Over the course of the study a total of 8164 characters were entered and retained for analysis. Partici-

pants achieved a mean of 8.08 (SD 0.78) raw WPM with Di-Type and 7.53 (SD 0.87) raw WPM with

Tri-Type, figures that a paired t-test revealed were not significantly different from one another. These

figures are somewhat slower than those recorded in the initial sessions of Gupta and Balakrishnan’s [68]

DualKey – they report mean WPMs of around 10.8. There are many possible explanations for this. One

is that the finger recognition system used in the studies took longer for users to operate because of, for

example, its reliance on the thumb, or its use of three fingers or specific poses. We also note that while

our participants were engaged in study at an institution whose language of instruction is English, none

were native readers of Latin characters. A dedicated comparison study with an implementation of both

systems would be required to understand the cause of these differences. Instead, we note that the WPM

figures indicate participants were able to type using both systems at a reasonable speed on a tiny screen.

More interesting are the error results. First, we recorded a mean of 1.45 (SD 1:87, median 1) sen-

tences with an incorrect number of characters. Participants also cancelled entry processes when they

observed extra characters – on average 4.13 times, a distribution skewed by one participant who fre-

quently performed this behavior (SD: 8.2, median: 1). We did not analyze these trials further, but their

presence does indicate that participants did at times cancel tasks on noticing errors involving entry of

extra characters, potentially skewing the data towards more successful trials. Given the relatively infre-

quent occurrence of this behavior, we do not believe it exerted a strong effect on the study. Wrong-key

errors were low thorough the study, running at means of 1.7% (SD: 1.2%) with Di-Type and 1% (SD:

0.9%) with Tri-Type. A matched t-test revealed these figures were not significantly different. This indi-

cates that participants were able to select the small keys used in the keyboards with a very high degree

of accuracy and regardless of the use of the exaggerated touch pose. Wrong-finger errors were more

commonplace. Means per participant were 8.3% (SD 4.4%) with Di-Type and 10% (SD 3.8%) with

Tri-Type. We note these figures include genuine input mistakes – situations when a user actually tapped

with the wrong finger. A paired t-test revealed no difference in the wrong-finger rate between the key-

boards.
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Figure 19: Mean percentage wrong-finger errors (by key) in Di-Type & Tri-Type keyboards. Includes

mean and per finger data for both keyboards. Bars show Std. Dev.

Figure 19 shows the overall mean wrong-finger rate (per key) for each keyboard and finger. There

are substantial variations among the fingers, with the index finger being recognized most accurately.

Looking at the data in detail, we observed a disproportionate number of thumb wrong-finger errors in

the bottom row of keys. In the single Di-Type letter key on the bottom row, thumb input logged a 42%

wrong-finger rate. In Tri-Type, this ran at a mean of 24% wrong-finger errors for the bottom three keys.

This suggests it was highly challenging to correctly identify the thumb at the bottom of the screen, an

effect that was likely not observed in the main studies due to their larger targets. If errors from the bot-

tom row are removed overall wrong-finger rates for the thumb drop from 10% to 7.3% for Di-Type and,

more substantially, from 9.7% to 2.3% for Tri-Type. This problem impacted participants: in post-study

comments, they indicated a preference for Di-Type due to a combination of the fewer fingers required to

operate it and problems acquiring bottom row targets with Tri-Type.

In sum, this study shows our approach to finger identification has considerable promise. Static finger

identification models generated from the tapping data of one set of participants enabled a second set to

reasonably successfully and rapidly enter text, a challenging input task. Although mean accuracy for

each keyboard was in the range of 90%-92% (see Figure 19) and clearly lagged behind systems that

use dedicated hardware [68], we note that these figures incorporate actual user mistakes and also expect

that redesigning the keyboard to avoid trouble spots such as the bottom of the screen and integrating

customized per-user recognizers can improve performance in the future.
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4.7 Recommendations and Designs

Moving beyond this validation, the user and recognizer performance data captured in the studies are rich

enough to support a range of practical recommendations about how finger identification using capacitive

touch profiles could be best applied to designing interfaces on smartwatches. We break these down into

key themes.

Fingers

Prior authors have documented how performance with different fingers varies in touch tasks [292, 293].

The current work confirms this is also true on smartwatches. However, recognizer performance also

impacts design choices. The work in this paper clearly indicates that taps with the thumb are distinct

from other taps – relatively high recognition accuracy could be achieved with no prior instructions and

no changes in task performance and workload. Therefore, any system requiring only two fingers should

first consider a design that discriminates between the thumb and other digits as the most practical and

comfortable approach. Furthermore, results (and stated preferences) from our Di-Type and Tri-Type

prototypes seem to suggest that less is more and that systems should use as few fingers as possible in

order to achieve their objectives. Operating a system with two fingers is easier for users to deal with

than three.

Targets

In the main studies in this paper, performance with thumb and middle finger input decreased with smaller

targets; index finger input was unaffected. This trend was particularly prominent with the exaggerated

poses. This suggests that finger identification technology can be most effectively applied to relatively

large targets. On smartwatches, with their limited screen space, this may serve to restrict effective

systems to specific types of content such as application icons, or continuously available actions such

as a back function. While this effect was not evident in the final typing study, we did observe that

recognition performance dropped substantially during thumb touches on the bottom of the screen –

another risk for small targets is that proximity to screen edges may mean that full touch contact areas

cannot be accurately captured. If small targets are used (and the typing study suggests that may be

viable), then they should be situated away from the bottom and right edges of a watch screen.

Actions

Slow and simple touches can be more accurately recognized. Specifically, in the natural tapping study,

the fingers making touches over 150ms were classified 2.8% more reliably the full set of touches. Due
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Figure 20: Example finger identification enabled interfaces. Left shows two tricons, icons that respond

differently to each finger. Center left shows a middle finger touch that would start an exercise routine on

an activity tracker. Center-right depicts a typical music player interface. Right shows how a touch with

the thumb can bring up a menu to switch between tracks (swipe left/right) or adjust volume (swipe up

down).

to the length of touches captured in that study (mean of 150ms for the index finger) it was not possible

to explore whether longer touches achieved greater gains. However, we also note that more complex ac-

tions, even if they are prolonged (such as the movements in the swipe study), will likely result in greater

variability in touch contact area and lower classification accuracy. To be reliable, finger identification

systems should therefore rely on techniques such as dwell thresholds before triggering classification

processes. This kind of technique may also serve to lower false positive rates – touches under a certain

duration are all treated as the default regardless of the touch contact area. Dwell thresholds could also

be used to combine finger identification with more complex input techniques like swipe – classification

could take place during the dwell and a subsequent movement could then further specify input.

Building on these discussions we present two interactions designs that adapt themes for interaction

design with finger identification systems presented in prior work. The first of these is tricons, an idea

that relates to the multiple finger icons discussed by, for example Roy et al. [292]. Tricons enhance

applications icons by providing multiple points of entry. For example, a fitness application could be

opened as normal using a regular tap, have an exercise routine start with a middle finger tap and open

settings with a thumb tap. Equally, a clock could access alarm, timer or main functions depending on

the tapping finger. This kind of icon matches our design recommendations as they are relatively large,

accessed sporadically and usually situated away from the extreme edges of the screen. Figure 20 (left)

shows two possible tricon designs. The second design is a context menu, similar to those proposed by

Harrison et al. [92]. We envisaged this design for a music player and operating as follows. A user

calls up the menu with an easily recognizable thumb tap that is held against the screen. After a short

dwell, a context menu appears around the thumb and subsequent horizontal swipes navigate between
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tracks while vertical movements adjust volume (Figure 20, right). All normal controls of the smartwatch

that respond to regular touches are unaffected. Rather than as fully novel contributions, we present

these designs as customized versions of existing concepts that fit the capabilities of the functional finger

recognition system proposed in this paper.

4.8 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper contributes the idea of recognizing the finger touching a smartwatch from the profile it gener-

ates on the device’s capacitive touch screen. It also contributes data that explores the tradeoffs between

finger recognition accuracy and user input performance in natural and exaggeratedly posed touches and

validates its approach in a challenging text entry task. Taken together this work is a first characterization

of the feasibility of finger identification using standard smartwatch touch screens and a comprehensive

investigation of the practical limitations of the technique – its strengths, weaknesses and how these im-

pact what can be built with it.

There are a number of interesting future avenues for research. This paper focused on the recognition

of fingers from single frames of touch data. Exploring features than span entire screen contacts is an

obvious next step. A prerequisite for achieving this is likely a faster sensor – the 33Hz sensor data used

in this work resulted in rapid touches leaving few records. More empirical work is also required in terms

of data capture – the lab studies in this paper suffer from typical issues of ecological validity. While

we did focus on a common pose (seated at a desk), wearables are clearly used much more diversely.

Contexts such as use on public transport or during discrete operation under a desk or on a lap are valid

and worth studying. To do so will require porting the system to a genuine smartwatch (as in [94]) and

this is a clear next step for this project. We also note that the work in this paper deals with sensing

finger touch profile and angle – it may be possible for users to operate the system simply by angling

their fingers appropriately to form different shapes [66, 112]. Exploring how these closely related input

modalities could complement one another would be another interesting next step for this work.

In conclusion, finger identification is a simple, effective input technique that can yield many benefits

on wearables. This paper provides a first examination of how it might be enabled using standard capac-

itive touch screen technology. We believe the ideas, techniques and recommendations we present can

guide designers and developers as they introduce finger identification into real devices.
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V Characterizing In-Air Eyes-Free Typing Movements in VR

5.1 Properties of Finger movements in In-air Finger Stroking

The third scenario supports the general claim of this thesis by understanding the properties of finger

movements during fast sequential input with in-air finger stroking gestures. Enabling fast sequential

input using in-air finger stroking can allow already prevalent finger stroking skills on the surface as in

a physical keyboard to be applied to resource-limited wearable devices such as HMDs. To understand

the finger motions in the air, the empirical studies explored various perspectives of natural in-air finger

stroking during unconstrained typing tasks such as strategy and kinematics of in-air finger stroking,

correlation movements of other fingers, the time interval between sequential finger stroking inputs, and

characteristics of the individual in-air key. In sum, the various analysis showed that the unconstrained

in-air finger stroking complicates the detection of intended finger inputs due to the faster and shorter

finger movements with more interleaved and correlated motions. Finally, the design considerations and

recommendations were described for future researchers and developers to achieve accurate detection for

the in-air finger stroking that can improve the input expressiveness for the resource-limited wearables.

5.2 Abstract

We empirically explore fundamental requirements for achieving VR in-air typing by observing the un-

constrained eyes-free in-air typing of touch typists. We show that unconstrained typing movements differ

substantively from previously observed constrained in-air typing movements and introduce a novel bi-

nary categorization of typing strategies: typists who use finger movements alone (FINGER) and those

who combine finger movement with gross hand movement (HAND). We examine properties of finger

kinematics, correlated movement of fingers, interrelation in consecutive key-strokes, and 3D distribution

of key-stroke movements. We report that, compared to constrained typing, unconstrained typing gener-

ates shorter (49 mm) and faster (764 mm/s) key-strokes with a high correlation of finger movement and

that the HAND strategy group exhibits more dynamic key-strokes. We discuss how these findings can

inform the design of future in-air typing systems.
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5.3 Introduction

Virtual Reality (VR) is undergoing a renaissance: the emergence of high-fidelity, low cost Head Mounted

Displays (HMDs) is transforming it from the province of the lab to that of the living room. VR now

impacts a very broad range of application areas from media consumption through gaming [300] to sim-

ulation [29] and expressivity [301] or productivity [302] tools. As its reach spreads, more emphasis

is being placed on the interactive aspects of VR - the majority of headsets ship with dedicated input

controllers or advanced bare hand tracking systems. However, such systems still struggle to effectively

support many fundamental input tasks, such as text-entry. We argue text-entry is of growing relevance to

VR. Gamers need chat with peers, or perform administrative tasks like logging into accounts or config-

uring settings. In more productivity-oriented domains, tasks such as file manipulation, communication

or browsing the Internet will all frequently require text input. Removing headsets to perform these tasks

is, at best, laborious and unappealing. Reflecting this perspective, a number of text input systems for

VR have been proposed. A simple approach is to rely on existing VR controllers (e.g. Cutie Keys,

Punch Keyboard, etc), but input bandwidth is typically low. Physical keyboards can also be tracked and

integrated into a virtual scene, superimposing the real on the virtual [303]. While this can offer good

performance, it tethers a user to a single physical space [304].

Freehand text input can solve this problem - users simply type in the air. However, systems that

implement virtual keyboards based on finger interaction are slow and cumbersome to use [88, 305] –

hitting targets in mid-air is not the same as hitting targets on a real keyboard. A more promising ap-

proach is to capture high fidelity finger movements during in-air typing [47,244,306]. In this way, users

can rely on their motor system [307] to type at high speed [308]. Furthermore, as no keyboard needs to

be presented, users are free to move around and the VR scene remains clutter free.

While this idea is appealing, it remains difficult to implement – typing finger movements in mid-air

are rapid and complex. Prior work targeting this space has tended to simplify the problem. For exam-

ple, ATK [47] achieves reasonable recognition performance using a probabilistic tap detection algorithm

based on the height of the stroking finger; to ensure each tap is clearly performed, users are instructed

to issue a sequence of controlled, temporally separated motions with single fingers. We refer to this

as constrained in-air typing and note that the movements it is based are highly simplified compared to

the interleaved bi-manual activity that characterizes real-world typing. Here, we define unconstrained

in-air typing as the uninstructed typing behaviors that users exhibit during in-air typing and which reflect

their real-world typing behaviors. To achieve truly eyes-free typing in mid-air with unconstrained finger
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kinematics, it is important to fully understand how people naturally behave without any instruction when

they are engaged in mid-air typing. This allows us to define fundamental requirements and guidelines for

designing in-air typing systems in VR. To achieve this objective, we collect 25,932 in-air finger stroke

traces of unconstrained typing in VR through an empirical study. We characterize this data and identify

key properties and features including: different typing strategies among the users; finger kinematics;

correlated movement of fingers; interrelation in consecutive keystrokes; and 3D end-point distribution.

This analysis provides quantitative data that can support the development of in-air typing systems for VR

based on unconstrained finger movement. This data is important as relaxing the constraints on typing

motions will increase the difficulty of accurately classifying the keys they indicate. Only by understand-

ing and detailing the behaviors involved in unconstrained in-air typing will we enable input that is rapid,

accurate, fluid, and eyes-free.

The contributions of this paper are 1) empirical data characterizing unconstrained behavior during

eyes-free in-air typing and contrasting it with prior data from studies of constrained in-air typing, 2) a

description of how typing strategy impacts this data, 3) the development of features describing interre-

lated finger strokes that can support improved segmentation and recognition of a single finger stroke, and

4) design considerations for building in-air typing system and feasibility of finger classification based

on our findings. Throughout the paper we contrast the data we report with existing data captured in

constrained in air typing settings (ATK [47]).

5.4 related work

Text Entry on HMDs

Authors have proposed a variety of approaches to text entry during HMD use including touchscreen

typing via integrating a large input surface into an HMD [207]. Others have proposed systems based on

handheld controller motions that describe text-entry gestures [188] or control a ray-based pointer that

intersects a keyboard [78]. While these systems effectively support typing, their efficiency is lacking:

performance ranges from 10 WPM or less [188, 207] through between 10 to 20 WPM [78]. A poten-

tially more effective approach is to integrate physical keyboards into virtual scenes. Walker et al. [303]

exemplify this approach. This work implemented a HMD-based text entry system that tracks a real key-

board. The VR system includes a virtual keyboard assistant to provide visual feedback inside the virtual

scene. Performance reached 43.7 WPM with 2.7% error rate. Similarly, McGill et al. [309] report that

typists on a physical keyboard can achieve 38.5 WPM with 1.07% uncorrected error rate while wearing

a HMD. We note that while blending keyboards into the virtual scene provides high typing performance,
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it restricts VR simulations in other important ways: users are tethered to the keyboard and/or desk.

Ten Finger Typing on Flat Surfaces

The design of in-air typing systems can also be informed by the substantial literature on unconstrained

text entry on flat surfaces such as mobile phones and tablets. This typically involves examining natu-

ralistic typing patterns in order to propose the design of future touchscreen keyboards [310, 311]. For

example, Findlater et al. [312] analyzed twenty typists’ touch contact points and hand contours and re-

ported that individual typists exhibit spatially consistent key press distributions. They also showed that

typists could achieve up to 58.5 WPM mean typing speed without visual cues showing keyboard layout.

In follow-up work, they showed that personalized ten-finger touchscreen typing models can improve

both typing speed and subjective experience [313]. Haptic feedback has also been shown to be impor-

tant in touch typing on flat keyboards. Kim et al. [314–316], for example, used piezoelectric discs under

each key to create specific feedback for each keypress. Their results showed significant improvements

to typing performance when haptic and auditory feedback were included.

In Air Typing in VR

Freehand typing techniques have the potential to combine two beneficial properties: input that is high

bandwidth input and also not tethered to a physical device. Numerous authors have proposed systems

to explore this potential. ARKB [305] relies on markers on the fingers to implement this approach. A

more complex approach is to recognize finger strokes based on highly consistent movement schemes

such as touch typing. TiTAN [306] attempts this, showing up speeds of up to 9.4 WPM with 10 fingers.

ATK [47], a freehand-based mid-air typing system based on a Leap Motion’s 3D hand tracking data,

also implements this approach. It recognizes ten-finger typing by adopting a probabilistic tap detection

algorithm and augmented version of Goodman’s input correction model [317]. ATK achieves up to

29.2 WPM of typing speed after practice, showcasing the strong potential of this approach. Despite this

performance, we note that the typing task of ATK involved "clearly performed tap[s]" on an "horizontal

imaginary keyboard". The relatively low WPM, compared to real world touch typing, reflects the con-

trolled nature of these typing movements and enabled the authors to use simple vertical finger motions

to reliably classify stroking fingers and tapped keys. This enabled the authors to develop a final system

with a word-level accuracy of 99.7%.
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5.5 study: Understanding In-Air Typing

The goal of this study was to characterize unconstrained finger kinematics and behaviors during in-air

typing to provide insights and implications that can inform the design of in-air typing systems. To

achieve this goal, we explored and analyzed the typing behaviors and strategies of mid-air typists in or-

der to investigate the time at which a single stroke is executed, the finger that is issuing it and the location

it is intended to indicate from a rapid, complex and interleaved sequence of unconstrained finger motion.

Throughout our study, we compare our analysis with ATK [47], a closely related study that discusses the

features needed to support in-air typing based on constrained finger motions—participants in ATK were

instructed to clearly tap on each key with temporally separated individual finger movements. Our study

involves an in-air typing task completed by touch typists. We collect a large number of unconstrained

finger movement traces and characterize a range of key features from this data including finger kinemat-

ics, correlated movement of fingers, inter-relation in consecutive keystrokes, 3D end-point distribution,

and typing strategies among the typists. This analysis provides quantitative engineering specifications

and design insights that can support the development of in-air typing systems for VR that integrate rapid

and fluid typing experiences based on unconstrained finger movement.

Participants

Sixteen typists (female=5; M=30.06; SD=7.76, two left-handed) were recruited for this study. Prior to

the main experiment, we confirmed their typing performance and finger to key mapping with a physical

keyboard using TextTest [318], a text entry evaluation tool. Mean typing speed was 62.68 words per

minute (WPM) (SD=12.1) with 0.8% of uncorrected error rate using a physical keyboard. They were

paid for their participation with a $3 coffee voucher.

Experimental Setup

Figure 21 shows the experimental setup and a virtual scene of typing test. Participants were asked to

take a seat, wear a HMD device (Oculus Rift CV1) and reach out their hands above a Leap Motion finger

tracking device (version 3.2.0+45899) to start the typing experiment. The Leap Motion has a deviation

of below 0.2 mm (static) and 1.2 mm (dynamic) between a desired 3D position and the measured posi-

tions [319]. The Leap Motion device was placed 41 cm above from the floor using a tripod. The virtual

scene was implemented using Unity3D (version 5.6.0.3f) displayed through the binocular displays in the

HMD.

In the virtual scene, two hand skeletons were rendered from the Leap Motion to provide a visualiza-
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Figure 21: Experimental hardware setup with participant performing typing task (left) and typing test in

a virtual scene (middle). Relative coordinate used palm position as the origin (blue axes) and absolute

coordinate used the common origin of Leap Motion (gray axes) in 3D.

tion of the typing fingers. Two spheres were presented as indicators of initial finger positions that are

similar to indicators on the F and J keys on physical keyboards. The two virtual spheres were placed

15 cm above the Leap Motion and the distance between them was 9 cm. We derived this spacing by

starting with 6 cm, approximately the spacing between the two indicators of F and J on physical key-

boards, and iteratively testing to find the most natural and comfortable distance. Subjective assessment

by experimenters suggested that 9 cm was suitable for in-air typing. Participants were able to adjust the

height of the virtual spheres to achieve a comfortable pose. Starting from the two spheres is important as

they act as reference points for our measures. A next button with a diameter of 15 cm was placed 33 cm

to the right of two indicators. This was used in order to move to subsequent trials. A text display area

was placed in the visual field at 90 cm above the two spheres, approximately eye-height. This displayed

the phrases to type. The current trial number was also displayed right above the text display area to

communicate progress through the study.

There was no further visual content (e.g., a bounding box for hand placement, a visual keyboard

layout) in the scene. In addition, visual feedback on finger strokes was not provided as the purpose of

this study was to observe unconstrained finger motions. These choices were explicit. We argue it would

be impossible to observe unconstrained typing finger movements while displaying a visual keyboard

layout for several reasons. Firstly, people may look at the layout while making keystrokes. This visual

constraint will further generate eye-gaze shifts between text and keyboard areas, reducing typing speed.

As our goal is to characterize in-air eyes-free typing movements and most typists spend minimal time

looking at the keys on a physical keyboard, providing minimum visual cues is the best way to elicit

natural high speed typing behavior. Secondly, following [312,313] we believe that typing behavior cap-

tured without a visually displayed keyboard provides ground truth about users’ expected locations for
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keys that can be used to inform future virtual keyboard designs (e.g. key positions, sizes). Displaying

a virtual keyboard will inevitably compromise this behavior. Finally, recent work on touchscreen key-

boards demonstrates rapid performance without displayed keyboards [320]. Furthermore, we provided

no auditory or haptic feedback to participants and also no constraints or guidance as to the location of

the backspace key. By combining these unconstrained conditions and limited visual cues, we hoped to

solicit unconstrained in-air typing motions.

All joint position data from finger stroking movements was captured in real time from the Leap Mo-

tion by C# scripts. The data includes 3D coordinate positions of all the joints between phalanx bones

in thumb, index, middle, ring, and pinky fingers of both hands. We also collected the center position of

each palm. This raw data describing finger stroking motions for all participants was then analyzed to

build a ground-truth model for performance of in-air finger stroking for eyes-free typing in VR. We use

two different 3D coordinate systems in our descriptions: absolute and relative (see Figure 21). Absolute

is a global position measurement with its origin at the Leap Motion reference frame. In the relative

coordinate system, the current palm position is defined as the origin.

The study was composed of four blocks of 20 trials. The first block was considered practice and

the remaining three used for data collection. Each trial contained one phrase and the first two trials

in all blocks were also treated as additional practice (as in [312]). A randomly selected phrase from

either Mackenzie’s phrase set [299] or one of 6 pangrams were used for each trial. In each block, the 6

pangrams were interleaved with phrases from Mackenzie’s set to increase the occurrence rate of rarely

used characters.

Procedure

A typing test with a physical keyboard was conducted prior to the main study. During this time, we

closely monitored participants’ behavior with a web camera to ensure their fingers follow the standard

finger-to-key mapping. In the beginning of each study block, participants were asked to take a seat,

wear a VR headset, and reach out their hands above the Leap Motion. They first completed an informal

training session to get used to the input scenario, then began the first trial in main study by placing their

index fingers into the two spheres. The spheres then disappeared, a text phrase was displayed and the

color of hand skeletons turned white to indicate the start of a trial. Participants then typed the phrase

as fast and accurately as possible. We recommended they hit backspace whenever they felt they made

errors. When they felt that they completed the trial, they were instructed to press the next button to go

on to the next trial, which again started by requiring they place their index fingers into the spheres to
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begin. Participants were requested to take a break after each block to minimize fatigue.

Data Processing

We collected and analyzed a total of 25,932 labeled finger strokes. The traces, containing data from

the Leap Motion API, include positions, directions and velocity for all fingers and both hands. We use

these to derive finger stroke amplitude, finger stroke start and end positions, finger movement directions,

and also movement of the palms. Data analysis procedures were as follows. First, we processed the

data to create ground truth typing behavior. We parsed the raw data and loaded it into a Unity3D based

typing sequence visualiser. This system loads the 3D position data of all fingers’ stroking movements

and provides a visual environment to browse 3D depictions of typing actions and manually label each

action with the appropriate character (e.g. the character that should have been typed). This procedure

is inspired by that used in ATK [47] and was achieved through observation of finger acceleration and

movement profiles to ascertain the 3D endpoint of each finger stroke. This time consuming process was

required since there is currently no existing model of in-air finger stroking during unconstrained eyes-

free typing.

After end-points were identified, we traced backwards to determine stroke start-points. Prior to the

end-point the finger is moving at speed, so we simply categorized start points at the origin of these

essentially ballistic motions – the most proximate local speed minima. To perform this task accurately,

we used a relative coordinate frame (Figure 21) and applied linear interpolation to fill the gaps in the

velocity data and a rolling average with a window size of five to eliminate noise. After segmenting all

strokes, our subsequent analysis used this raw but delimited data. The final data set includes information

of all 3D positions, directions, keystroke amplitudes, velocities, and accelerations of finger strokes for

all ten fingers and two palms. We also measured typing speed in WPM and finger-level accuracy as the

ratio of incorrect finger strokes (defined as use the wrong finger) to the total number of finger strokes.

5.6 General description: in-air typing

Typing Speed

Participants achieved up to 78.3% of their typing speed on a physical keyboard during in-air typing: 49.1

WPM in-air vs. 62.7 WPM keyboard. It is obvious that in-air typing is slower than physical keyboard

typing. A number of factors likely contribute to this. Firstly, the lack of haptic feedback on finger strokes

resulted in relatively deep stroking motions (49 mm, SD = 12 mm), which may reduce speed [314].

Secondly, prior work has suggested that fast typists keep their hands still and slower typists move their
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Figure 22: Typing strategy: Participants either move their entire hand and finger together (HAND strat-

egy, left) or only finger (FINGER strategy, right) for single finger-stroke

hands more [321]. We observed larger hand motion (16 to 31mm) compared to prior studies of typing

on keyboards—these additional motions likely slowed participants down. Despite these factors, WPM

that participants achieved suggests that unconstrained in-air typing speeds in VR may be relatively high

in optimal conditions. It contrasts strongly with the speeds reported in prior work—ATK: 29.2 WPM

and TiTAN: 9.4 WPM.

Typing Strategy: HAND vs. FINGER

Global hand movement referring to motions of the entire hand expressed in absolute 3D coordinates,

has been shown to support identification of different typing strategies during use of a physical key-

board [321]. We specifically investigate this issue in unconstrained in-air typing as the lack of explicit

guidance as to key locations and feedback during key presses may increase the amount of hand move-

ment that occurs. We therefore assumed that in-air typing would exhibit variations in typing strategies

based on the different patterns of global hand movement reported in prior work.

Results & Discussion

Two distinct in-air typing strategies were observed during the study. Some typists tend to stroke the

keys by moving their entire hand and finger together (HAND strategy) while other typists use only

their fingers to reach keys, minimizing their hand movements (FINGER strategy). Figure 22 shows the

two strategies. We examined the travel distance of the hand during finger strokes to categorize partic-

ipants into the two strategies. For this, we considered a palm movement as a movement of the entire

hand and calculated the position change in absolute 3D coordinates between the start and end of each

finger-stroke. With a feature of palm movement, we adopted a K-means clustering method to cluster

each participant into one of two strategies: HAND (N=6) and FINGER (N=10). The centroid of each

cluster was 37.2 mm in HAND strategy and 14.1 mm in FINGER strategy, respectively. This indicates
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that HAND strategy group moved their hand greater distances than FINGER strategy group during the

finger-stroking. We confirmed the clear distinction between two strategies through visual inspection.

As increased dynamic palm movement would affect the properties of finger-stroke generally, we

identify typing strategy as a critical factor to understand unconstrained in-air typing behavior. Following

typical processes, we will compare two groups and discuss how their typing behaviors and tendencies in

each group affect other components in designing and developing in-air keyboards.

5.7 Finger Kinematics

We examined finger kinematics to understand the structure and characteristics of finger-strokes in terms

of their duration, amplitude, travel distance, and max velocity for both hands and all four fingers: index,

middle, ring, and pinky. Each finger-stroke includes ’flexion’ and ’extension’ phases referring to, re-

spectively, the fingertip displacement from the start point of the stroke to when the finger at its most bent

and then back to its position when the finger is most fully stretched. We also measured the amplitude

(finger stroke depth relative to the depth at the start of the stroke) and the max velocity of a fingertip in

relative 3D coordinates. Finally, we measured the travel distance representing the total movement of the

fingertips in the air in absolute 3D coordinates. We argue that the features showing statistical differences

represent distinct kinematic behaviors that can be adopted for classifying fingers or strokes in the future.

Results & Discussion

Table 5 shows the kinematic features of fingers during flexion and extension phases, including duration,

amplitude, travel distance, and max velocity for each finger. Table 6 shows the same kinematic features

in each typing strategy group. Figure 23 provides a graphical illustration of the finger kinematics. Ex-

amining this data reveals that unconstrained typing shows faster finger velocities (764mm/s, SD=214),

shorter finger-stroke times (322ms, SD=25), and lower amplitudes (49mm, SD=12) than the figures re-

ported for ATK’s constrained typing, respectively: 623mm/s, SD=262; 496ms, SD=170 and; 64mm,

SD=24. Basically, in unconstrained typing, fingers move shorter distances more rapidly and, thus, reach

their terminal destinations more quickly. These differences suggest that typists in our study performed

with natural typing motions—with short, rapid finger movements. In Table 7, we compare stroke fea-

tures in more detail. We argue that the short and fast finger strokes in unconstrained typing will increase

the difficulty of detecting finger strokes accurately compared to the more constrained movements used

in systems such as ATK. These qualities also alter the features that may be most salient. While times

and distances traveled may be less useful, due to the fact they are smaller in magnitude, the faster finger
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Figure 23: Finger kinematics (left). Dark blue indicates unconstrained typing from current study and
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Table 6: Mean (SD) of kinematic features of fingers during flexion and extension phases in each strategy

group. A Mann-Whitney U test was applied for statistical analysis.

FINGER (n=10) HAND (n=6) Mean difference p-value

Overall duration (ms) 314.53 (19.96) 335.46 (28.49) -22.94 0.1471

Flexion

Duration (ms) 138.25 (9.64) 147.1 (8.49) -8.76 0.0727

Travel Distance (mm) 51.56 (8.93) 86.22 (11.78) -0.034 0.0002

Amplitude (mm) 43.84 (10.13) 58.84 (10.55) -0.02 0.016

Velocity (mm/s) 672.22 (177.93) 916.86 (188.92) -254.14 0.0225

Extension

Duration (ms) 176.28 (10.89) 188.36 (20.39) -12.11 0.3132

Travel Distance (mm) 45.33 (7.54) 67.17 (5.68) -0.02 0.001

Amplitude (mm) 38.57 (9.15) 46.06 (10.4) -0.008 0.1806

Velocity (mm/s) 572.29 (225.84) 674.78 (163.53) -123.15 0.0934

Table 7: Comparison between constrained (ATK) and unconstrained typing in duration, amplitude, and

velocity.

Flexion Extension

ATK Current Study ATK Current Study

Durtaion (ms) 205 (81) 141 (10) 291 (148) 181 (16)

Amplitude (mm) 64 (24) 49 (12) 43 (26) 41 (10)

Velocity (mm/s) 623 (262) 764 (214) 304 (136) 611 (205)
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velocities observed suggests this feature may be particularly important.

Data were further analyzed using one-way ANOVA on the variable of the finger. Tukey’s test for

Post-hoc testing was applied to reveal the differences among fingers. We found a significant main effect

in travel distance during the extension phase (F(3,60)=2,818, p=0.0466). Post-hoc testing confirmed

that the index finger moved longer distances than all other fingers (p<0.001) in the extension phase.

There is no main effect on other features. However, we noticed that the index finger tended to move

faster (velocity) and further (amplitude) than the other fingers. These variations are likely because each

index finger is responsible for six keys, rather than three or fewer keys for other fingers, and this greater

diversity requires larger but faster movements.

Table 6 shows the mean of kinematic features of fingers during flexion and extension phases in each

typing strategy group. We performed a Mann-Whitney U test for a non-manipulation variable [322] with

unpaired samples and unbalanced sample size. The HAND group showed faster velocity (p=0.0225)

with longer travel distance (p=0.0002) and amplitude (p=0.016) in flexion phase and longer distance

(p=0.001) in extension phase than the FINGER group; their hands are more mobile during the typing

task. Our analysis indicates that the HAND group makes more substantial typing motion than the FIN-

GER group, which can be a more clear trigger for keystroke detection. However, the larger finger motion

in the HAND group could generate higher correlated movements in other fingers (passive fingers), pos-

sibly yielding the recognizer more complicated. We will discuss the correlated movement of fingers in

Section 5.8.

An interesting finding is that, in the flexion phase, we observed a relatively long travel distance of

65 mm (SD=19.9) (similar to the amplitude of 64 mm in constrained typing). This may be due to the

addition of hand movements since the mean distance covered by the palm is 23.0 mm (SD=16.1) and

23.5 mm (SD=11.5) for left and right hands, respectively. Since finger stroking in unconstrained typing

leads to these marked movements of the palms, we suggest the travel distance may be particularly salient

as a key feature for finger stroke detection in unconstrained typing.

Another interesting finding is the recovery ratio of movement amplitude in the flexion phase over that

in the extension phase. We found that unconstrained typing achieved an 84% recovery ratio (flexion:

49mm and extension: 41mm) while constrained typing is reported to reach a ratio of 67% (flexion:

64mm and extension: 43mm) (see Figure 23). We interpret this as indicating that, in an unconstrained

typing scenario, the previous finger stroke is quickly returned to its original position to yield smoother
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Figure 24: Amplitude ratio (AR) between active and passive fingers. a) Constrained typing (ATK, b)

Unconstrained typing, c) Finger strategy, and d) Hand strategy.

consecutive keystrokes. This leads to a higher recovery ratio. In contrast, the recovery ratio was lower

in constrained typing since it emphasizes clearly individuating keystrokes rather than continuous typing.

We speculate that the higher recovery ratio may help support clearer segmentation of finger strokes and

recognition of the finger.

5.8 Correlated Movement of Fingers

Human fingers do not move alone—due to the arrangement of muscles and tendons in the palm, hand,

and wrist, intentional movements of a single finger inevitably lead to unintended, but correlated, move-

ments in other fingers. An accurate understanding of this correlated movement has been identified as

an important factor to support accurate finger classification in in-air typing [47]. To analyze the corre-

lated movement among the fingers in our data, we use theAmplitude Ratio (AR). This is the ratio be-

tween the active finger’s amplitudes, the one making the intended stroke, and all other fingers, which are

termed passive fingers. Correlated movement among the fingers is calculated as: AmplitudeRatio(AR)=

(Amplitude passive f inger/Amplitude active f inger)×100%.

Results & Discussion

The AR of unconstrained typing (46.9-83.5%) (Figure 24-b) was higher than that of constrained typing

in ATK (27.5-60.6%) (Figure 24-a). This suggests that unconstrained typing exhibits a higher correla-

tion of finger movements. This is likely due to the fact that, in ATK, participants were asked to perform

a clear tap to capture the gesture of a finger stroke and see their hands during typing (i.e. they were not

wearing an HMD). We argue that participants in the ATK data set made substantial effort to produce

clear individuated input, resulting in reduced amounts of passive finger movements. In contrast, in the
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unconstrained task in the current study, participants exhibited greater movements of passive fingers due

to study instructions requesting them to freely "type" in the absence of any cues indicating keyboard

layout.

We note that the higher levels of correlated movement in unconstrained in-air typing may pose chal-

lenges for accurate finger classification—during any given key-press, more fingers were moving further.

This is a particular problem for the HAND group (see Figure 24-d) as they showed stronger correlated

movement (47.8-89.7%) than the FINGER group (46.3%-80.9%). We note this difference may be due

to passive finger motions that occurred due to forces applied as an incidental but inevitable result of us-

ing more dynamic whole hand movements during typing. Regardless, the reduced finger individuation

we observed during keystrokes indicates that relying on stroke amplitude for finger classification, as in

ATK’s constrained typing system, would likely lead to poor results.

5.9 Inter-keystroke Relationship

It is essential to obtain a precise tapping movement for each finger stroke to achieve stable finger-stroke

detection and finger classification. The prevalence of either overlap or very short intervals between

strokes makes this hard—it reduces the clarity of stroke movements and adds uncertainty to measures of

initial finger position. Furthermore, errors in one stroke can cascade into follow-up strokes. Thus, char-

acterizing typical time interval between endpoints of consecutive finger strokes can support improved

finger-stroke detection and finger classification. We examined this ‘inter-keystroke interval’ [313] over

three key variables: 1) hand combination between previous and current hands (either same or different),

2) typing strategy (either HAND or FINGER) and 3) digraph frequency (either conventional or other).

This last factor refers to the how often letter pairs co-occur—we use it to contrast performance with

highly practiced pairs and less well-practiced pairs. The typical set included twelve digraphs for both

same (in, er, on, re, at, es, ea, io, ou, ar, as, ve) and different (th, he, an, nd, ha, en, of, nt, ti, to, le, is)

hands [323]. We excluded digraphs stroked with the same finger. We calculated overlap time between

consecutive finger strokes as "Overlap time = Keystroke duration - Inter-keystroke interval".

Results & Discussion

Table 8 shows inter-keystroke interval for all three variables. Data were analyzed using the statistical

procedures similar to those used in prior analyses: two-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc tests for

variables of hand combination and digraph frequency. The grand mean of the inter-keystroke interval

was 279.1 ms (SD = 73.8 ms). Given that the average stroke extension duration is 181 ms (see Table 7),
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Table 8: Inter-key press timing with interrelation variables. Data were analyzed using Mann-Whitney U

test for the unpaired and unbalanced samples.

Inter-keystroke interval (ms) Overall FINGER (n=10) HAND (n=6) Mean difference p-value

Grand mean 279.1 (73.8) 239.5 (44.4) 345.2 (66.3) -87.87 0.0047

Same-hand
Normal 321.6 (89.6) 278.4 (58.0) 393.7 (89.9) -108.03 0.011

Digraph 271.8 (75.6) 230.4 (44.3) 340.6 (67.3) -108.83 0.003

Cross-hand
Normal 290.1 (71.6) 252.3 (42.4) 353.0 (67.3) -89.22 0.0017

Digraph 233.1 (65.5) 196.8 (42.6) 293.7 (50.6) -90.08 0.003

this reveals that keystrokes are overlapped by an average of 23.8%, or 43 ms. In other words, flexion

during a keypress starts well before the extension of the prior keypress is complete. In terms of hand

combination, the inter-keystroke interval for different hands (M=261.6 ms, SD=67.5) was not signifi-

cantly difference with that for the same hand (M=296.7 ms, SD=81.3): (F(1,60)=3.40, p = 0.07).

Common digraphs (252.4 ms, SD=69.5) showed significantly reduced inter-keystroke intervals com-

pared to other digraphs (305.8 ms, SD=79.8): (F(1,60)=7.88, p=0.006). Typists’ habitual use of these

key pairs on physical keyboards leads to very rapid key stroking behaviors. The relatively short inter-

vals for digraphs could require a faster finger-stroke recognition system or digraph gesture recognition

system in in-air typing.

Data were further analyzed using Mann-Whitney U test on the variable of the typing strategy. HAND

strategy group (345.2 ms, SD=66.3 ms) showed longer inter-keystroke intervals than FINGER strategy

group (239.5 ms, SD=44.4). This was further confirmed with a Mann-Whitney U test that typing strat-

egy was statistically significant factor for inter-keystroke press timing. We argue that dynamic hand

movement in HAND group leads to longer inter-keystroke intervals. Due to the shorter inter-keystroke

intervals, FINGER group caused longer overlap time between consecutive finger strokes than that of

HAND group. The relatively short keystroke duration (314.5 ms) and long overlap time (75.0 ms) of the

FINGER group could yield the finger stroke detection more complicated.

5.10 Individual in-air keys

We further analyzed finger stroke amplitude in terms of in-air finger travel. Figure 25 shows the am-

plitude and maximum velocity of active fingers from their initial state to their fully pressed point for

each key. In addition, we examined the end point of participants’ fully extended key strokes in absolute

3D coordinates. We averaged absolute coordinate positions and directions of the active fingers at the
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Figure 25: Amplitude (left) and max velocity (right) for each in-air key; towards the bottom of the

keyboard, both features showed faster and deeper values.

Figure 26: Averaged positions (cross marker) and directions (line) of fingertip when each of "virtual"

keys is fully pressed (end point) in absolute coordinate. SD of positions for each participant were

averaged and represented as lengths of axes on ellipsoids. Each ellipsoid was colored to show the

dominant finger used to stroke the corresponding key.

endpoint of a key press for each subject. Figure 26 shows ‘xy’ and ‘xz’ projections of the 3D positions

and directions.

Results & Discussion

Amplitude and velocity for each in-air key. In Figure 25, in terms of keyboard rows (i.e. top, middle,

and bottom rows), the active finger moved further to keys located in bottom (M=58.2mm, SD=1.5) than

top (M=45.5mm, SD=4.2mm) and middle (M=54.8mm, SD=5.3) rows. The average maximum velocity

also varied among rows: 734.7mm/s (SD=63.4), 809.4mm/s (SD=65.1) and 856.0mm/s (SD=45.0) for

top, middle, and bottom rows, respectively. This data shows that finger-strokes became faster and deeper

towards the bottom of the keyboard. This may indicate that participants envisaged their fingers hovering

near the top of the keyboard—as such, shorter, slower strokes would be sufficient to select keys there,

while longer, faster strokes were required for keys on the center and bottom rows. These variations may

help support accurate key classification, the final recognition step in an in-air typing system.
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3D End-point Distribution. The deviations of fingertip end-positions were smaller in x-axis (M=12.26

mm, SD=2.38) than those in y-axis (M=15.67 mm, SD=2.09) and z-axis (M=16.67 mm, SD=2.16). Ver-

tical and sagittal movements are essential to perform a finger stroke and change rows on the keyboard.

Meanwhile, we do not need to move our fingers laterally except the left index finger, which covers two

columns and the right pinky, which tends to press the backspace key. This observation is supported by

the large position deviations of the backspace key: 21.03, 21.93, and 20.55 mm, in x, y, z, respectively.

The averaged positions shown in Figure 26 are also relatively well aligned to the layout of a real key-

board. The mean distance between F and J keys (indicators in physical keyboards) was 97.1 mm, little

different from the fixed 90 mm enforced at the beginning of each trial. While the y-positions of the most

keys can be distinguished by their rows, the spacebar tended to be positioned in line with the keys on

the bottom row. The locations of the air-keys were spread over approximately 250 mm in the x-axis and

100 mm in the z-axis, slightly exaggerated compared to typical physical keyboard sizes (200 mm by 70

mm). This larger horizontal size may have been due to greater initial horizontal hand spacing—F and

J are typically separated by about 60 mm on a physical keyboard, rather than the 90 mm used in this

study. The larger vertical size may simply reflect participants, possibly intentionally, use of exaggerated

motions.

Participants’ virtual keyboards were also conceptualized to be highly slanted in the z-axis, with a

mean slope of 54.9◦. This is much higher than the 0-10◦ slants common in physical keyboards. We

suggest this is due to the fact the finger must be stretched forward to press a key in the top row, and

this action reduces the depth of vertical movement that can be achieved by the finger joints. When the

participants perform a finger stroke to the keys towards the center of the keyboard (around the F and

J keys), the directions of fingertip strokes were close to vertical. Stroke directions were increasingly

rotated towards the center with greater distance from the center. The space bar was the only exception

from this tendency. It was typically pressed by the thumb with a stroke closely aligned to the forward

direction of the participants.

5.11 Feasibility of Finger Classification

To examine the feasibility of finger classification in unconstrained typing, we constructed a new classi-

fier, including promising features from our analysis. The feature set for the classifier consisted of the

absolute and relative 3D position of endpoints, maximum velocity and amplitude of the fingers at the

endpoint. We applied this feature set to a RandomForest classifier with 10-fold cross-validation process

using data from both all users and also in a per-user arrangement to assess the impact of individual dif-
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Table 9: Accuracy of finger classification with RandomForest using features from unconstrained typing

system.

Finger Index Middle Ring Pinky Total

Hand L R L R L R L R L R

Accuracy of

static (%)
85.5 90.2 79.7 74.9 77.8 79.6 88.1 91.5 83.3 84.0

Accuracy of

per-user (%)

89.2

(6.5)

90.7

(3.9)

83.3

(8.4)

80.3

(9.1)

83.1

(10.2)

82.4

(8.8)

90.8

(6.0)

92.2

(8.2)

86.9

(7.0)

86.0

(5.6)

ferences.

As shown in Table 5, the static classifier achieved 83.3% and 84.0% finger classification accuracy for

the left and right hands. The average accuracy of the per-user classifiers was 86.9% (SD=7) and 86.0%

(SD=5.6). The highest accuracy among classifiers was 92.2% (right pinky), and the lowest accuracy

was 80.3% (right middle). It is noticeable that the index and pinky fingers achieved higher accuracy of

finger classification than middle and ring fingers. It is probably because features from finger movements

in pinky and index fingers are distinct from their neighbor fingers, whereas middle and ring fingers are

relatively not.

5.12 General Discussion

This work investigates the fundamental requirements for developing in-air keyboards for unconstrained

in-air eyes-free typing scenario in VR. It captures data in an unconstrained typing scenario and contrasts

this with prior reports of data in constrained settings: ATK [47]. In general, we show that unconstrained

typing involves faster, shorter and more interleaved and inter-correlated motions than studied in prior

work. This means that recognition systems that have been successfully deployed in the past may not be

applicable to real-world scenario. Here, we summarize the key findings of unconstrained in-air typing

and discuss how they can impact the design of in-air keyboard system.

Typing speed is faster in unconstrained in-air typing. Our participants typed at 78.3% of their

typing speed with a physical keyboard in unconstrained in-air eyes-free typing. This is a significant

improvement since constrained in-air typing occurs at 44.4% of a user’s typing speed on a physical

keyboard. This improvement is due to the fact that unconstrained typing generates shorter (49 mm) and

faster (764 mm/s) keystrokes with a high correlation of finger movement, yielding increased velocity,
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shorter duration, and overlapping fingers.

Finger stroke recognition is complex. Our analysis showed that there are multiple factors to consider

for recognizing a finger stroke. We claim that increased velocity with a shorter amplitude of finger stroke

in unconstrained in-air typing can add more difficulties in detecting a finger stroke. We further claim

that a higher correlation of finger movements in unconstrained typing can lead to a higher ratio of false

detection. In addition, the shorter inter-keystroke interval with longer overlap time and increased degree-

of-freedom in finger movements will bring more complexity for finger stroke recognition. Furthermore,

the typing strategy (HAND/FINGER) should be considered to optimize the recognizer in order to im-

prove the recognition rate. More apparent and distinct features should be identified in order to detect

and recognize a series of finger strokes accurately in unconstrained in-air eyes-free typing. This will be

discussed in the following subsection.

Haptics can play a significant role. We argue that adding haptic feedback can enhance the in-air typ-

ing performance - the presence of both tactile feelings of the keyboard layout and confirmatory clicks

will significantly improve the typing speed. In fact, several works have already demonstrated the ben-

efits of adding haptic cues to virtual typing systems on, for example, touchscreens [98–100]. In fact, a

mid-air haptics display using focused ultrasound waves [324] can provide the haptic cues in mid-air for

each finger stroke [325]. We suggest that mid-air haptic feedback can provide a confirmation for each

finger stroke, and this may lead to reduced finger movements in both active and passive fingers, yielding

decreases in finger travel distance and increases in typing speed.

Takeaways

Based on a detailed characterization of unconstrained in-air eyes-free typing, we believe that researchers

can adopt the analysis from our study as a ground-truth to construct an in-air typing system. To move

towards this goal, we present the following data-based recommendations to achieve accurate recognition

of unconstrained in-air typing, including time components, finger stroke detection, finger/key classifica-

tion, and in-air keyboard layout.

Time components for in-air typing system. Given that the average finger flexion duration is 141 ms,

the recognition processing should be completed within this time period. The recognizer should be able
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to detect the initial moment that triggers the finger stroke, retrieve all the features during the flexion

finger motion, feed those features into the finger/key classification model, and determine the correct key

with proper cues (i.e. visual, audio, haptic, etc).

An inter-keystroke interval is another important time factor to distinguish the sequential finger

strokes during a rapid in-air typing. The overlapping between the previous and current finger strokes can

lead to an unstable acquisition of necessary features for both finger strokes. We noticed that overlap time

takes about 30% of the flexion and 24% of the extension, and this may cause additional false triggers.

The overlap time becomes even larger with cross-hand digraphs. One possible solution that we suggest

is to use the overlapping finger movements in the extension phase as a feature for the recognizer. Since

the recovery movement of the previous keystroke in the extension phase can affect the movement of a

current keystroke in flexion phase, the finger movements can be a good option to be a feature to improve

the accuracy.

Typing strategy is an important factor. Typing strategy, split between HAND and FINGER in this

work, is a key to understanding unconstrained in-air eyes-free typing behavior. The HAND typists

tend to stroke the keys by moving their entire hands while the FINGER typists use only their fingers

to reach keys. Our analysis revealed that the HAND strategy group moved all their fingers further

than the FINGER strategy group. These variations in motor control behavior are likely transferred, and

possible amplified, from participant’s typing patterns on physical keyboards. On a physical keyboard,

the range of movements for a given keystroke is constrained by the physical relationship between fingers,

hands and keys. In mid-air, this relationship is relaxed, likely resulting in more diverse behaviors. In

addition, the lack of physical terminators for motion (i.e., the physical travel depth of actual keys) and the

haptic feedback associated with such impacts, likely contributed to the universal extensions to keystroke

length we observed. Regardless, these variations in strategy will increase the challenges associated with

accurate detection of finger strokes and, indeed, likely demand approaches specific to each strategy. For

example. the HAND strategy group, showed stronger correlated movement among the fingers. This will

increase the difficulty of accurate key-press detection. On the other hand, the FINGER strategy group

exhibited shorter inter-keystroke intervals and greater overlap between strokes. This will also present

challenges for finger stroke classification, albeit relating to the close temporal proximity of the strokes

rather the increased quantities of unintentional finger motion. Based on this analysis, we argue that it will

be necessary to model typing strategy to achieve accurate in-air typing systems based on unconstrained

finger motions.
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Finger stroke detection. Detecting a finger stroke in unconstrained in-air typing should consider other

factors as features besides simply amplitudes in finger flexion. Since the unconstrained typing generates

relatively lower amplitudes, the irrelevant finger movements from passive fingers can add more false

triggers. We argue that the velocity of finger stroke can be one of the key features. We noticed that

the velocity of the finger stroke was faster (764ms/s) than those from irrelevant movements in passive

fingers. In addition, the palm movement can be an another important feature for finger stroke detection

because the palm often moves before the finger stroke, indicating that a finger is about to be pressed.

Finger/Key classification. Unlike constrained in-air typing, it is difficult to use the amplitude alone as

a feature in unconstrained in-air eyes-free typing due to its high amplitude ratio (AR) between active and

passive fingers (46.9%-83.5%). Alternatively, other features can be adopted together with the amplitude.

These include acceleration of finger stroke, direction of fingertip, angle of finger flexion, and 3D end-

position.

In-air keyboard geometric features. Participants envisage an in-air keyboard to be large and slanted.

Specifically, our data suggest 250 mm by 100 mm at a slope of 54.9◦. In-air key depth (derived from

stroke endpoints) increases from the top row (45.5mm, SD=4.2) to the bottom row (58.2mm, SD=1.5).

We derive recommended sizes for in-air keys based on the standard deviation of fingertip end-positions

over all keys (see Figure 26): 12.26mm (SD=2.38), 15.67mm (SD=2.09), and 16.67mm (SD=2.16) in x,

y, and z (depth), respectively. The backspace key occupies a relatively large region (21.03mm, 21.93mm,

and 20.55mm in x, y, z, respectively) compared to its size on a physical keyboard.

Typing is a fundamental input task across a wide range of device form factors. We believe in-air

typing is therefore highly relevant to VR scenarios [88, 326]. Understanding finger movements during

the unconstrained in-air typing will be essential for future designs. We contribute a discussion of the

features that can be used to accurately recognize user input in this setting. This includes differences from

prior work (e.g. correlated movement of fingers has weak discriminatory power) and a set of specific

data and recommendations for how to detect finger strokes (duration during flexion and extension, inter-

keystroke interval, amplitude, velocity) and recognize stroking fingers (amplitude ratio between active

and passive fingers, end-point, layout of in-air keyboard-size, depth and skewed). This data is of direct

use for researchers seeking to build in-air typing systems. Immediate future work is the validation of

our current feature set through further empirical studies with a new set of typists. This new data will

allow us to validate and refine our data, analysis and conclusions. A larger sample will also increase

confidence in our measures and may suggest new features, in particular if further approaches to in-air
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typing strategies are uncovered. In addition, future work should apply approaches from bio-mechanics,

or models of human movement, such as Fitts’ law [327], to in-air finger typing movements. These

models may provide additional insight into the relationships between users finger motions and the in-air

keys they intend to select.

5.13 Conclusions

In summary, we explored the properties of unconstrained in-air eyes-free typing to determine the fea-

sibility of, and requirements for, development of a real world in-air typing system. We also contrasted

our data with that captured in a constrained typing setting. We contribute practical observations about

basic finger kinematics, typing strategies, correlated movement of fingers, 3D endpoint distribution, and

interrelation features of consecutive finger strokes that can support stable finger stroke detection and

finger classification. We close by discussing design considerations for developing real-world in-air typ-

ing system based on our findings. These contributions can promote the development of more effective,

practice in-air eyes-free typing systems in the future.
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VI ThumbAir: In-Air Typing for Head Mounted Displays

6.1 Properties of Finger Movement in In-air Thumb Typing

The fourth scenario supports the general claim of this thesis by understanding the properties of thumb

movements to develop an in-air typing system enabling fast sequential inputs with high comfort and so-

cial acceptability. The thumb with the highest degrees of freedom among fingers can have a large design

space for generating in-air finger gestures above the palm. The thumb touch skill is also prevalent on

many smart devices. However, the performance on the surface will not generalize to the in-air interaction

experience due to the unique attributes of in-air thumb motions such as the specific hand pose, the lack

of haptic feedback, and the more complex thumb movements on large design space. In this scenario,

the two empirical studies examined viable locations of in-air thumb touch input to select the final key

locations. The in-air thumb typing system was developed through a computational design process to

assign the characters to the final keys. The final two studies evaluated the typing performance of in-air

thumb typing system. The two studies also accessed the perceived exertion and social acceptability on

the experience of in-air typing with the designed thumb motions.

6.2 Abstract

Typing while wearing a standalone Head Mounted Display (HMD)—systems without external input

devices or sensors to support text entry—is hard. To address this issue, prior work has used external

trackers to monitor finger movements to support in-air typing on virtual keyboards. While performance

has been promising, current systems are practically infeasible: finger movements may be visually oc-

cluded from inside-out HMD based tracking systems or, otherwise, awkward and uncomfortable to

perform. To address these issues, this paper explores an alternative approach. Taking inspiration from

the prevalence of thumb-typing on mobile phones, we describe four studies exploring, defining and val-

idating the performance of ThumbAir, an in-air thumb-typing system implemented on a commercial

HMD. The first study explores viable target locations, ultimately recommending eight targets sites. The

second study collects performance data for taps on pairs of these targets to both inform the design of a

target selection procedure and also support a computational design process to select a keyboard layout.

The final two studies validate the selected keyboard layout in word repetition and phrase entry tasks,

ultimately achieving final WPMs of 27.1 and 13.73. Qualitative data captured in the final study indicate

that the discreet movements required to operate ThumbAir, in comparison to the larger scale finger and

hand motions used in a baseline design from prior work, lead to reduced levels of perceived exertion and

physical demand and are rated as acceptable for use in a wider range of social situations.
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6.3 Introduction

Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) are rapidly devel-

oping. Recent models feature expansive high resolution, high refresh rate screens capable of providing

rich experiences, while also remaining sufficiently comfortable and lightweight for prolonged use. Both

end-user application areas, such as casual gaming and entertainment [328], and professional applica-

tions, such as training [329] or work and task support [330], are blossoming [331]. For AR, many of

most compelling use cases involve relatively uncontrolled settings such as to enhance experiences as

visitors wander around a museum [332], to support equipment maintenance tasks in the field [333], to

enhance educational activities in a classroom [334] or in various accessibility scenarios [335]. In tan-

dem with this growth, HMD sensing capabilities are also increasing, with current standalone devices

supporting not only accurate and responsive controller tracking but also state-of-the-art bare hand track-

ing [41]. However, while these systems are impressive, they still struggle to support key high bandwidth

digital input tasks, such as text entry—a study of Microsoft’s HoloLens default keyboard interface, for

example, reported a mean WPM of just 5.86 [88]. This is problematic as text entry is an important

input modality required for a very wide range of common, generic and everyday tasks such as entering

identification information and authentication credentials, composing written chat/messages, accessing

or searching online resources and dealing with file and system management tasks.

Reflecting the importance of text entry tasks, a wide variety of work has explored how rapid and

reliable text entry can be achieved on both VR and AR HMDs. The dominant approach mimics the

traditional computer typing experience—a virtual keyboard is presented to users, who must then select

the desired keys in sequence. However, specific implementations of this basic design are diverse. Many

rely on tracked hand held controllers and use the series of intersections between a cursor [82, 226] or

ray [45, 78] and keyboard buttons generated by either a set of discrete taps [191, 195, 336] or a contin-

uous stroke [79, 198] to specify characters. While systems of this sort benefit from the high accuracy

of controller based tracking, text entry performance (in the range of 13.6 to 24.73 WPM for the rep-

resentative examples cited above) may be artificially limited by their reliance of cursor-based input. In

addition, using controllers makes these designs unsuitable for many AR (or casual VR) settings in which

holding and managing input peripherals is either impossible (e.g., during hands-busy maintenance) or

impractical (e.g., during a prolonged museum visit). Projects that eschew controllers and rely on bare

hand tracking have the potential to address these limitations—to attain speeds approaching those of key-

board typing while also enabling users’ hands to remain unencumbered. The existing performance data

is promising. Using a high end marker based optical tracking system, Dudley et al. [87], for example,
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achieved mean WPMs of 42.1 for two-finger in-air typing and 34.5 for 10-finger in-air typing on a virtual

keyboard. ATK [47] explored an alternative approach and combined a relatively low fidelity consumer

level finger tracker positioned directly under the fingers with the simpler task of making individual finger

strokes according to a touch typing scheme. In ATK, no virtual keyboard is present; rather intended key

entries are derived solely from finger motions. This approach places fewer demands on tracking fidelity

and the authors report relatively rapid text entry speeds of 29 WPM.

While these systems highlight the potential of achieving rapid unencumbered text entry on HMDs,

they are not currently practical. The systems reported by Dudley et al. [87] and Yi et al. [47] rely on

external and/or high performance trackers able to capture the hands and fingers from angles, and with

a fidelity, that is not currently achievable on HMDs. Indeed, due to occlusion issues, it is unlikely that

the currently dominant inside-out approach to hand tracking on HMDs will lead to reliable monitoring

of the kind of downward finger strokes used in these systems: the movements are simply too small,

rapid and liable to be obscured by the hand. We argue for exploring alternative approaches to bare hand

text entry on HMDs and take inspiration for this from a prevalent tactic on mobile devices: two-thumb

text entry. This widely studied technique [337–340] involves a palms-up two-handed grip on a mobile

device and the interleaved use of both thumbs to strike keys. It is prevalent—used by up to 82% of peo-

ple [341]—and data from both lab [55] and field [341] studies indicate it results in high text entry speeds

of, respectively, 50.1 WPM and 38 WPM, the peak performance rates reported in both these studies.

In addition, the hands-up pose provides a clear view of the thumbs from cameras mounted on a HMD.

Despite this advantage, the popularity of the technique and the high performance its users achieve, we

are not aware of prior work implementing thumb typing for HMDs.

This paper seeks to rectify this omission and design, develop and evaluate a thumb typing interface

for the bare hand tracking system integrated into a commercially available HMD (an Oculus Quest [41]).

To achieve this we present four studies. In the first, we capture performance with a large set of targets

displayed in a volume above the palm. We use the results to characterize in-air thumb targeting motions

and, in particular, to identify an appropriate surface on which to position keyboard keys. Inspired by

common thumb-based input devices, such as game controllers, we select a design based on four keys

per thumb for further study. A second study captures performance on all possible pairs of these keys—a

sequential input task mimicking the interleaved input that occurs during typing. We use this data to

design a accurate key selection procedure and an ambiguous keyboard layout that balances maintain-

ing QWERTY-similarity [342] with achieving reasonable word disambiguation performance [161]. A

third study evaluates this layout in both a word repetition text entry task, intended to simulate expert
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performance, and a more realistic phrase entry task. We report final WPMs of 27.1 and 13.73 and final

error rates of 3.31% (Uncorrected Error Rate) and 10.1% (Corrected Error Rate) for word repetition and

phrase entry, respectively. We complement these results with a final study that compares novice perfor-

mance with ThumbAir against a baseline freehand text entry technique that relies on index finger taps

to an in-air QWERTY keyboard [45]. The results suggest that while initial trials with ThumbAir, when

users are familiarizing themselves with the layout, may be slower than this baseline, this effect rapidly

diminishes: after entering just 15 phrases mean WPMs (at 11.24 and 12.09) did not significantly dif-

fer between the conditions. In addition, ThumbAir led to reduced levels of perceived exertion ("gorilla

arm" [75]) and was viewed as more discreet and social acceptable than the baseline.

The contributions of this paper are two-fold. Firstly, the design of a bi-manual, unencumbered

thumb-based text entry system for a commercially available HMD. This data driven process includes a

description of the viable volume for locating thumb targets during bare hand HMD input tasks, a charac-

terization of performance during a sequential input task with a selected subset of targets located in this

viable volume, the design of a system to accurately detect target selections and the final computation-

ally designed keyboard layout. The second contribution is two evaluations of the keyboard design and

layout in repetition (once) and phrase based (twice) text entry tasks. These studies demonstrate that our

keyboard design enables users to achieve rapid, accurate, comfortable and socially acceptable bare hand

text entry using the tracking systems available in a current consumer HMD.

6.4 Related Work

Text-entry on HMDs

The challenge of typing on AR/VR HMDs has provoked the design of numerous text entry systems.

As many headsets ship with a hand-held controller, early approaches sought to re-purpose the input

capabilities of this device. However, as such devices are predominantly oriented towards pointing input,

performance of the resultant systems was somewhat limited. For example, Jones et al. [188] proposed

accelerometer-based gesture typing and achieved 5.4 WPM while Shoemaker et al. [78] used a ray-

casting technique and achieved performance levels of 10.1-14.5 WPM. Error rates in both these projects

remained high. More recent projects have sought to integrate traditional text entry devices and touch

typing input styles into HMD scenarios, most commonly by combining a real physical keyboard with a

virtual counterpart [303, 309, 343–345]. While this taps into users’ physical typing skills and supports

rapid text entry (WPMs of between 26.3 and 43.7), it essentially tethers the user to the location of

the physical keyboard, typically a desk. One way of avoiding this limitation is to sense natural typing
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behaviors against arbitrary surfaces. Zhang et al. [346], for example, used a pair of commercial wearable

devices composed of five inter-linked motion sensing finger-rings to track finger impacts on a range of

surfaces. Participants operating this system achieved very rapid text entry speeds (of 70.6 WPM) by

leveraging their existing typing skills. While this is impressive, it requires users to don two additional

wearable devices. Recognizing that managing this additional equipment may be impractical for many

HMD users (and use scenarios), other authors have designed systems that rely on sensors or surfaces

built-in to the HMD itself. Numerous modalities have been proposed, such as head rotations (13.24

WPM for expert users at the end of a longitudinal study [228]), head gestures (24.73 WPM [226]) or

eye-gaze assisted touch input (11.05 WPM [73]). While performance in these systems can be rapid, they

suffer from the disadvantage that they dominate visual attention—in contrast to regular typing activity

on a keyboard or touch screen, users must visually attend to the input surface, a typically undesirable

property that precludes focusing on the written text, or anything else, while typing.

In-air Typing on HMDs

One approach that has the potential to achieve a more familiar experience is in-air typing. A very wide

variety of designs have been proposed in this space. For example, Gupta et al. [347] captured the ori-

entation of a finger ring to make input on a novel rotary keyboard layout, ultimately achieving expert

performance levels of 14 WPM. A more typical design involves a QWERTY-like virtual keyboard—a

grid of targets that a user strikes with one [88, 103], two [45, 87], or more fingers [47, 87, 306] to enter

text. While such systems can be effective, yielding between 9.8 [45] and 42.1 WPM [87], they typically

do so by either relying on high performance external optical trackers [87, 306] or cumbersome and po-

tentially uncomfortable hand poses that clearly expose the tapping fingers to an HMD based sensor. For

example, Sun et al. [103] describe a system based on index finger strokes that take place directly in front

on an HMD’s cameras—short stabbing motions towards the face at eye height. A more common design

has been to present a virtual keyboard in front of a user, within ready reach, and require they strike the

keys with one [88] or both [45, 87] of their index fingers. While this pose offers advantages, such as its

resemblance to typing on a vertically mounted touchscreen, it requires maintenance of a hands-raised

posture that is widely acknowledged to cause cumulative arm fatigue (or gorilla arm [75, 348]), a prob-

lem that that may ultimately restrict its practicality. In addition, while limited work has examined the

social acceptability of HMD input methods [217], numerous authors have remarked that a pose entailing

the arms raised and directly in front of the body may be considered awkward and undesirable [349].

As such, users may be reluctant to adopt it in a wide range of public and semi-public settings. These

concerns may additionally serve to constrain the practicality of such approaches and highlight a need to

develop in-air text entry methods that rely on input actions that are less strenuous and more discreet.
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One approach to meet these requirements has been to capture performance with in-air typing tasks

in the absence of explicit keyboards. The aim in such systems is to capture natural typing finger mo-

tions and infer intended targets. While the results suggest this can be highly effective—from 29.2 WPM

in a working system [47] up to a possible maximum of 49.1 WPM if user performance is fully un-

constrained [350]—the high fidelity of finger tracking required again necessitates the use of external

trackers. As such, while in-air typing is a promising approach to HMD based text entry we note that

current solutions are not yet practical. They are either dependant on external trackers, meaning they

cannot be used standalone, or require uncomfortable, and potentially strenuous, artificial poses to ensure

clear input. As such, we highlight a need for more research to identify viable in-air typing schemes

that can work with current inside-out HMD based tracking systems and enable users to adopt physically

comfortable and socially acceptable input poses.

Thumb Typing on HMDs

One potential solution is to use thumb input. While we are not aware of any prior implementations of

in-air thumb typing for HMDs, numerous authors have explored the idea using physical controllers. For

example, PizzaText [198] used the thumbsticks of a game controller to achieve a mean WPM of 13.77

while systems based on thumb-trackpads [79], trackpads-plus-hover [191], or a held smartphone [194]

show peak performance levels of between 13.57 and 29.91 (after extended training). Fully wearable

systems are also common. Designs include drawing gestures over the skin of the fingers [180] and

thumb-to-finger taps [183] on the finger phalanxes [260] or nails [262]. While high levels of perfor-

mance are frequently reported (e.g., up to 16 WPM in phrase typing task [260] and 31.3 WPM in word

repetition task [262]), such systems invariably rely on elaborate wearable hardware such as touch sens-

ing gloves [259, 351] or finger nails [262]. As such, while they highlight the strong potential of thumb

based text entry for HMDs, these systems are lab prototypes that cannot be implemented on current

commercial platforms.

Inspired by prior work on both in-air input and thumb-typing, the remainder of this paper seeks to

implement a system that combines them to achieve a comfortable, discreet, and efficient HMD based

text entry system. A key additional goal is to design a practical system that can be implemented for the

inside-out tracker on a commercial HMD. The remainder of this paper describes our steps towards these

goals.
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6.5 Platform and Environment

All work in this paper was conducted using an Oculus Quest VR HMD. We note VR HMDs are of-

ten used to design and prototype interactions intended for both AR and VR scenarios [226, 267, 352]

due to the greater maturity of the VR product category. This device features an advanced ”inside-out”

bare hand tracking system capable of capturing finger and thumb movements without additional hard-

ware [41]. More specifically, it features a camera-based multi-stage hand tracking pipeline that imple-

ments processes of hand detection, hand keypoint identification, and model-based tracking [39]. It has

an average finger joint angle error of 9.6◦ and an average temporal delay of 38ms [39]. In all studies, we

configured both the frame rate of HMD display and the hand tracking system to be 60Hz. All studies

and applications were developed using Unity3D and the Oculus Quest SDK. The size of virtual hand

used in all work reported in this paper was the default size specified in the Oculus Quest SDK. Virtual

hands did not vary in size by participant. To best support this device, we minimized variability in track-

ing performance due to environmental issues by conducting all work in the same laboratory room and

ensuring it was always lit solely by constant fluorescent lighting. Windows were blocked by blackout

curtains. Finally, we note that all studies reported in this paper were approved by the local IRB and

conducted in full compliance with all national and institutional rules and recommendations relating to

social distancing.

6.6 Range of Motion Study

Key location is a critical aspect of a keyboard design—a comfortable, effective keyboard is composed of

keys in easy and ready reach. While numerous authors have conducted studies to establish appropriate

key locations in scenarios such as touch typing on a tablet [337], thumb typing on an index finger [353]

or even during in-air touch typing [47], no prior work has explored this issue for in-air thumb typing.

There is reason to suspect performance from other settings will generalize to an in-air experience—the

specific open-hand, palm-up we use, the complex articulation of thumb movement and the lack haptic

feedback inherent during in-air input will likely create a unique performance profile [354]. To address

this omission, we therefore conducted a study to establish thumb input performance over a large set of

in-air targets. The goals are to improve our understanding of in-air thumb targeting motions and support

the selection of a subset of target locations that support fast, accurate and reliable user performance.

Methods

Participants. Sixteen participants (mean age 23.8 (SD=3.7), eight female, eight male) completed this

study. They were screened for right-handedness. They rated their familiarity with computers (5.0/5.0)
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and smartphones (5.0/5.0) as high, and with HMDs (1.94/5.0, SD=0.93) as relatively low. The study

took approximately 50 minutes to complete and participants were compensated with the equivalent of

15 USD in local currency.

Study Design. The study was descriptive in design: all participants completed a single condition—

tapping in-air targets with their thumbs—in which we sought to characterize performance. Participants

were required to hold their palm up, with thumbs clearly visible to the HMD tracking system. We ar-

ranged a grid of targets above each palm with the goal of densely populating the full range of locations

comfortably in reach of the thumbs. Through a process of subjective experimentation, we first defined

a viable volume for these targets with respect to both center of the palm and the fixed virtual hand size,

as reported by the Oculus SDK. This volume ultimately covered a range across the palm that spanned

the region underneath the ring, middle and index fingers, and a range along the palm from the base of

the thumb to the base of the fingers. Due to discomfort experienced when trying to actually touch the

palm, we ensured the lowest targets were situated 2cm above the palm and defined the limit for highest

targets based on an assessment of the vertical reach of the thumb above the palm. Based on these con-

straints we ultimately selected a volume that was 6cm by 4.75cm by 4.75cm, centered 3.875 cm above

the palm, precisely centered across the palm and offset 1.25cm forward, towards the the finger tips. We

then selected a typical target shape (sphere), size (1cm diameter) and spacing (0.25cm) and uniformly

populated this volume. This resulted in a five by four by four grid of targets positioned relative to the

center of the each palm: 80 targets per hand, 160 in total. In addition to this layout, we specified a start

point for each thumb motion. This was 2.5cm beyond the outer edge of the grid of targets, aligned with

the grid’s center. The targets and thumb starting position are illustrated in Figure 27.

Each trial in the study started with a blue highlight over the left or right thumb start point. After

moving their corresponding thumb to highlighted location, participants were required to dwell for 0.5

seconds, during which time the hand model was greyed out. The hand model was then returned to skin

color, one of the grid targets was displayed in red and the participant’s task was to move their thumb

quickly and accurately to intersect it. No distractor targets were shown during this task. Trials were

arranged in blocks of 160: one unique occurrence of each target. Trials in each block were delivered

in a random order and the study consisted of six blocks, the first of which was discarded as practice.

In this way, each we retained 12,800 trials (16 participants by 5 blocks by 160 trials) over the study.

Each trial timed-out after a maximum of three seconds and we logged the success rate (whether or

not the participant touched the target), the touch time (measured from initial display of the target until

first contact) and thumb velocity during this period. Additionally, we recorded global changes in wrist
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Figure 27: Target locations with x, y, and z axes marked in the range of motion study. The blue sphere

is thumb starting point.

Figure 28: Participant in the range of motion study. Participants selected a comfortable palm-up hand

pose and used wrist supports (in blue) to avoid fatigue.

angle in order to estimate difficulty—the intuition being that increased wrist motions correspond to more

challenging targeting movements [355].

Procedure. The study took place in an empty office lit solely by uniform fluorescent lighting. Par-

ticipants were seated in front of a desk. They first read study instructions, and completed consent and

basic demographics forms. They then viewed a video clip depicting the study procedures and had the

opportunity to ask any questions to an experimenter. After indicating they clearly understood the study

task, participants adjusted the position of two wrist supporters mounted on the desk to achieve what they

considered to be a comfortable palm-up hand pose (see Figure 28). We used these wrist supporters to

minimize the impact of "gorilla arm" [75], or upper limb fatigue, during the course of this quite inten-

sive, repetitive and prolonged study. Next, participants donned and adjusted the HMD, then returned

their wrists to the desk-mounted supports and began the study trials. There was an enforced rest of three

minutes between blocks. At the end of the study, an experimenter measured their thumb size.
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Figure 29: Error rate, touch time, and global changes in wrist angle in wrist for range of thumb motion

study. Data is combined from both left and right hands.
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Results and Discussion

We first examined mean data for time, errors and wrist angle change. We conducted paired t-tests for

each measure to examine performance variations due to the handedness. No differences between dom-

inant and non-dominant hands were observed (the lowest p value was 0.225), so we combined data

between hands for all subsequent analysis. The resultant mean data for these measures are shown in

Figure 29, organized to depict variations along targets in the x, y, and z axes. The overall mean success

rate per target was 83.6% (SD 23.3%), indicating that many targets were hard to reach. This was ex-

pected: the target set was designed to clearly document the viable range of thumb motion by extending

beyond it into more challenging territory. For those target selections that were successful, the mean

touch time was 646ms (SD 179ms). This indicates that the in-air tapping task could be executed rela-

tively rapidly. For example, prior thumb targeting data reports targeting times of between 560ms [356]

on a mobile phone and 1500ms [357] on the fingertips. This high performance was enabled by a rapid

(and not plotted, as it was highly uniform) mean thumb velocity of 0.138m/s (SD=0.028m/s) during

targeting motions. This suggests that one factor supporting the rapid performance we observe was that

participants took advantage of the purely virtual nature of the targets to approach at high speed, pass

through the targets and decelerate in the space beyond them. We note that while this strategy is effective

in the single target task studied here, it may be less useful in a more complex task, such as typing, that

involves a sequence of selections. In such a task, an extended targeting motion for one target may make

a subsequent targeting motion slower. In addition, if targets are densely arranged, such a strategy may

result in intersections with multiple targets. This result suggests that an in-air thumb keyboard will need

to be carefully design to prevent such inadvertent activations. We opted not to analyze this data statis-

tically, as formally establishing the presence of performance variations would not serve our objectives.

Finally, we note that the measure of wrist angle change (Mean = 3.14◦, SD=1.66◦), which was intended

to capture subtler variations in the difficulty of different targeting motions, closely followed the trends

in the time and error data (with Pearson correlations of between 0.831 and 0.995). This suggests these

traditional metrics were able to effectively capture key trends in user performance.

We also examined the relationship between the thumb length (the distance from the end of thumb to

the tip of thumb) and time and error data. The mean thumb length among our participants was 5.59cm

(SD=0.39cm, Min=4.9cm, Max=6.4cm). However, Pearson correlations indicated that variations in

thumb length were not linked to either success rate (r = -0.223, p = 0.406) or touch time (r = 0.325, p

= 0.219). This suggests that participants with different thumb lengths were able to use the system with

equal effectiveness.
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Figure 30: Surface (shown in green) derived from the 18 selected targets (shown in white, left image) in

the range of motion study. The key locations (shown in red, right image) used in bigram study.

Selecting Target Locations

To determine appropriate target locations, we first created a single performance score for each target.

This was based on normalized scores for success rate, touch time, and wrist angle; thumb velocity data

was excluded as it showed highly limited variability. Data for each of these three metrics was first

inverted to ensure larger scores corresponded to more desirable performance (i.e., higher success rate,

lower times, and reduced hand rotation). The performance score for each target was then calculated as

the magnitude of the vector composed of these three features. We then selected the top 20 scoring tar-

gets for each hand (25%) and then, as we intend to support bi-manual input, filtered these by those that

appear in both hand’s data sets. Ultimately, we retained 36 targets, or 18 on each hand. These are shown

in Figure 30 and their coordinates, and the normalized scores recorded for all metrics, are reported in

Appendix 6.12. They were arranged in a tapered wedge aligned with the movement of the thumb tip as

it rotates around the metacarpal joint. In this set, targets above the center or ulnar (little finger) side of

the palm were physically occluded by those on the radial (thumb) side—to reach targets over the ulnar

region, the thumb would need to pass through targets above the radial region. As such, many of these

target locations were incompatible with one another.

In order to establish a more limited set of possibilities for final target locations that would avoid

issues of physical occlusion, we fit a paraboloid to the positions of the full set of targets (R2=0.154),

aligned and clipped so that it faced the thumb of each hand, maintained rectilinear edges and did not

extend beyond the range of the 18 original targets. This surface specifies an appropriate set of locations

on which to situate targets that will be rapidly and accurately in reach. We located candidate targets

on this surface by considering our design goals of supporting quick, error (and inadvertent activation)
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free targeting performance on an ambiguous keyboard. As performance with larger numbers of targets

will inevitably reduce performance we opted to locate four targets on each hand or a total of eight over

both hands—eight targets are sufficient to support a wide range of ambiguous keyboard designs [183,

262]. We located these four targets by the simple expedient of dividing the paraboloid surface into

four quarters, and placing a target at the center of each quarter. We note this four target design bares

similarity to common input devices such as directional thumb joy-pads. We believe the familiarity of this

arrangement may help to reduce novelty effects with our system. In addition, we validated these target

locations with respect to the reported sensing resolution of the Quest HMD used in this work. Measured

from the trapeziometacarpal joint of the thumb, the angular gaps between the four targets range from

17.0◦ to 35.2◦, comfortably exceeding the Quest’s 9.6◦ joint angle accuracy [39]. This suggests the

performance of the hand tracking system used in this work should not overly impact or constrain the

performance participants can achieve when selecting these targets.

6.7 Bigram Study

We conducted a second study to complement the data captured in our first study. It had two objec-

tives. First, it captured data in a sequential input task. This is important because ambiguous key-

boards [160, 259, 262, 358, 359] feature relatively few keys (in the range of between 5 and 10), each

of which is mapped to multiple characters. They take advantage of the fact that the vast majority of

possible character sequences do not represent valid words to create accurate and effective text entry

systems—although individual key entries may be highly ambiguous, the vast majority of words can be

precisely specified by appropriate sequences of ambiguous selections. However, in order to map char-

acters to keys, a process known as the letter assignment problem [360], in arrangements that support

good user performance, data about single input events, such as that gathered in first study reported in

this paper, is insufficient. Rather, typing is a continuous task and data about performance of sequential

input actions—how users select targets one after the other—is required. This study aimed to capture

such data. In addition, we also sought to characterise the distribution of thumb motions made during

targeting. Data of this sort has previously been captured for touch screen keyboards and used for a range

of purposes, such as understanding typing behaviors [312] and optimizing or customizing [313,361] key

locations and sizes. We captured such data in our study to support the similar objectives: to use it to

adjust our target locations and/or target selection process in order to improve user performance.
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Figure 31: Study task in the Bigram study showing both hands and all eight keys. Participants were

required to touch red target first and blue target second. Annotations indicate naming conventions for

the targets and were not shown during the study.

Methods

Participants. Sixteen new participants (right-handed, mean age 25.8 (SD=4.1), seven female, nine

male) completed this study. They again rated themselves as highly familiar with computers (5.0/5.0)

and smartphones (5.0/5.0) but with relatively low familiarity with HMDs (1.94/5.0, SD=0.93). The study

took approximately 50 minutes to complete and participants were compensated with the equivalent of

15 USD in local currency.

Study Design. The study again featured a single condition. It had the goal of characterizing user per-

formance in the task of sequential in-air thumb taps. The candidate layout selected from the results of

the first study features eight 1cm diameter targets, so this study used the full set of 64 possible sequential

pair-touches (see Figure 31). The study was again designed with six blocks, each of which featured a

single randomly ordered occurrence of each possible pair-touch, with the first two blocks discarded as

practice.

To characterize thumb motions, we opted for the simple expedient of logging the area of all thumb

contact with the paraboloid surface during each targeting task. This approach is directly analogous to

closely related prior work on touch screen typing [312, 313] which logs all finger contact points during

key presses. To achieve this we created a grid of 0.15cm diameter transparent spherical colliders (15x16)

distributed evenly over the paraboloid surface and spaced at 0.15cm intervals. Effectively, this formed a

solid mesh of separate colliders. As the visually displayed targets were spherical, we offset this collider

mesh towards the thumb and along the paraboloid’s normal vector by 0.5cm—the radius of the visually

presented targets. This ensured that we captured data from even shallow contact with the displayed tar-

gets. In addition, to log full data from each touch we considered each touch to start and end when the

thumb made and released contact with the collider grid—a style of input analogous to interacting with
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a touch screen. To ensure that we captured the most diverse set of valid thumb motions toward each

target we treated any touch that contacted the correct target to be correct, irrespective of whether or not

it came into contact with other targets beforehand or afterwards. As such errors were recorded only if

participants failed to make contact with one or both of the correct targets in a trial in the correct order.

In addition, we recorded a timeout if no contact with any target occurred after five seconds. To ensure

we logged a complete set of data for each target-pair, error and timeout trials were repeated in a new

random order. In this way, the study retained data from 4096 successful trials (4 blocks by 64 pairs by

16 participants), with each trial composed of a pair of target selections.

Trials in the study were broadly similar to the those in the first study. Each trial started by tapping a

start button, following by a fixation period during which time the hand model and all eight targets were

greyed out. After two seconds, the hand model was re-colored and two targets were highlighted - red

for the first touch and blue for the second touch. If the first and second touch were due on the same

key, participants were required to tap this key twice. When touching one of the targets, feedback was

provided by applying a green highlight.

Procedure. The procedure broadly followed the first study. It was completed in the same environment,

and participants completed similar consent and demographic forms. Instructions were again read and

exemplified via a video. To increase ecological validity, and due to the reduced fatigue expected during

the somewhat shorter data collection period in this study, participants did not use the wrist supporters in

this study. Instead, they adopted a comfortable hands-free, palm-up, in-air posture of their own choosing.

Prior to the main study, participant’s completed an informal practice session (max five minutes) in which

the eight keys were shown and they were able to practice touching them with their thumbs. Participants

then began the main study. A break of three minutes was enforced between each block and participants

were additionally able to rest between each trial if needed. After completing the study, an experimenter

measured their thumb size.

Results and Discussion

We recorded a total of 4223 trials, including 4096 successful trials and 127 failure trials in which the

participant did not touch the specified targets in the specified order. From this set of trial failures,

we excluded the 26 trials involving selection of a first target on the wrong hand—these failures likely

represented confusion with regards to the trial instructions rather than performance of the actual study

task. Similarly, we excluded the 13 timeout trials, thus retaining a total 88 errors for analysis. Based

on this data set, we first examined the impact of participant thumb length (Mean 6.01cm, SD=0.47cm,
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Min=5.5cm, Max=7.0cm) on performance using Pearson correlations, finding no relationship with ei-

ther bigram-time (p=0.465 with r=0.197) or error rate (p=0.365 with r=0.243). As in the first study,

participants’ performance was not linked to the size of their physical thumbs.

We then plotted the data—Figure 32 shows confusion matrices showing the mean bi-gram time

and error rate for all possible pairs of touches. We first analysed this data by conducting two-way

RM ANOVAs on the measures of bigram-time and error rate using the independent variables of first-

touch (left or right hand) and second-touch (same or different hand). These tests sought to establish

whether there were performance variations due to handedness or the possibility of interleaving the target

selections—of overlapping input in trials in which it was bi-manually split between the hands. As with

the range of motion study, we did not detect any differences in performance between dominant and non-

dominant hands in either time or errors, suggesting that handedness did not exert an effect. This result

is positive—users should be able to use a bi-manual system effectively from the outset. Based on this

result we combined data from both the hands during all subsequent analysis. However, while there were

no differences in terms of errors, we did observe a single significant difference for the second-touch vari-

able: a main effect of bigram-time (F(1, 60)=4.1, p=0.047). This indicates that two touches on the same

hand showed were performed faster (730ms, SD=134ms) than a pair of touches composed of a single

touch to each hand (806ms, SD=162ms). This result suggests that participants were unable to effectively

interleave input between their hands. A potential explanation for this is that they may have needed to

direct visual attention to each individual target selection task and faced challenges with shifting visual

attention to a new target on different hand in a short period of time—due to a lack of familiarity with

the in-air input task, participants may have visually monitored each thumb movement, in effect placing

a central processing limit on performance.

The overall error rate in this study was a mean of 1.67% (SD=1.47%) over all target pairs. This

high level of performance indicates all targets were in easy reach of the thumb. While this figure is

inarguably low, we note it also applies an unrealistic decision criteria for determining target selection:

any contact with the specified target, irrespective of whether it proceeds or succeeds contact with an-

other target, is considered to be a successful trial. Use of this criteria enabled collection of the most

diverse set of valid targeting motions possible. However, it cannot be implemented in a realistic system

as intended targets are not known in advance. Accordingly, we opted to explore error rates with more

realistic and unambiguous decision criteria. Specifically, we examined error rates based on treating

the initially touched target as the intended selection and those on treating the last touched target as the

intended selection—conceptually equivalent to touch-down and touch-up events. The error rates calcu-
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Figure 33: Four white keys for text entry study are the refined target locations (left hand) with the mean

target centroid positions for each key. Four red keys are the previous target locations used in bigram

study.

lated according to these criteria were substantially elevated at means of 9.01% (SD=6.17%) and 20.89%

(SD=9.54%), respectively. These increases are likely due to a number of factors. Firstly, physical occlu-

sion of the intended target by other targets. For example, of ulnar targets by radial ones. Such occlusion

would result in the thumb path intersecting an unintended target on its way to or from the intended tar-

get. Secondly, overshooting an intended target and subsequently colliding with an unintended target. A

final factor is doubtless the definition of errors used in the study. As we did not penalize contact with

non-targets, participants did not explicitly seek to minimize these collisions. While a study applying a

stricter error criteria would likely reduce the prevalence of unintended collisions we note that it would

also represent a fundamentally more difficult task, in which the burden of avoiding unintentional colli-

sions is placed entirely on the user. This would likely lead to elevated errors and time data. Based on

these observations, we determined that developing a technique to accurately and unambiguously detect

intended target selections from user’s thumb motions is a key next step for this work.

To address this problem, we turned to the touch profile contact data recorded from the collider mesh.

As we previously noted no performance differences dues to handedness, we first collapsed data between

the hands. From each trial we then aggregated data from all frames in which the thumb made contact

with the mesh, ultimately creating a 15x16 pixel binary image (a collision map) representing the full set

of these intersections. We then explored the design of machine learning classifiers capable of determin-

ing the intended target from the collision maps. To build these models we constructed neural networks

using PyTorch. We selected neural network models as they can process both raw image data and other
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forms of numerical data (e.g., summary statistics derived from the images). In addition PyTorch neural

networks can run naively in Unity and on the Quest headset when converted to an Open Neural Network

Exchange (ONNX) format. To construct classifiers we used Leave-One-Out cross validation (LOOCV),

an approach in which each participant’s data serves as the test set for a model built on all other partic-

ipant’s data. This reduces the risk of over-fitting. Other aspects of the models and training procedures

were customized to match the features we explored.

Specifically, we examined performance with two feature sets. First, we calculated image moments

for each collision map. We used these to extract the centroids [283, 312] of the touched regions. We

designed a simple model for this data comprised of an input layer, a hidden layer, and a softmax out-

put layer, all fully-connected using linear transformation. To support multi-label classification, we used

Adaptive Moment Estimation (ADAM) as an optimizer and Cross-Entropy-Loss as the loss function.

When training the model, we avoided under or over-fitting by monitoring changing trends in training

and validation loss per epoch. This model ultimately attained a LOOCV classification accuracy of

97.6% (SD=1.8%). Second, we used the raw collision maps. We first down-sampled these using lin-

ear interpolation to create a 3x4 grey-scale image. We then constructed a simple model composed of

one layer for linear transformation. We used Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) as an optimizer and

Cross-Entropy-Loss as a loss function. This model achieved an LOOCV accuracy of 98.2% (SD=1.5%).

Results from both classifiers are strong, reporting accuracies close to the original 98.33% recorded

in the study. This suggests that contact with non-intended targets is, in general, brief and/or slight and

does not preclude reliable inference of intended targets from thumb motions. Based on these results, we

made two revisions to the target layout and selection process used in further studies in this paper. First,

we opted to use the collision maps and a version of the image-based classifier built using the full set of

user data to determine selected targets. This is due to modestly higher accuracy and lower variability

in the LOOCV results compared to the centroid based classifier. One implication of this choice is that

target selections are calculated on release of the collider grid (an event equivalent to finger-up on a touch

screen) rather than in relation to contact with visually displayed targets. Second, we refined the location

of the visual targets. We achieved this by calculating all ellipses from the collision maps for each target

and using these to calculate the mean target centroid position. These positions represent, on aggregate,

the locations participant’s actually moved towards during trials. To reflect these motions, we placed the

final target locations at each of these mean positions. This process follows prior work identifying opti-

mal key locations for touchscreen typing [313]. The revised target locations are illustrated in Figure 33

and reported in Appendix 6.12.
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In sum, this study recorded mean bigram-times and error rates that that were were stable across both

hands and showed relatively minor advantages for uni-manual input over bi-manual input. While error

rates are somewhat high using simple (touch-down/touch-up) selection criteria, we show how simple

classifiers can be used to dramatically improve these. It is worth contextualizing this data. In a broadly

similar study involving pairs of thumb (and finger) taps to the nails of the same hand, Lee et al. [262]

report mean bigram-times of approximately 550ms and error rates of approximately 4.5%. While our

times are somewhat elevated compared to this prior study (at 768ms, SD=74ms), error rates from our

classifiers are notably reduced. We argue the results are strong enough to validate our refined target

locations and target selection procedures and support further investigation into their ability to support

effective in-air thumb typing.

6.8 Keyboard Layout Selection

We used the data from the Bigram study to inform a keyboard layout design process. The goal was

to map characters to the eight keys in our system in such a way that they can support rapid, accurate,

unambiguous and familiar input. We achieved this through three mechanisms. First we specified a

limited set of layouts that retain a strong similarity to QWERTY. Second, we defined four metrics and

calculated these for each candidate layout. Next we reviewed the layouts and filtered them based the

minimum and maximum number of characters assigned to each key. We then reviewed their performance

on all metrics and selected a balanced candidate with a strong performance profile for further study.

These processes are described and defined in the following sections.

Layout Constraints

We restricted the character layouts to closely resemble QWERTY. We achieved this by considering our

bi-manual eight key layout as two rows of four keys. The top row of QWERTY characters was mapped

to the top four keys, the bottom row of QWERTY was mapped to the bottom four keys and the middle

row of QWERTY was assigned to either top or bottom keys. We also restricted column assignments

by stipulating each row of QWERTY characters was divided as equally as possible over the four key

columns—there could be either two or three characters per key for the top and middle QWERTY rows

and one or two keys for the bottom QWERTY row. We then laid out all possible character to key

assignments, following the QWERTY layout and respecting the possible sequences of character to key

counts. For example, ’q’ and ’w’ could only be assigned to the top left key while ’e’ could be assigned

to either the top-left key, or the next key over. We determined all possible key assignments according to
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Figure 34: Keyboard layouts. Left shows the character to key mappings considered in the layout se-

lection process. The eight keys are shown as grey squares, overlaid with the characters that could be

assigned to them. Characters in black have a fixed key column. Characters in red could appear on the

first or second column of keys (left hand); in green on the second or third columns (between the hands)

and in blue between the third and fourth columns (right hand). In addition, while top row and bottom

row QWERTY characters always appeared on, respectively, the top and bottom row of keys, all charac-

ters on the middle QWERTY row could appear on either the top or bottom row of keys. This limited set

of variations was designed to ensure all layouts considered retain a close similarity to QWERTY. Right

shows the final key layout selected for further study.

these constraints (illustrated shown in Figure 34, left) and then calculated all possible layouts: 524288

in total. Following prior work dealing with such restricted sets, we opted to calculate performance

metrics for all layouts [353]. The number of candidate layouts is sufficiently small that a computational

optimization process [259, 262] is not necessary.

Metrics

Speed. We combined our empirically captured bigram entry times with word frequencies from Norvig

et al. [362] to calculate the text entry speed for a given layout using the standard quadratic formulation

used for the letter assignment problem [360]. This calculates, for a given layout, a single measure that

expresses how quickly text can be entered.

Accuracy. Accuracy was defined similarly to speed. We used the success rate of each bigram entry,

together with Norvig et al. [362]’s word frequencies, to calculate a measure of the accuracy of text entry

on each layout.

Qwerty Similarity. We defined a metric to model the extent to which layouts resembled the rows and

columns in standard QWERTY. Row similarity was defined as the Levenshtein distance between the
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Figure 35: Layout scores for metrics of time/error (left), QWERTY similarity/confusability (center) and

QWERTY similarity/Top 1% (right). Scales adjusted to show more desirable scores to the top-right.

To facilitate illustration we show only the non-dominated solutions (i.e., the Pareto sets). Scores for

the selected layout are manually highlighted in red. Note that due to the highly limited range of values

calculated for time and error metrics (left), we did not consider them during layout selection.

characters in each row of the QWERTY layout and the order in which those characters were assigned

to the keys in the layout. Column difference examined the characters in each QWERTY column (e.g.,

"QAZ") and calculated how many different key columns these were assigned to in each layout. We

subtracted one from the value for each column to attain zero for a column arrangement than matched

QWERTY. We summed these two measures to create a final metric that expressed how distant character

assignment in a layout was from the rows and columns in QWERTY.

Confusability. A key measure for ambiguous keyboard layouts is how unambiguous they are—how

uniquely sequences of key presses will accurately specify intended words. To estimate this, we cal-

culated Lesher et al. [358]’s confusability matrices. We closely followed a recent implementation for

confusability matrices [262], which we briefly review here. Confusability matrices assess ambiguity by

calculating, for a given text prediction algorithm, the frequency with which all pairs of letters are mistak-

enly selected for each other in a given text corpus. The relative confusability of a particular key layout

can then be estimated simply by summing, for each key, the matrix cells for the characters assigned to

it. We created confusability matrices using Lesher et al. [358]’s k-gram algorithm (implemented via

a dictionary of the thirty thousand most common words [363]) and a 322210 word corpus formed by

combination of three mobile text entry data sets [364–366]. The confusability scores generated from

these matrices are quick to calculate and effectively capture the relatively ambiguity of each layout.
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Filtering and Selection

In order to facilitate layout selection, we explored methods to filter them. We first removed layouts with

less than three or greater than four characters assigned to any key. The intuition here was that a relatively

even distribution of characters would likely yield strong layout candidates (i.e., by avoid overloaded keys

with many characters and high ambiguity) while also helping ensure the geometric arrangements of QW-

ERTY were maintained. This led to a set of 10782 layouts. We then reviewed the raw data for metrics.

Speed and accuracy showed highly limited variability (748-780ms and 2.0%-2.8%, respectively) over

the full set of layouts; Pareto sets for these data are shown in Figure 35. The small ranges for these

two variables likely reflects the fact that we examined a relatively small subset of possible layouts that

all closely resembled QWERTY and, thus, all showed similar empirical performance profiles. As such

we judged these two variables to have limited impact and did not consider them during layout selection.

Due to challenges in contextualizing the confusability scores (68597-156939), we additionally calcu-

lated Gong et al. [160]’s disambiguation scores for all layouts. These scores express, for a given text

corpus, set of word frequencies, number of character inputs, number of predicted words and key layout,

the mean frequency with which all words in the corpus will be correctly predicted. This is a very prac-

tical measurement of how a given layout will behave—it estimates, as a probability, how often a user’s

inputs will result in prediction of the word they intend. We calculated disambiguation scores, assuming

input of three characters, for most frequently predicted word (Top 1%). Figure 35 shows the distribution

of scores in the non-dominated set of layouts for the metrics of QWERTY similarity, confusability and

Top 1% scores. We note Top 1% scores were strongly correlated with the original confusability scores

(r(10782) = -0.748). This indicates the measures assessed similar properties.

Based on these data, we then selected a balanced candidate attaining a good performance profile

across QWERTY similarity, confusability and Top 1% score. Our goal was to support a familiar text

entry experience without sacrificing the ability of the layout to unambiguously specify words. The

character to key mappings in this layout are shown in Figure 34 (right) while its scores for the metrics

of QWERTY similarity, confusability and Top 1% are illustrated with red highlights in Figure 35. It is

worth contextualizing the Top 1% score. Notably, the whole range for this metric is elevated compared

to typical examples in the literature. In Gong et al. [160]’s WrisText, for example, the Top 1% score for

the layout they develop is 85.9%; for the layout selected here it is 93.3%, an increase which we believe

will lead to markedly better word suggestion performance. In addition, we also calculated the Top 2%

score for our proposed layout—the proportion of intended words that would be returned within the first

two suggestions—and found this to be 98.1%. This suggests that a word selection interface featuring
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just two options would likely be highly effective when combined with our proposed layout. Based on

these relatively strong results, we moved forward to further studies evaluating our key layout during

actual text entry tasks.

6.9 Typing study: evaluating the performance of ThumbAir

We conducted a study to evaluate the performance of our in-air thumb typing system. During this

study we used the target locations, target selection procedure and collider mesh based target classifier

discussed and defined in the second study. To provide a rounded assessment we targeted capture of

both an approximation of expert performance (via a word repetition task) and novice performance (via

a traditional phrase entry task).

Methods

Participants. Fourteen new participants (right-handed, mean age 24.5 (SD=3.3), six female, eight

male) completed this study. All were non-native English speakers enrolled in a full time English lan-

guage degree program. They self-rated their familiarity with computers (5.0/5.0) and smartphones

(5.0/5.0) as high, but they had passing experience with HMDs (1.86/5.0, SD=0.53). They took ap-

proximately 70 minutes to complete this study and each received the equivalent of 20 USD in local

currency.

Study Design. This study was designed to assess typing performance with the keyboard and key lay-

out designed based on data from prior studies reported in this paper. To do this, we included two stages.

Participants first completed a word repetition task [262,367] designed to mimic expert performance. We

followed closely related prior work [262, 367, 368] by using a 20 item word set ("the, and, you, that,

is, in, of, know, not, they, get, have, were, are, bit, quick, fox, jumps, lazy, on") which includes all

English letters and approximates monogram and bigram frequencies. Participants were presented with

each word in this set in a random order and were required to enter it seven times. There was no support

for correcting entered text. We recorded Words Per Minute (WPM) [369] from all entered words and

calculated Minimum String Distance (MSD) error rate [370] at the character level. In this stage of the

study, we collected 1960 typed words (composed of 6468 characters): seven repetitions by 20 words by

14 participants.

The second stage of the study was a phrase typing task. This more realistic typing task better reflects

novice performance with the system. In this task, participants were required to correctly type a total
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of 40 phrases (1061 characters plus 240 spaces). We used this instruction to simulate a careful typing

experience in which accuracy is emphasized over speed. Half of phrases consisted of selected ones from

Mackenzie et al. [299]’s widely used set. In order to cover all English letters, the rest of phrases were

composed of two pangrams repeated ten times ("the quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog" and

"pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs"), an approached borrowed from closely related prior work

optimizing touch screen typing [312]. Participants were able to use basic error correction in the form

of character deletion. We implemented space and delete actions via the simple gesture of touching the

collider surface with the index fingers: left for delete and right for space. These actions involved simple

finger flexion and did not require gross movements of the hand or wrist. In this task we logged WPM,

CER (Corrected Error Rate at the character level) [370], and MSD error rate [371]. We collected 560

typed phrases (40 phrases by 14 participants) in this phase of the study.

The typing system in both study phases was identical and is shown in Figure 36. As previously,

the basic scene featured the hands and the eight keyboard keys. In addition, we added a transparent

object indicating the location of the collider mesh—the touch surface on which the keys were situated.

This was important as the classifier based target selection system used in the study (see Section 6.7)

was based on touching and releasing this mesh, rather than the actual keys. We used this surface to

convey this functionality to participants. The characters assigned to each key were shown directly over

it. Each word repetition or phrase task began with display of a large (10 cm) target directly in front

of the participant. During this period, the keyboard keys and hands were shown in grey. After tapping

this initial target, the trial word or phrase was shown and the hand and keys were re-colored. Text entry

could then begin. Key selection was triggered by releasing the thumb from the collider surface and

the selected target was then shown by briefly highlighting it in green. In each trial, the word or phrase

to be typed was shown in green directly in front of participants at a height of 70cm; entered text was

shown in emerald green underneath this. Feedback for entered text was predictive: for each typed word,

we showed the most common word or word prefix based on the currently selected sequence of keys.

However, we did not implement feedback or commands to view or navigate predicted word sets. Rather

we manually adjusted word frequency data to ensure all words in our test sets were displayed in response

to entry of the full set of characters they were composed of. This simplified the experimental system and

task and matched our intention to focus on text entry performance in the form of entering a sequence

of predefined characters (i.e., a phrase from Mackenzie et al. [299]’s set) rather than the design and use

of a word prediction system and interface. We note that while this manipulation ensured that correct

task performance could be achieved by selecting the full and correct key sequence required to enter each

word, it also provided typical dynamic word prediction feedback (including display of non-target word
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(a) (b) (c-1) (c-2)

(c-3) (c-4)

Figure 36: ThumbAir keyboard layout (a), screenshot showing the word repetition task (b), and screen-

shot showing the phrase typing task (c). In (b) and (c), the trial word or phrase is displayed in green with

typed text in emerald green directly underneath. In addition, (c) shows feedback from the word pre-

diction system—although the target word is "your", a higher probability word stem ("to") is displayed

after selection of the first two correct keys (top row, right). Characters assigned to each key were always

orientated towards the HMD to ensure they could be clearly seen by participants. Key selection was

triggered by releasing thumb from surface. The selected target was highlighted in green.

stems that have high probability) during typing (see Figure 36-c).

Procedure. The study followed similar procedures to the prior studies: it took place in same room, and

followed similar instruction delivery and enrolment processes, including the use of a video to exemplify

instructions and inclusion of a practice session. This session initially mimicked practice in the bigram

study and involved free tapping of the thumb targets for a maximum of five minutes. Participants were

then exposed to the full text entry system and provided with an explanation of the qwerty-like keyboard

mapping and operation of the predictive text feedback. They then practiced the full word repetition

task with five words: "my, see, run, come, there". After completing this practice session, the word

repetition task began. After completing all 20 words, there was a five minute break. Participants were

then introduced to the space and delete gestures and completed a practice session involving typing

three phrases (not overlapped with the set in the study) from Mackenzie et al. [299]’s set. They then

completed the phrase entry section of the study. As with the bigram study, participants held their arms

in a comfortable, unsupported pose throughout the study.

Results and Discussion

In the word repetition stage of the study, participants completed a total of 1960 trials. Figure 37 shows

the overall mean WPMs for the entered words plotted by repetition and participant. It shows a very sub-

stantial improvement between first (12.30 WPM) and second (21.5 WPM) repetition and a more gradual
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upward trend thereafter. This suggests the task was relatively easy to pick up—after just a single experi-

ence. In line with prior work, we estimate expert performance as the mean of the final three repetitions:

27.1 WPM. This is on par with closely related work employing word repetition tasks during thumb to

finger typing [262]. The fact performance during in-air thumb typing can match that attained in sys-

tems based on directly instrumenting the hands to precisely sense physical contact is a positive result.

It suggests that current HMD trackers, when combined with careful keyboard design, are of sufficient

quality to support expert text entry at rates previously achievable only by instrumenting the hands and

fingers with dedicated worn sensors. Figure 37 shows the MSD error rate gradually decreased over the

full set of seven repetitions: from 5.1% in the first repetition to 2.8% in the final repetition. The mean of

the final three repetitions is 3.31%. This suggests that, as participants grew more familiar with the task,

they were able to achieve speed improvements while maintaining or improving accuracy. We note such

downward trends in error rate are common in word repetition tasks [262].

In the phrase typing task, we collected data from a total of 560 trials. We excluded two trials which

featured fewer than 75% of the typed phrase from further analysis, leaving data from 558 phrase entries

for analysis. Figure 38 shows WPM, CER and MSD error rate data from these trials. Performance

differed substantially from that in the word repetition stage. Perhaps most clearly, it was slower. The

mean WPM was 12.27WPM (the mean of the final five trials: 13.73WPM), less than half that achieved

in the word repetition task (27.1WPM). This suggests that the phrase task achieved our objective of cap-

turing novice performance levels—participants were not able to fully automate their input in the phrase

task and resorted to the more traditional hunt-and-peck style typing behaviors common to inexperienced

users. However, there is also evidence that they benefited in this task from our work to maintain the fa-

miliar QWERTY layout. WPMs over sequentially ordered trials do not show signs of an elbow point—a

linear regression on trial sequence and WPM reveals a steady upward trend (slope=0.09, R2=75.6%).

This suggests participants were successfully and incrementally adapting their knowledge of QWERTY

to the new format of our layout. Based on the performance levels achieved in the word repetition task

and the steady slope we observe here, we suggest further practice would result in further WPM improve-

ments. The WPM data also stacks up well to that reported in prior systems. For example, Fashimpaur et

al. [267]’s PinchType achieves 12.54 in thumb to finger typing, but requires a high performance external

optical tracking system. The benefits conveyed by physical feedback are also clear however. In a thumb

typing task on a VR controller surface, Son et al. [191] report WPMs of up to 20.56. We suggest that

the inherent lack of haptic feedback may increase the challenges of in-air typing for novice users [314].

While WPMs showed signs of steady improvement, error data remained relatively flat over all tri-
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Figure 37: WPM and MSD error rate in the word repetition task. Mean WPM was 27.1 WPM over the

last three repetitions while MSD error rate was 3.31% and gradually decreased over the full set of seven

repetitions. Per participant data is included to highlight variability in the word repetition task across

different users.
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Figure 38: WPM, CER, and MSD error rate in the phrase typing task. Mean WPMs, CER and MSD

figures over the whole data were, respectively, 12.27, 9.7% and 1.06%. In addition means from the final

five phrases were, respectively, 13.73, 10.1% and 1.15%. Per participant data is included to highlight

variability in the phrase typing task across different users.
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als, showing no substantial relationship with increased experience in the task (R2=0.077). In terms of

corrected error rate, mean performance was 9.70% (SD=3.92%) and the mean of the final five trials

was 10.1%. This is a typical score for CER in novice typing performance. Prior work reports 9.75%

CER [191] in text entry on handheld controllers and 13.3% CER [267] with a system based on in-air

hand tracking. Furthermore, the uncorrected error rate, which we calculated as the MSD error rate, was

low over all the trials (1.06%, SD=0.76%), with many participants recording a median of zero. In addi-

tion the mean over the final five trials was 1.15%. This indicates that participants performed the phrase

typing task carefully throughout the study, correcting the vast majority of errors they committed.

Beyond these analysis of the two typing tasks, we also explore two further fundamental issues. First,

as in prior studies, we examined the relationship between the thumb length and performance in both

tasks using Pearson correlation. Thumb lengths in this study were an average of 5.81cm (SD=0.34cm,

min=5.0cm, max=6.3cm). Variations in thumb length were not significantly related to any of the metrics

from either study task. We once again that conclude thumb length did not impact performance: users can

operate our system effectively, regardless of their hand size. Second, we explored the key level accuracy,

defined as the proportion of times participants selected the correct key during the phrase typing task, to

gain a more detailed understanding of how our target selection classifier performed in practice. This

measure combines incorrect target selections due to cognitive errors (i.e., choosing to select the wrong

key) with performative (or classifier) errors in which a user attempts to select the correct key, but fails

and selects another key instead. Mean key level accuracy was 92.6% (SD=2.4%), or 5.6% lower than the

accuracy reported during the LOOCV procedures used to assess the classifiers developed in the second

study (98.2%). While some of these additional errors are doubtless due to failures in the classifier,

we suggest the majority are likely cognitive in nature and due to, for example, problems interpreting

feedback from the word prediction system (which may display non-target word prefixes during partial

word entry). Evidence to support this assertion comes from closely related prior work. Examinations of

mean key level accuracy for, respectively, two-thumb text entry systems on soft tablet keyboards [337],

miniature physical keyboards [339], and soft smartphone keyboards [55] are 94.8%, 93.9% and 89.2%.

Our data fall squarely in the middle of this range, suggesting they may represent typical rates for thumb

typing in general. This analysis, combined with the generally good performance recorded throughout the

study, suggest our classifiers performed more or less as expected during this study. Indeed, the results of

this study arguably serve as an effective validation of the performance of our key classifier as it includes

both a new participant group and a more complex and naturalistic task.
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Figure 39: Baseline (left) and ThumbAir (right) interfaces in the comparison study. Participants stood

throughout the study.

6.10 Comparison Study: Comparing ThumbAir against a Baseline

Building on the results of the typing study, we conducted a follow-up study that sought to contextu-

alize and ground the performance data we report for ThumbAir. We achieved this by exploring typing

performance in a more realistic pose (standing), by capturing salient aspects of participants’ experiences

and opinions via standard exertion, workload and social acceptability questionnaires as well as through

short interviews and, finally, by contrasting ThumbAir’s performance against that achieved in a base-

line in-air typing system implemented following a design that has been frequently proposed in prior

work [45, 88]. This design requires a user to use their the index fingers to strike keys on a QWERTY

layout keyboard positioned directly in front of their body. We opted to compare ThumbAir against this

design due to both its prevalence in the literature, and the equivalence of its design goals to our own:

this design also enables unencumbered, internally tracked, in-air typing input.

Methods

Participants. We recruited twelve new participants (right-handed, mean age 20.33 (SD=2.64), five

female, seven male). They self-rated their familiarity with computers (4.75/5.0), smartphones (5.0/5.0),

and thumb typing on smartphones (5.0/5.0) as high, but they had relatively low familiarity with HMDs

(1.92/5.0, SD=0.51) and very limited experience with typing on HMDs (1.0/5.0). They were all non-

native English speakers enrolled in a full time English language degree program. They took approxi-

mately 60 minutes to complete this study and each received the equivalent of 15 USD in local currency.

Materials and Study Design. This study contrasted two conditions: ThumbAir and a Baseline. Thum-

bAir was configured as in the typing study (see Section 6.8), while the Baseline was implemented fol-

lowing a frequently proposed and studied in-air keyboard design [45, 88]. It is illustrated in Figure 39

(left) and involves a QWERTY keyboard located in the space immediately in front of a user; text is en-
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tered by striking keys with either index finger. Following recommendations in the literature, we situated

this keyboard 35cm below and 50cm forward of the HMD [45, 88]. Keys were 22mm square [88]. We

included space and delete keys on the right side of the keyboard, provided a green highlight when contact

with a key was made and implemented a simple debounce routine that blocked multiple key selections

within 200ms of each other. For both ThumbAir and the Baseline system, we displayed the instructions

(i.e., the phrases to type) and entered text just above the input surface—see Figure 39.

All participants completed both conditions in a fully balanced repeated measures arrangement. Each

condition was composed of two sequential sessions, a manipulation we included to enable us to examine

short term learning rates. Each session featured 15 randomly selected phrases from Mackenzie and

Soukoreff’s phrase set [299]. We filtered the phrases to ensure they only contain words that appear

in ThumbAir’s dictionary. In this way, in total, we collected 720 phrases (2 conditions by 2 sessions

by 15 phrases by 12 participants). Metrics were both objective (WPM, CER) and also subjective: for

each condition we captured standard measures of perceived exertion (BORG CR10 [372]) and workload

(NASA TLX [269]). We also used a questionnaire for social acceptability [349] that asks participants

to report on the places (e.g., home, street) in which they would be willing to perform a input task and

individuals/groups (e.g., alone, partner, colleagues) they would be willing to perform that task in front

of. Finally, we asked participants for their comments and opinions on each of the text entry systems.

Procedure. The study used the same setting and equipment, and followed broadly similar procedures,

to prior studies reported in this paper. Participants first read study instructions and watched a video

demonstrating both typing systems. They did not complete any practice sessions; we sought to assess

genuine novice performance. In addition, they conducted all tasks standing, a realistic HMD use posture

for a very broad range of scenarios, and one that has previously been used to study performance in the

design that inspired our Baseline system [45]. They next completed two sequential sessions, separated

by a break of three minutes, for one of the typing systems. They then filled in study questionnaires and

gave qualitative comments about their experience. After another five minute break, they completed the

same process with the other typing system.

Results and Discussion

We captured 720 typed phrases in this study; five phrases produced by two participants in the Baseline

condition were truncated, most likely by inadvertent and premature contact with the enter key. We ex-

cluded these five from our analysis and then calculated WPM and CER from the remaining set of 715

phrases. In addition to dividing the data by typing condition, we also divided it by session to enable us
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to examine short term learning rates. This data is shown in Figure 40 (center, left) and we analyzed it

with a pair of two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs. For WPM, we recorded a full suite of significant

differences: the interaction (F(1, 11)=10.545, p=0.008, η2
G=0.050) and main effects of condition (F(1,

11)=9.377, p=0.011, η2
G=0.206) and session (F(1, 11)=70.960, p<0.001, η2

G=0.224). The interaction

effect indicates that performance changes between the two sequential sessions differed between the two

typing conditions. To explore these trends, we ran paired t-tests on the data from each session indi-

vidually. The results show that while Baseline leads to a significantly higher WPM in the first session

(p=0.001), there is no significant difference in second session data (p=0.167). This suggests that the

main effect of condition is primarily due to the improved performance recorded for Baseline in the first

session and that the main effect of session mainly reflects the performance improvement observed for

ThumbAir in the second session. To explore this change in more detail, we plotted WPM data by phrase

entered (see Figure 40 right) and fit linear regression lines: ThumbAir shows a steeper slope (0.1402

vs 0.0877 for Baseline) and good fit (r2 = 0.81). While per-phrase means show, as expected, high vari-

ability, the trends over the full set remain relatively clear and consistent. We conclude that participants

initially struggled due to unfamiliarity with ThumbAir’s layout. However, they were able to rapidly

pick it up: after typing 15 phrases, performance was not significantly different to that attained using a

more standard QWERTY design. This strong performance likely reflects our emphasis on maintaining

close QWERTY similarity during the design of ThumbAir’s keyboard layout. We also note that basic

performance levels recorded are representative of those in the literature: our mean Baseline WPM of

12.09 WPM is 20% higher than that recorded for the keyboard design and implementation it is based

on [45]. This boost that may be due to a wide variety of factors, most likely to improvements in finger

tracking technology. In terms of CER, no significant differences were recorded in either interaction

or main effect. In addition, we note these CER figures are typical of those reported in closely related

studies of HMD based bare hand text entry (7.6% to 13.3%) [45, 267], but somewhat elevated when

compared more mature platforms such as smartphones (approximately 5%) [373]. Finally, MSD error

rates were low in both ThumbAir (Mean=0.34%, SD=0.30%) and Baseline (Mean=0.15%, SD=0.27%).

This indicates that participants corrected the vast majority of typing errors that occurred in the study.

Subjective feedback data for Borg CR10 and NASA TLX are shown in Table 10. We analyzed

this data with Bonferroni corrected paired t-tests, ultimately uncovering significant differences in two

measures. Participants reported higher levels of perceived exertion at the shoulder (p-value = 0.049) in

the Baseline condition. Specifically, they reported that the Baseline condition led to moderate levels of

perceived shoulder exertion versus very weak levels during use of ThumbAir. In addition, they reported

increased physical demand in the Baseline condition (p-value = 0.045). These data suggest that the
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Table 10: Mean subjective data recorded in the baseline study for NASA TLX and Borg CR10. Figures

in brackets show SD.

Nasa TLX Borg CR10

Mental Physical Temporal Perf. Effort Frust. Shoulder Arm Forearm Wrist Hand

Baseline 2.83 (2.1) 6.17 (3.9) 4.92 (4.6) 6.5 (4.4) 7.25 (5.3) 4.58 (5.8) 2.79 (2.2) 1.71 (1.9) 1.5 (2) 1.46 (1.9) 1.5 (2.2)

ThumbAir 3.33 (2.3) 2.58 (2.6) 4.17 (4.2) 6.42 (5.2) 7.42 (5.5) 4.42 (4.5) 1.08 (0.8) 0.83 (0.7) 0.75 (0.7) 0.83 (0.9) 2.04 (1.6)

Baseline condition suffered from "gorilla arm" [75,348] but that the more relaxed posture of ThumbAir,

with the hands lowered and the arms close to the body, largely avoided this. This result is in line with

prior work in which such poses have been suggested as targets for reducing exertion levels during input

tasks [75]. In addition, we analyzed the social acceptance questionnaire by the simple expedient of sum-

ming the number of locations and groups participants selected. This creates counts for each condition

of the number of locations in which participants would perform input, and the number of groups they

would perform it in front of. We then tested these counts using paired t-tests, recording significant dif-

ferences for both locations (p=0.002) and groups (p=0.001). Specifically, while participants indicated

they would use the Baseline condition in a mean of 2.33 locations (SD 1.23)), they indicated they would

use ThumbAir in a mean of 4.5 locations (SD 1.78). For groups this data was 4.08 (SD 1.08) for Base-

line and 5.42 (SD 0.79) for ThumbAir. These results indicate that participants felt it would be socially

acceptable to use ThumbAir in a greater number of real world contexts. Qualitative recorded at the end

of the study shed light on this issue. With ThumbAir six participants noted the input actions resembled

current practices, such as use of a smartphone. This familiarity increased their sense the input would be

acceptable in social situations. Additionally five described the small inputs motions as discreet or hard

to observe, factors that were also viewed to make them more acceptable. These findings are in line with

prior work [217]. In contrast for Baseline, five participants noted the input would be "strange", "weird"

or "odd", and four further suggested this problem is due to the fact the required finger motion is "uncom-

mon" or otherwise unintelligible to bystanders. More positively, two noted that they felt that it would be

more socially acceptable if they provided an explanation for their behavior, or readily envisaged a future

when this type of input becomes socially acceptable due to its prevalence.

6.11 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper describes the process of designing an in-air thumb typing keyboard for the inside-out hand

tracker available on a standalone off-the-shelf HMD. It targets a casual use-scenario in which an AR or

VR HMD user lacks external input devices but wishes to type on their headset to meet various needs,

such as sporadic messaging [374], note taking [375], authentication [376] or other personal information
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management tasks [377]. It takes account of factors such as comfort [372], workload [269] and, reflect-

ing the fact that input may take place in a range of settings, the social acceptability [349] of the input by

focusing on small and discreet input actions [217]. Our design process was data-driven and empirical.

First, we sampled performance over a broad range of target locations to understand viable regions in

which to locate keys and how users would move towards them. Based on the results, we designed an ar-

rangement of four targets for each hand in ready reach of thumb when it is rapidly articulated with gross

rotations of the metacarpal joint. These movements are comfortable, quick and relatively large scale.

As such, they are easy to track (comfortably within the HMD’s reported finger tracking accuracy [39])

and also easy to execute in the absence of haptic feedback (from the user’s point of view). We then

used these targets in a follow up study examining bigram performance—tapping targets in sequential

pairs. We used the data from this study to refine target locations and design a novel target selection

system (a classifier based on finger intersections with a virtual surface) that achieves a high level of

accuracy (98.2%). In addition we used this data in a computational process to inform the design of a

novel keyboard layout. The layout we ultimately selected emphasized a high level of QWERTY similar-

ity and low levels of ambiguity with respect to entered words. In a third study, we evaluated the target

locations, selection system and keyboard layout in word repetition and phrase typing tasks, ultimately

achieving final WPMs of 27.1 and 13.73, respectively. We believe this level of performance, achieved

on an on-the-shelf HMD hand tracker, represents a meaningful achievement. Both word repetition and

phrase entry speeds approached or exceeded those previously attained in closely related prior work that

relies on dedicated worn hardware [180, 260, 262] or external optical tracking systems [87, 191, 267].

We ground this data with a final study that compares performance with ThumbAir against a baseline

in-air typing design in a phrase-entry task. In addition to objective measures we collect qualitative mea-

sures of perceived exertion, workload and social acceptability. The results indicate that while objective

performance between the two designs is broadly similar, ThumbAir offers advantages in terms of the

qualitative metrics: it induces significantly lower levels of perceived exertion and physical demand and

is rated as acceptable for use in a wider range of situations that the baseline. These are key qualities that

match our goal of creating a typing system to support a range of casual HMD use scenarios. In sum, our

work demonstrates that rapid, accurate, comfortable and socially acceptable in-air thumb typing perfor-

mance can be achieved using currently available consumer hardware.

Despite these positive conclusions, there are a number of limitations to this work and, similarly, a

wide range of directions for future study. Perhaps most foundationally, while the metacarpal flexes we

study represent the dominant thumb motion performed by our users, it is simple and arguably fails to

take advantage of the high dexterity, and degrees-of-freedom, available to the thumb [354]. Future work
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might further investigate the potential for detailed in-air thumb motions involving lateral movements,

flexes of inter-phalangeal joint, or more complex compound actions such as ”pokes”. It would also be

important to extend the studies reported in this paper with work that examines a range of more diverse

settings. We used a seated pose to avoid fatigue during our first three prolonged studies and a standing

pose in our shorter fourth study. A valuable complement to this lab-based work would be an exploration

of in-air typing performance while walking [262]). These more mobile scenarios are commonplace in

HMD applications and particularly relevant for AR: our system needs be assessed in them. The per-

formance we observe while seated and standing may not fully generalize to more dynamic poses and

settings. It would also be interesting to explore the impact of customization on performance. While we

note our studies showed no variations that could be explained by hand size, and we used a fixed virtual

hand size throughout our work, mismatches between a users’ body and its representation in AR/VR are

known to exert a wide range of effects [378]. It would be interesting to evaluate whether using scaling or

other types of customization to minimize mismatches between a user’s real and virtual hands can boost

performance in the types of text entry tasks studied here. In addition, while the studies in the paper target

various aspects of typing performance, we did not conduct a prolonged, multi-session study [191, 337].

Data about in-air thumb-typing from such a study would closely complement the results we report here.

Finally, we also note that while this paper documents the design and evaluation of a keyboard layout,

a full typing system is a more sophisticated artifact. Immediate future work will need to redesign or

integrate a wide range of features into our system to truly enable users to type. For example, as our

keyboard is ambiguous, a interface for word selection needs to be defined. As the proposed layout

shows a high Top 2% [161] score of 98.1%, a simple system featuring two word choices is likely viable.

These limited selections could therefore be activated by simple hand gestures, such as flexing all fingers

(or making a fist) with the left or right hands. However, it is also worth noting that word selection and

prediction systems do not universally result in improved text entry speeds [379]. Although a two choice

design may be practical for ThumbAir, it would also need be highly accurate in order to allow users to

achieve greater WPMs. The cost of errors in word prediction systems are high. Alternatively, an effective

design might integrate advanced feedback, such as display of confidence in its predictions [379] which

may allow users to better recover from errors. Finally, we note a realistic keyboard will also require

mode switching to support entry of numbers or symbols. This might be achieved by a palm open gesture

with one hand which could be overlaid with a numeric keypad or other symbol entry system [380].

By continuing to develop our system to achieve full text entry functionality we hope to enable users of

current AR and VR HMDs to use the hand tracking built into their existing headsets to type comfortably,

discreetly, rapidly and accurately.
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6.12 Appendix.

Targets and Key Locations

In the range of motion study, we chose 18 target locations above each hand based on users’ ability to

select them rapidly and accurately with their thumbs. We used these locations to derive a paraboloid

surface and an arrangement of four key locations, which we use in bigram study. We present the loca-

tions of these targets here. Table 11 shows coordinates for the 18 selected targets. Table 12 shows the

coordinates of the refined key locations, which we use in text entry study. The refined key locations

were derived with the mean target centroid position by calculating all ellipses from the collision maps

for each target.
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VII Conclusion

7.1 Summary

This thesis aimed to address the constrained interaction experience for the resource-limited wearable

devices. Various prior works tackled this problem by developing complex interaction techniques or ex-

tending the limited design space to the alternative spaces with additional sensors such as other parts of

devices, around-devices, physical hand-held devices, or on-body. To address this problem, this thesis ar-

gues that the dexterity of finger movements will create novel interaction techniques with high popularity

and familiarity by using the built-in sensors in the wearable devices. The four scenarios for smartwatches

and HMDs supported the general claim of this thesis that understanding how users move their fingers

during input will enable increases in the expressiveness of the interaction techniques we can create for

resource-limited wearable devices.

The first scenario examined the comfort range of angle-based touch input on the small touchscreen

of smartwatches. Two empirical studies explored the static and dynamic angle-based touch inputs on the

design factors in fingers, angles, and touching poses. The touching poses included viable finger regions

for generating angle variation on the smartwatches such as the flat and side of the index finger and pair

of the index and middle fingers. The results of two studies based on both objective performance and

subjective comfort ratings yielded the comfortable angles combined with the metrics of input time and

accuracy for each touching pose. In particular, the classifiers for recognizing the finger regions achieved

an accuracy of 95.9% and 95.6% with the raw touch data of contact areas during the static and dynamic

touches, respectively. Based on the results of two empirical studies, the data-based design guideline was

presented to recommend comfortable angle range, target size, gesture type, distinctive touches, and fin-

ger flexion. Finally, the potential interaction techniques using the comfortable angles and touch-region

classifiers showed the feasibility of angle-based touch input techniques that can improve the expressive-

ness of touch input on the small touchscreen of smartwatches.

The second scenario explored the touch profiles generated by the unique input context of smart-

watches. This scenario aimed to address the distinctiveness of contact areas of each finger (thumb,

index, and middle fingers) will enable finger identification to recognize which of a finger is responsible

for a touch. The finger identification can assign different functions to each finger to extend the limited in-

put space. The first empirical study collected raw touch images through tapping and swiping tasks with

natural and exaggerated touch conditions. The exaggerated input condition aimed at maximizing the
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distinctiveness of touch profiles. The finger classifiers were constructed with touch profiles (e.g., angle,

major and minor axis length, and eccentricity of the contact area) extracted from the raw touch images.

The classifiers with the touch profiles from the exaggerated touch condition achieved an accuracy of up

to 98% due to the maximized distinctiveness. Meanwhile, the classifiers under natural touch conditions

remained challenging to distinguish the index and middle fingers, yielding an accuracy of up to 93%.

Two types of keyboards with two or three letters on each key were built to evaluate these classifiers. The

keyboard applications based on the finger identification systems demonstrated the contributions of this

thesis to increases in the expressiveness of touch input on the small touchscreen of smartwatches.

Next, to support the general claim of this thesis with various wearable scenarios, the other two sce-

narios explored the properties of in-air finger movements for HMDs. The third scenario examined the

characteristics of in-air finger stroking during unconstrained in-air typing tasks. The fast sequential in-

puts with prevalent finger stroking skills will enable interaction techniques that can improve the input

expressiveness for the small form factor wearable devices. The unconstrained typing tasks exhibited

variations in a strategy of in-air finger stroking with different patterns of hand movement: either mov-

ing the entire hand and finger together (HAND strategy) or only the finger (FINGER strategy). Then,

through the analysis of finger kinematics, the unconstrained in-air finger stroking showed faster velocity

(762mm/s), shorter time duration (322ms), and lower amplitude (49mm) than in constrained typing tasks

with specific behavior instruction [47]. The correlated movements were also analyzed to understand the

unintended movements of other fingers during the intentional movements of a single finger. The over-

all amplitude ratio of unconstrained in-air finger stroking (46.9-83.5%) was higher than in constrained

typing (27.5-60.6%) [47]. The analysis of the time interval between the sequential finger stroking in-

puts showed an average time overlap of 43ms. The last analysis presented the amplitude, velocity, and

distribution of individual in-air keys. The results of various analysis methods showed the complexity

of fast sequential finger stroking in the air. Based on the results, the data-based recommendations were

suggested for future researchers and developers to design input interfaces with in-air finger stroking.

The last scenario explores the properties of thumb movements in the air to develop an in-air typing

system using a built-in hand tracking system in HMDs. To understand the thumb movement for input,

the first study examined the viable touch locations by considering the efficient range of in-air thumb

touch motion having high accuracy and speed. The locations of key were determined to avoid physical

occlusion by fitting a paraboloid surface that crosses the viable touch locations. The second study

examined the performance of sequential input for the paired keys. Based on the results, a classifier was

constructed to determine the intended target on the paraboloid surface. The visual cues for the final
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keys were re-arranged on the centroid of each distribution. The results of two studies showed that the

number of viable touch locations is limited to four per hand. To improve the input expressiveness in this

limitation, a computational design process reviewed the potential keyboard layouts to assign the letters

to a total of eight keys. The final two studies evaluated the performance of in-air thumb typing using

the ambiguous keyboard with word prediction system, showing final WPMs of 27.1 and 13.73 in word

repetition and phrase entry tasks respectively. The subjective ratings on the experience of the designed

in-air thumb typing system showed a very weak level of perceived exertion with the relaxed postures

that can avoid "gorilla arm effect" [75]. The discreet thumb movements during the in-air thumb typing

showed higher acceptability for social situations than in the baseline keyboard. The ambiguous keyboard

design with fast, comfortable, and subtle thumb motions in the air showed the feasibility of in-air typing

that enables increases in input expressiveness for resource-limited wearable devices.

7.2 Design Considerations on finger input techniques for wearables

This section provides design considerations for future researchers and developers to design interaction

techniques based on the properties of finger motions that will improve the expressiveness of dexterous

inputs for resource-limited wearable devices. The discussion of this section includes properties of finger

movements on various perspectives of design factors: contact area on the surface, finger motions in the

air, usability, data collection, and novel keyboard interfaces.

Contact areas on the surface

The raw touch images generated from the reliable capacitive sensors have high resolution and sensitivity

that are sufficient to detect finger movements during touch input [94]. The contact area on the surface

could provide plentiful information about the touch such as angle, major and minor axis length, and

eccentricity. This touch profile is a promising feature to improve the expressiveness of touch input by

estimating the finger status or recognizing touching fingers.

The touch profile can infer a contacted finger area on the touchscreen to estimate the touching finger

poses or provide multiple input options in the same touch area. For example, Chapter III, using the

contact areas by flat and side of the index finger, presented the region-aware classifiers that achieved an

accuracy of 95.9% and 95.6% in inferring the contacted finger region during static and dynamic touches

respectively. The high accuracy indicates that the classification of finger regions can be reliable across

users and various touch tasks. The unique oval shapes of fingers would enhance the distinguishability of

finger regions on hard surfaces. Meanwhile, the unique finger input context by the wearable form factor

could generate distinctive touch profiles of each finger during touch input on the surfaces of the device.
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The distinctiveness of touch profiles can lead to the development of finger identification systems. For

example, Chapter IV revealed that each finger can form distinguishable contact areas on the touchscreen

of smartwatches. The collected touch profiles of each finger during tapping and swiping tasks were used

to develop the finger identification system that showed an accuracy of up to 93% and 98% in natural and

exaggerated touch poses respectively. The relatively low accuracy in the natural touch poses suggests

that the touch profiles of the index and middle fingers are less distinctive, while the exaggerated touch

poses can generate more distinctive touch profiles on the thumb, index, and middle fingers even at the

cost of performing them in touch time. In addition, the static finger touch provided more distinctive touch

profile than in dynamic finger motion on the surface. The moving fingers with more strong force may

generate variation on contact area. In sum, the various scenarios in this thesis showed the potentiality of

touch profiles that enable increases in the expressiveness of touch input. I recommend future researchers

and developers carefully consider the contact regions in fingers, the contact area on the touchscreen, and

the unique touch poses by wearable form factors while designing interfaces based on the touch profiles.

Finger motions in the air

The bare-hand interaction can enable dexterous and familiar interaction techniques like manipulating

physical things with hands in real environments. However, the in-air finger inputs would generate more

complex finger motions due to the hand pose in specific design spaces and the lack of haptic feedback.

To achieve reliable input interfaces, it is fundamentally required to understand various perspectives of

finger motions.

Among various in-air gestures, in-air finger stroking has simple, fast, and discrete finger motions

that will enable fast sequential inputs such as text entry. The results of Chapter V contributed to the in-

depth analysis of the in-air finger stroking. The kinematics of a single finger for in-air stroking showed

faster (762mm/s), shorter (322ms), and lower amplitude (49mm), while other fingers simultaneously had

correlated movements with an amplitude ratio of 46.9-83.5%. The sequences of in-air finger stroking

showed a time overlap of 43ms. The high unintended movements of other fingers could complicate

the detection of intended finger input. In addition, the not inconsiderable overlaps in sequential inputs

(23.8% of the extension phase of the previous input) could blur the boundaries of individual inputs. On

the other hand, the touch input in the air needs to carefully design the arrangement of virtual targets

by considering finger motions. For example, Chapter VI revealed an efficient range of thumb touch

motions in performance to specify viable locations of virtual targets for thumb touch input. Through the

performance of sequential input tasks, the final target locations were selected to lead the accurate and

fast thumb motions. The final design space included four targets per hand to avoid physical occlusion.

The limited number of targets may be due to the immature hand tracking systems of commercial HMDs
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that are insufficient to perform subtle bare-hand manipulation in the design space. These findings from

the two in-air finger input scenarios in this thesis will be helpful for future researchers and developers to

build in-air finger input interfaces with accurate and fast sequential inputs for HMDs or other wearables

that have limited input space on devices.

Usability based on properties of finger movements

Interaction techniques in wearable devices frequently used in daily life should carefully consider the

usability along with input performance. This thesis explored the three factors that can affect overall

usability during input: comfort, perceived exertion, and social acceptance.

The touch input techniques based on angles can have the limited range of comfortable touches by

requiring users to make specific postures before or during touch. Chapter III in this thesis addressed the

comfort during angle-based touch input on the touchscreen of smartwatches. The side of index finger

enabled comfortable input over a large range of angles (between 60◦ and 180◦) due to effortless finger

flexion. The comfortable range of angles in touch with the flat region of the index finger was between 90◦

and 180◦. The unique input context of smartwatches limited the comfortable angles (between 180◦ and

270◦) on angle-based touches using the pair of index and middle fingers, requiring twisting of the wrist

when making touches beyond a certain angle. In spite of the limited angles, the pair touches recorded

lower touch time than other side and flat touches. The high familiarity of pair touches with index and

middle fingers may lead this results. The comfort ratings were moderately correlated with preparation

times (r=0.546, p<0.001) due to the difficulty of making the touching poses for uncomfortable angles. In

the comfort range of angle-based touches, the minimum angular width of the target would be 20◦ and 15◦

on static and dynamic touches, respectively. Based on the findings, I recommend that future researchers

and developers should design interaction techniques by combining and contrasting the performance with

the usability that will increase the reliability of interaction techniques.

In addition, Chapter VI provided evidence that the design space of in-air finger input can impact the

perceived exertion and workload. During the in-air thumb typing proposed in this thesis, the relaxed

input pose with the hands lowered, the arms close to the body, and small finger motions may result in

weak perceived shoulder exertion that avoided "gorilla arm effect" [75]. In terms of social acceptability,

the results of Chapter VI showed that discreet and subtle thumb motion in the air was preferred in

various social situations than large index poking gestures. The empirical findings on the perceived

exertion, workload, and social acceptability will be helpful for future researchers and developers to

design interaction interfaces for wearable devices widely used in daily life and public spaces.
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Novel interaction techniques

Finger region-aware system with touch profiles: Angle-based touch techniques with finger region-

aware systems can generate two options in rotation gesture input with the side and flat of fingers. For ex-

ample, Chapter III demonstrated the usefulness of angle-based touches and region-aware techniques on

smartwatches by suggesting three demo applications: the message, map, and photo apps. An interview

study was conducted to evaluate their comfort, efficiency, and learnability. All participants remarked on

the value of the region-aware input technique that increased the range of input available on the small

touchscreen of smartwatches. Participants also mentioned high learnability due to their consistency and

predictability. The comments on the example apps clearly showed the feasibility of the integration of

two techniques that enabled increases in the expressiveness of touch input on resource-limited wearable

devices. In addition, regardless of the device form factor, the region-aware interaction techniques with

angles could be applied to the surface of other wearable devices by considering usability on comfort,

since the contact regions on hard surfaces could be independent of the input contexts of wearables.

Virtual keyboards with touch profiles: Finger identification systems are a promising approach to

broaden the input range available for enabling high bandwidth tasks on resource-limited wearable de-

vices. To access the high bandwidth tasks with text entry, Chapter IV presented smartwatch virtual

keyboards using finger identification systems based on distinctive touch profiles of each finger in natural

and exaggerated touch poses. Each keyboard type needed 12 and 16 keys for touch typing by assigning

three (Tri-Type) or two (Di-Type) letters to each key, respectively. Phrase typing tasks yielded a mean of

7.53 and 8.08 WPM for Tri-Type and Di-Type keyboards respectively. The typing speed was somewhat

limited due to too short exposure to be familiar with the novel interaction technique but still showed

reasonable performance, compared to the prior work (10.8 WPM [68]) using finger identification sys-

tem with additional finger-mounted wearables. The minor figures of up to 1.7% on the wrong-key touch

errors indicated that the key size of 6.75mm by 5.75mm or 7.85mm with 0.6mm spacing was sufficient

to perform the complex tasks with both natural and exaggerated touch poses. An interesting finding was

that typing with two fingers showed better performance in speed and wrong-finger error (8.08 WPM and

8.3%) than with three fingers (7.53 WPM and 10%). It may indicate that the small variation on fingers

could lead to short execution time and high accuracy on finger identification systems. The example

keyboards showed the feasibility of finger identification systems that will enable high bandwidth tasks

requiring the wide input range available on resource-limited wearable devices.

In-air thumb keyboard: The hand tracking systems can enable HMDs to adopt prevalent finger

stroking input for typing tasks. This thesis sought to develop in-air typing systems by exploring finger
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motions in the air. Chapter V investigated the properties of in-air finger motions during unconstrained

typing. However, the complex finger motions in the air remained challenging to accurately recognize the

intended finger stroking with a low accuracy of up to 86.9%. Meanwhile, Chapter VI introduced a novel

in-air typing system with prevalent thumb touch skills to virtual keys. However, the viable location of

in-air thumb touch input was limited to eight for both hands. To address this limitation, an ambiguous

keyboard layout with a word prediction system [262] was designed by mapping the letters to the eight

keys. The evaluation studies for the in-air thumb typing system yielded 27.1 WPM in the word repetition

task to mimic the expert performance and 13.73 WPM in the traditional phrase typing task to assess the

novice performance. In particular, during the word repetition task, the substantial improvements in typ-

ing speed after the single trial (12.30 WPM to 21.5 WPM) indicated that the in-air thumb typing system

was easy and efficient in selecting keys. In addition, the low error rate of 2.8% in the final repetition

indicated that the experts will be able to accomplish fast and accurate typing. Finally, the in-air thumb

typing with a relaxed posture and discreet finger motions led to weak perceived exertion, low workload,

and high social acceptability, compared to the prior in-air typing method [45].

Data Collection

In this thesis, the empirically collected data from rigorous study designs can contribute to providing a

ground-truth for future researchers and developers to build novel interaction techniques for wearable

devices. Chapter III provided specific angles that can enable comfortable angle-based touch input on

smartwatches. The angles on various finger regions and poses can be a guideline to design static or

dynamic touch input techniques based on rotation. Chapter V collected a total of 25,932 manually

labeled finger motions to each in-air key to explore the various characteristics of unconstrained in-

air typing. Based on the massive data, various aspects of individual in-air keys were summarized for

the invisible in-air keyboard with Qwerty layout, including amplitude, velocity, direction, and three-

dimensional fingertip distribution. The geometric features of each in-air key led to a conceptualization of

a potential keyboard layout in the air. The details of individual in-air keys and potential keyboard layout

will be a ground-truth to building in-air typing systems using finger motions. Chapter VI presented the

individual in-air touch performance (e.g., touch success rate, touch time, and global wrist angle changes

during touch) to a total of 80 virtual targets in the space above palm (a volume of 6cm by 4.75cm by

4.75cm). Based on the performance metrics, all viable locations for thumb touch input were described.

This data will be helpful to develop in-air thumb touch techniques for virtual objects.
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7.3 Limitation and Future Work

The interaction techniques proposed in this thesis introduced a variety of promising approaches that

can enable increases in the expressiveness of finger input on smartwatches and HMDs. However, the

limitations in the scope of the current studies leave future works that will enhance the finger interaction

techniques. This section discusses the limitations and immediate future works to extend the current

works of this thesis, such as sensing technologies of touchscreen and hand tracking system, wearable

types, properties of finger motions, physical occlusion, detection and recognition of in-air finger mo-

tions, usability, and mobile environments.

Sensing technologies

In this thesis, the quality of sensing technologies in commercial wearable devices would have affected

the overall development process of finger interaction techniques. For example, Chapter IV collected

contact areas on a small touchscreen with a total of 64 capacitive cells in a 33mm x 33mm area. The

relatively large size of a single cell (approximately 4mm by 4mm) remained challenging to detect the

fine details of the contact area with the tip, pad, or side of fingers. The estimated touch profiles by fitting

an ellipse with a few cells may generate more overlaps in classification between the index and middle

fingers of natural touch poses. Further investigation using a touchscreen with more high resolution is

the next step to reveal novel features in contact areas during natural touch inputs. Another future avenue

for this issue is to employ image recognition algorithms such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) for

the raw or pre-processed touch images. Indeed, future researchers and developers should consider the

computational cost of classification models on the limited resources of wearable devices. In addition,

the sensing frequency of the touchscreen was limited to around 33Hz which supported a mean of 6.6

frames (a mean touch time of approximately 200ms) for each screen touch with natural poses. Since

results showed a higher classification accuracy (2.8% more) with the data of short touches, the more

high frequency may lead to more accurate classification rates by capturing fine details of the short finger

movements.

The quality of hand tracking systems would have affected the results of the observation study and

interface design. For example, the frequency of the hand tracking system in Chapter V was 60Hz which

supported the detection of the individual in-air finger stroking with approximately 8.6 frames (143.3ms)

and 11.2 frames (187.2ms) for flexion and extension phases, respectively. Despite the in-depth analysis

for in-air finger stroking, the observation studies may not have captured the entire finger motions due to

the time gap of 16.7ms between two frames (11.7% of the flexion phase). Immediate future work is the
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validation studies of the suggested feature sets with advanced optical hand tracking systems with high

frequency. In Chapter VI, the relatively low sensitivity (9.6◦ joint angle accuracy [39]) of built-in hand

tracking system in commercial HMD constrained the detection of subtle in-air thumb movements. It

impacted the interface design of the in-air thumb typing system by allowing only four keys per hand in

the efficient range of thumb touch input. I believe that the advancement of hand tracking technologies

in near future will enable the in-air touch input techniques to have a high input resolution in this design

space.

Types of wearable devices

This thesis mainly focused on exploring the properties of finger input motions suitable for the form

factors of popular wearable devices: smartwatches and VR HMDs. Specifically, Chapter III and IV ex-

plored the properties of touch input motions on the touchscreen of smartwatches, while Chapter V and

VI explored the properties of in-air finger motions for the HMDs. However, the different input contexts

of other wearable devices may generate novel finger motions due to their form factors. For example,

the location of wearable devices can produce their unique touch input poses on the surface, or the touch

input for wearable devices near face basically require an eyes-free interaction that needs to rely on the

proprioceptive sense [85]. In addition, the sensor locations for the input of wearable devices may variate

the finger input motions. Especially, the bare-hand input motions in the air can be designed differently

depending on the location and detection range of hand tracking system built in wearables or additional

devices. For example, Chapter V observed downward finger motions by using a Leap motion device

placed below hands, while Chapter VI examined the thumb motions with the specific palms-up hand

postures due to the inside-out HMD-based tracking system. Therefore, a next step is the investigation of

the special properties of finger input motions on various form-factors of other wearable devices, such as

armbands, clothes, belts, necklace, or earring.

The attributes of the surfaces on wearable devices can also variate the properties of finger input

motions. In terms of the on-surface input, this thesis focused on the properties of touch motions on the

rigid and flat surface of the touchscreen, which can extract the touch profiles of fully contacted fingers.

However, touch input on soft or patterned surfaces such as cloth-type wearables may generate different

finger motions while performing static and dynamic inputs depending on the surface deformation and

friction. Also, the surface flatness by the inherent curves or edges in wearable form factor can affect the

finger input by constraining the continuous motions or comfortable input ranges. Immediate future work

is the investigation of the unrevealed finger motions on various surface types with different hardness,

texture, and flatness.
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Properties of fingers

The dexterity of fingers with the distinct anatomy, high sensitivity, and high degrees of freedom can

enable various finger motions during input on the surface and in the air. Within this space, the scope of

this thesis includes a range of specific finger motions for two types of wearable devices. Future works

will need to extend the current studies to other fingers, regions, motions, and poses. For example, the

finger identification and region-aware classifiers focused on the contact areas from the flat part or the

side of fingers. Extending this research scope to other regions (e.g., fingertip and knuckle) or status

of fingers (e.g., joint angles of fingers) is a promising next step to increase the range of input avail-

able more for resource-limited wearable devices. In addition, the empirical studies for identifying the

comfort range of angle-based touch interaction focused on yaw angles of fingers on the touchscreen of

smartwatches. Many prior works noted the feasibility of angle-based finger input with various axes in-

cluding pitch [94,101,284] and roll [290] on the surface of mobile devices. Therefore, immediate future

works will need to explore the comfort range of touch input on pitch and roll or combination of multiple

orientations.

The in-air finger input techniques in the current studies also adopted specific finger motions. For

example, the in-air thumb typing system used the metacarpal flexes of thumb to select keys. It led to

a total of eight keys above two palms. The dexterous thumb can also move in lateral direction, which

will be able to extend the design space of in-air thumb touch input to more large space other than the

above-palm. Using multiple fingers towards virtual targets above palms could also enable increases in

the expressiveness of the in-air touch input in the limited size of design space around hands. In sum,

immediate future work is to explore a wide range of in-air touch motions with various fingers and di-

mensions to viable locations around hands.

Another important issue of finger input techniques is the individual difference in viable finger mo-

tions. The hand size and flexibility can affect the performance and usability of a static interface or

recognizer. For example, Chapter IV provided evidence that the per-user recognizer showed the better

performance than of the static recognizer. However, Chapter VI presented only static interface with the

fixed sized of virtual hand, since the actual hand size had no significant effect on the performance of

thumb touch motion. In future work, the effects of interface or recognizer customization for anthropom-

etry need to be explored in the perspectives of performance and usability.
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Physical occlusion

The immature hand tracking systems are still insufficient to perform subtle touch input to the small and

dense virtual targets in the air. It can cause an issue of physical occlusion during in-air touch input to the

virtual targets. For example, Chapter VI addressed this issue by recognizing the intended target selection

from in-air thumb motions. The classifiers were constructed based on the aggregated distribution during

thumb touch motions on a paraboloid surface across the virtual targets. While the promising performance

of classifiers (98.2%) led to accurate in-air touch input by avoiding physical occlusion, only four touch

locations were viable per hand. An ambiguous keyboard layout was required to include all letters with

a total of eight keys typing tasks. Despite the quick thumb touch movements, the ambiguous layout

confused novice users during typing. Therefore, future work is to increase the in-air key resolution while

avoiding physical occlusion in dense environments. One approach is to investigate more distinct features

from the in-air touch motions so that the key classifier can be improved to increase distinguishable touch

locations. Another approach is the development of thumb interaction techniques to virtual targets within

a viable volume presented in this study. An important consideration in this approach is the selection

method of virtual keys by passing through unintended keys located in the viable volume.

Detection and Recognition of in-air finger stroking

The in-air typing with ten fingers [47, 306] is a promising finger input technique on HMDs with built-in

hand tracking systems. However, many commercial HMDs still adopt hand-held controllers for typing

due to the lack of robust detection algorithm for the sequences of fast in-air finger stroking. To achieve

it, this thesis (Chapter V) provided the properties of finger motions during unconstrained in-air typing.

Among various properties of finger motions, the relatively clear palm movements (23mm) and the high

velocity (764ms/s) of the intended finger can be significant features to enable the detection of in-air

finger stroking. Examining the feasibility of the revealed features is immediate future work to develop

an accurate detection system.

The recognition of intended finger stroking is more complex. The static and per-user classifiers

based on the feature set extracted from this study showed a limited accuracy of up to 86.9%. The false

recognition might occur due to the highly complex finger motions such as highly correlated movements

(up to 83.5%) and long overlaps of sequential inputs (23.8% of the extension phase). Further investi-

gation needs to reveal more distinct features that can lower the complexity of the fast sequential finger

motions. Interestingly, this observation study revealed in-air finger typing strategies that can variate

the finger motions in the air. While the brief analysis in this thesis ascertained two strategies with dif-
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ferent palm movements, it left room for several other strategies to exist. Understanding various in-air

finger movements is fundamentally required to build the reliability of finger stroking detection and fin-

ger recognition. A logical next step is more intensive analysis to explore the potential strategies with

advanced optical hand tracking system.

Muscle fatigue, comfort, and social acceptance

The issues in usability can affect the performance of interaction techniques. This thesis explored var-

ious perspectives of usability including comfort, muscle fatigue, and social acceptance, while further

investigation will need to validate the current results. The high muscle fatigue during continuous input

can disturb the reliability of interaction techniques. For example, the in-air thumb typing system in the

comparison study of Chapter VI provided evidence that a relaxed hand posture showed low levels of

perceived shoulder exertion during in-air gesture input rather than of the baseline. However, other in-

air interaction techniques in this thesis need to understand muscle fatigue. Especially, the in-air finger

stroking for typing (V) may cause not negligible burden on the forearm due to the fast and continuous

input in the air. The short-term lab study with a break after each block limited truly measuring muscle

fatigue. Future work is the investigation of muscle fatigue on the actual usage scenarios of the in-air

typing systems including fast and continuous finger stroking.

In terms of comfort, the studies in Chapter III rated the comfort during static and dynamic angle-

based touch inputs on the touchscreen of smartwatches. The results led to the specific range of comfort-

able angle-based touches with high performance, while the small sample size with up to 18 participants

carefully concluded the results of the subjective feedback. Future work is a validation of the current

conclusion with a large set of samples. Also, the studies for developing the in-air thumb typing system

(VI) estimated the comfort with the changes of wrist angle during the input. A validation study is the

next step to access the truly perceived comfort.

Social acceptability is an essential factor especially to achieve a daily use of novel interaction tech-

niques in public places. For example, the in-air thumb typing system in VI showed high social ac-

ceptability due to the discreet and prevalent finger movements near the torso [86]. However, the in-air

finger stroking gestures showed relatively large finger motions with an average travel distance of up

to 86.22mm due to the lack of haptic feedback. The distribution of in-air keys formed a larger size

of keyboard layout with width and height of approximately 250mm and 100mm respectively than the

normal size of a physical keyboard layout (approximately 180mm x 50mm). Future works include the

investigation of its social acceptability in public places or the development of subtle in-air finger typ-
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ing. Mid-air haptic feedback to the fingertip can lead to reduced finger motions by providing strong key

confirmation [98–100].

Mobile environments

The applications of wearable devices (e.g., smartwatches and AR HMDs) are common and useful in

mobile scenarios such as walking [262] or running [256]. Nonetheless, this thesis conducted lab-based

studies using sitting or standing postures and fixed settings to avoid any confound factors such as fatigue

and distraction. The study results may not generalize to the performance of mobile scenarios with

dynamic input postures and settings. Future works will need to explore the impact of mobile scenarios

for the suggested interaction techniques.

7.4 Conclusion

This thesis explored how users move their fingers during input to develop novel interaction techniques

for various interaction scenarios on wearable devices. The four scenarios on the surface and in the air

supported the general claim of this thesis that understanding how users move their fingers during input

will enable increases in the expressiveness of the interaction techniques we can create for resource-

limited wearable devices. The first study investigated the comfort range of angle-based touch input

on the touchscreen of smartwatches. The empirical studies revealed that the unique input context, in

which the touching hand approaches the small touchscreen with a limited range of angles, generated the

specific comfort ranges of touch input on the variations in the angles, finger regions, and touch poses.

In addition, the novel interaction technique of region-aware rotation was proposed to increase the ex-

pressiveness of touch input with angles. The second study revealed that the unique input context of

smartwatches generated distinctive touch profiles of fingers on the touchscreen. The finger identifica-

tion systems with the touch profiles led to the development of two virtual keyboards by distinguishing

two and three fingers in the natural and exaggerated touch poses respectively. The results of the first

and second scenarios showed the feasibility of touch input motions that increased the expressiveness of

touch input on the small touchscreen of smartwatches. In addition to the finger motion on the surface,

the finger input motions in the air were examined to support the general claim of this thesis with various

scenarios. The third scenario explored finger stroking input during unconstrained in-air typing that re-

quires fast sequential input. The observation study revealed various perspectives of finger motions while

conducting the sequences of in-air finger stroking, such as strategies, kinematics, correlated movements,

inter-keystroke relationship, and in-air keys’ distribution. The last scenario investigated the efficient

range of in-air thumb touch motions to the virtual targets above the palm to develop the in-air thumb
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typing system for HMDs. The prevalent thumb motions enabled fast in-air typing on the ambiguous

keyboard layout with a total of eight virtual keys. The empirical studies in the third and fourth scenarios

showed the feasibility of in-air finger motions that enabled the fast sequential input for the complex

typing tasks on HMDs.

A series of empirical studies for various finger input motions presented contributions to the de-

velopment of finger-based interaction techniques on resource-limited wearable devices, through design

considerations, novel interaction techniques, empirically collected data, and discussions. First, this the-

sis provides a range of practical knowledge for finger motions during input on the surface and in the

air. For example, the unique input context to the small and fixed touchscreen of smartwatches generates

distinctive touch profiles for different finger-regions or fingers (Chapter III and IV). The unconstrained

finger stroking in the air complicates the detection and recognition of fast sequential input (Chapter V).

In-air thumb touch techniques have a limited number of keys within the efficient range of thumb touch

motion (Chapter VI). Second, this thesis has contribution to the usability of finger input motions. For

example, the unique input context of smartwatches generates the limited comfort range of static and

dynamic touch inputs with angles (Chapter III). Third, the novel interaction techniques based on the

properties of finger input motions contribute to increases in the expressiveness of input on resource-

limited wearable devices by widening the range of input available. For example, the finger region-aware

systems (Chapter III) and virtual keyboards (Chapter IV) using the touch profiles provide two or three

available input options on each target without any additional sensors or wearables. In-air thumb typing

system (Chapter VI) based on the distribution of thumb motions also provides three or four input options

on each key to enable fast sequential input with a built-in hand tracking system in commercial HMD.

Lastly, the collected data from empirical studies is also a contribution to providing a ground-truth for

developing novel finger interaction techniques. For example, this thesis provides the specific comfort

ranges of angle-based touch input (Chapter III), the in-depth analysis for in-air finger stroking (Chapter

V), and the viable locations of in-air thumb touch above palm (Chapter VI). In sum, this thesis provides

clear guidelines for future researchers and developers to develop novel interaction techniques based on

finger motions for resource-limited wearable devices.

Through the series of empirical studies, I argue that objective and subjective results, novel interaction

techniques, and discussions over various finger input scenarios in this thesis support the general claim

that understanding how users move their fingers during input will enable increases in the expressive-

ness of the interaction techniques we can create for resource-limited wearable devices. The additional

discussions on the contributions and design considerations will be helpful for future researchers and
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developers to implement this type of finger-based interaction system. Furthermore, this thesis seeks

to suggest the scope of future research works that will achieve efficient, convenient, and comfortable

interaction systems on various types of wearable devices.
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